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Abstract
Hot mix asphalt (HMA) is used as the primary overlying material of concrete pavements during
rehabilitation because of its inexpensive nature when compared to most Portland cement concrete
(PCC) rehabilitation/reconstruction alternatives. In airfield pavements for example, a common
technique is to place a HMA concrete overlay on top of an existing deteriorated PCC, since the
initial cost is low and the placement process is fast. This restores smoothness, structure and water-
proofing benefits to existing pavement. However, due to the majority of the PCC pavements being
in average to poor condition, many HMA overlays are exposed to extreme movements (both verti-
cal and horizontal). The combination of associated load and environmentally induced movements
creates complex stresses and strains in the vicinity of expansion joints and cracks in the PCC, thus
dramatically reducing the life of the HMA overlay, typically in the form of reflective cracking.
Reflective cracking is a fatigue cracking distress, which is initiated at the bottom of the HMA
overlay and propagates through its thickness and the surface. It can reduce the life expectancy of
the overlay because it leads to roughness, raveling, and moisture infiltration.
The analysis of reflective cracking involves all modes of fracturing i.e., Mode I (opening),
Mode II (shearing), and Mode III (tearing) [61] and thus 3-D models are required. The need for
true 3-D modeling of reflective cracking complicates the development of computational models
using standard finite element methods. Furthermore, the nature of the linear viscoelastic material
(asphalt) makes the crack analysis time dependent. The Generalized or eXtended Finite Element
Method (G/XFEM) [10, 12, 41, 108, 109, 119, 163] adds flexibility to the FEM while retaining its
attractive features. In this study, the computation of the time-dependent energy release rate G(t)
along 3-D crack fronts is done by applying the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle to the
ii
associated GFEM elastic solution. The inversion from the Laplace domain to the physical domain
is done numerically using the Fourier series method.
In this proposed linear viscoelastic GFEM, adaptive surface triangulations are utilized to ex-
plicitly represent complex 3-D crack surfaces. Computational geometry algorithms are used to
track the evolution of the crack front and the crack surface representation based on GFEM so-
lutions. This methodology allows us to investigate the behavior of complex 3-D reflective crack
surfaces accounting for the viscoelastic behavior of the material while keeping the computational
cost and implementation complexity comparable to the case of linear elastic materials. Numerical
experiments of long crack growth (crack surface significantly increases from its initial size) and
coalescence of multiple crack surfaces demonstrate that the method is robust and is able to per-
form complex 3-D crack growth simulations. As such, it provides support for the development of
mechanistic based design procedures for airfield overlays that are tolerant to reflective cracking.
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Reflective cracking (RC) is one of the primary forms of distress in Hot Mixed Asphalt (HMA)
overlays of flexible and rigid pavements. It accelerates the deterioration of the overlay and the
underlying pavement because of the penetration of water and foreign debris (spalling) into these
cracks. As consequence it reduces significantly the service life of the pavement and in case of
airfields, advanced spalling can also significantly increase Foreign Object Damage (FOD) poten-
tial. The basic mechanism causing reflective cracking is strain concentration in the overlay due
to movement in the underlaying pavement in the vicinity of joints and cracks. This movement
may be induced by bending or shearing action resulting from gear loads or temperature changes.
Factors that influence reflective cracking are: traffic volume, daily and seasonal temperature varia-
tions, pavement structure, HMA mixture properties and the degree of load transfer at joints among
others.
In airfield pavements for example, in order restore the smoothness, structure capacity, and
waterproofing benefits of any existing deteriorated Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) pavement, a
common practice for rehabilitation consists in placing an asphalt concrete (AC) overlay on top of
the deteriorated pavement. In contrast to other rehabilitation techniques, the use of asphalt overlays
constitutes low initial cost and a fast process since the existing pavement serves as a foundation for
the new pavement. However, in many instances the lifespan of the new overlay greatly depends
on the emergence of reflective cracks underneath it, that may later propagate to the surface and/or
channel through the overlay.
1
In the United States significant amount of resources is being invested to reduce reflective crack-
ing in airfields and highways. The commonly used rehabilitation methods include increasing over-
lay thickness, crack-and-seat, break and seat, saw-and-seal in overlay above existing joints, and the
use of crack arrester granular layer or interlayer systems [34]. The Illinois Department of Trans-
portation (IDOT), for example, spends approximately two million dollars annually on reflective
cracking control treatments [23]. Some of them consist on commercially available engineering
fabrics, fabricated interlayer membranes and asphalt-rubber membrane interlayers. Buttlar et al.
[23] evaluated the cost-effectiveness of the IDOT reflective cracking control system. The study
was limited to projects constructed originally as rigid pavements and subsequently rehabilitated
with bituminous overlays and a nonwoven polypropylene paving fabric. The performance of the
projects across Illinois indicated an increase in life spans by 1.1 and 3.6 years for paving fabric
strip (over existing cracks) and area applications (over the entire pavement), respectively. The
analysis indicated that the control system was marginally cost-effective in Illinois.
The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) studied the use of an Asphalt-Rubber mix
(AR) in conjunction with a HMA overlay on a relatively thin and very badly cracked concrete
pavement that was in need of reconstruction. It was reported that the AR overlay performed be-
yond its expectations and after nine years of service the overlay was still nearly crack-free. The
benefits represented about eighteen million dollars in construction savings [102]. Other mitiga-
tion techniques for reflective cracking in Arizona include commercial paving fabrics and stress
absorbing membrane interlayers.
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) evaluated the use of geotextiles and the
increase of HMA thickness overlays to minimize reflective cracking. Researchers showed that 4.8
inches of overlay is required to reduce reflective cracking for 10 years [133]. Also, they evaluated
the use of glassgrid and pavement reinforcing fabrics. Glassgrid is composed of fiber glass strands
coated with an elastometric polymer.
None of the techniques used, in the mentioned states and others, provide an ideal solution to
prevent reflective cracking [24, 101]. For example, the increase of the overlay thickness is only
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applicable for overlays thinner than nine inches [71] and may not decrease thermal stresses signifi-
cantly, while it may decrease traffic induced stresses [81]. Interlayer systems have been effective in
reducing the occurrence of reflective cracking. However, some applications showed little or even
no success on retarding reflective cracking. This could be due to the lack of understanding about
the interlayer system mechanism in reducing reflective cracking and/or inappropriate interlayer
system installation [133].
Even though there are many field practices available to reduce reflective cracking, an accurate
life prediction and a successful design to prevent it, lies in the ability to understand and account
for all reflective cracking mechanisms. The remaining of this Chapter presents an overview of
the definition of reflective cracking, a summary of the available reflective cracking models, a brief
review of fracture models in finite elements and outlines the main contributions of this study.
1.2 Reflective Cracking and Available Models
Reflective cracking can be defined as the emergence of cracks on a resurfacing or overlay above a
existing deteriorated pavement. This phenomenon is known with this name because of the nature to
mirror the cracks and joints of the underlaying pavement before its rehabilitation. Their cause is the
movement of the underlaying pavements in the vicinity of joints or cracks due to the combination of
bending and shearing action resulting from gear loads and daily and seasonal temperature changes,
as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The existing joints or cracks affect reflective cracking because they lead
to stress concentrations at the bottom of the overlay which lead to crack initiation and growth. If
the new overlay is bonded to the distressed layer, cracks in the existing pavement almost always
propagate to the surface within one to five years. Sometimes even as early as few months has been
reported [31].
There are generally three common modes of failure associated with reflective cracking, as-
suming the crack front its parallel to the pavement surface as shown in Figure 1.2: i) Horizontal
movement (Mode I) of slab, which is usually associated to temperature. It causes tensile and
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(a) Thermally induced fatigue




(b) Traffic induced fatigue
Figure 1.1: Movements in underlying pavement layers that contribute to reflective cracking.
bending stresses to develop in the overlay. ii) Vertical Movement (Mode II) at the joint or crack
area primarily induced by gear loads. It creates shear and tensile stresses within the overlay. iii)
Parallel Movement (Mode III) of the slab which is not common, however, it may occur if the slab
is structurally unstable with minimal frictional resistance.
If the crack front is perpendicular to the pavement surface the vertical movement becomes a
Mode III while the parallel movement would correspond to a Mode II. As it will be shown in
this dissertation, the geometry of the crack front varies constantly and it becomes parallel to the
pavement surface only at its final stages of propagation. Therefore, these mentioned modes of
failure may be present at all times because they are not only influenced by the loads affecting the
pavement but also by the geometry of the reflective crack.
In addition, crack initiation and propagation is also influenced by the existing pavement struc-
ture and conditions, HMA mixture properties, the degree of load transfer at joints and cracks, RC
countermeasures (e.g., reinforcing, interlayer) and others. In order to successfully model reflec-
tive cracking all mechanism and influencing factors should be considered. The following section
presents a brief overview of available RC models.
1.2.1 Reflective Cracking Models
Many studies have been conducted to study reflective cracking on asphalt overlays over existing
pavements. Also, many models have been developed to analyze or predict RC and in general, they
can be categorized as:
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(a) Mode I: Horizontal movement (b) Mode II: Vertical movement
(c) Mode III: Parallel movement
Figure 1.2: Mechanisms of reflective cracking.
• Empirical models
They consist of empirical equations that relate several variables such as existing pave-
ment conditions (e.g. thickness, age), environment, and traffic loading to the amount of
reflective cracking. They are based mainly in field observations and laboratory testing. The
main drawback of these models is that they are pure simplistic regression equations and they
may not include all necessary factors that have a significant impact on reflective cracking.
Furthermore, in field crack surveys, the behavior of reflective cracking in its early stages
of crack initiation and propagation cannot be examined explicitly, since reflective cracking
cannot be observed until it reaches the HMA overlay surface.
• Extended multi-layer linear elastic model
Multi-layer linear elastic theory has been widely used in the asphalt pavement analy-
sis and design. In fact, the pavement response model in the current Mechanistic-Empirical
Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) is based on multi-layer linear elastic theory. This the-
ory assumes an axi-symmetrical geometry; homogeneous, isotropic linear elastic material
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properties; and all layers extend to infinity in the horizontal plane. These assumptions can
not be fully satisfied when analyzing an asphalt overlay over cracked pavement. Thus, the
multi-layer linear elastic theory is not suitable to analyze reflective cracking.
• Equilibrium equations based models
This procedure is based on a simple mechanistic approach in which equilibrium equa-
tions are used to estimate the stress and strain in an asphalt overlay. Moreover, this procedure
has been implemented in the form of computer programs and charts for practical overlay de-
sign. Some assumptions made in this procedure include: linear elastic material properties;
temperature variations are uniformly distributed in concrete slab; concrete movement is con-
tinuous with slab length; movement of layer is constant through its thickness; and material
properties are homogeneous. This procedure has been developed by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and later by the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation De-
partment.
• Finite element and traditional fatigue equation model
This model consists in the use of finite element techniques to examine the state of
stress/strain. These state levels can then be used with standard fatigue analysis for prediction
of asphalt overlay life. Linear 2-D finite element procedures have been used in [58, 111],
linear 3-D finite element [58] and nonlinear 3-D finite element [88].
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) developed a software called The Federal Avi-
ation Administration Rigid and Flexible Iterative Elastic Layered Design (FAARFIELD) to
perform airport pavement thickness designs. For the case of rigid pavements and overlays,
the procedure combines a 3-D finite element analysis of the rigid pavement system with a
performance/failure model based on full-scale traffic tests [20].
• Finite element and fracture mechanics model
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The fracture mechanics approach has been widely used in predicting pavement cracking
since Majidzadeh [104] introduced fracture mechanics concepts into the field of pavements.
The occurrence of reflection cracking is a crack propagation process caused by a combina-
tion of three modes of loading. Thus, the fact that the mechanisms of reflective cracking
(bending, shearing and thermal stresses) discussed previously, can be exactly modeled by
fracture Modes I, II and III makes the fracture mechanics approach the best option for mod-
eling RC. This model has been chosen for this study and more details are presented in the
next section.
• Crack band theory based model
In this approach, a single discrete crack is replaced by infinitely many parallel cracks
of infinitely small opening continuously distributed (smeared) over the finite element. Also,
the effect of this smeared cracking can be modeled by reducing the material modulus in
the direction normal to the cracks after the peak strength of the material has been reached.
Joseph et al. [80] developed a 2-D finite element model to analyze the effect of various
treatments on retarding low-temperature reflective cracking. No crack propagation has been
attempted in asphalt overlays using the crack band model.
• Cohesive cracking/zone model (CZM)
In this technique the crack length is divided into two separate regions, a traction free
length and a cohesive part. In the cohesive part, a crack opening resisting traction exists
and there is stress transfer between faces. This is done by introducing closure stresses near
the crack tip in the model. The stress transfer capability of the cohesive part follows a
descending path, from full transfer capability (when the cohesive crack faces just begin to
depart) down to zero transfer capability as the displacement between the two cohesive crack
faces reach a critical opening. Outside the process zone, the material properties are governed
by the undamaged state.
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Song et al. [159] used a bilinear cohesive zone model in conjunction with a viscoelastic bulk
material to investigate fracture behavior of asphalt concrete. They were able to simulate
crack propagation by inserting cohesive elements over an area of interest. Kim et al. [86]
investigated the low-temperature fracture behavior of a rehabilitated airport pavement using
also a bilinear CZM in a 2-D FEM. They were able to predict progressive crack behavior of
asphalt pavements under critical temperature and aircraft loading conditions.
Although this model is a useful tool for investigating the fracture behavior of pavements
it suffers from some disadvantages: the crack path during propagation is mesh dependent,
numerical non-convergence becomes pronounced when cohesive elements are inserted over
large areas and only 2-D simulations have been reported.
• Non-local continuum damage mechanics base model
Continuum damage mechanics describes the heterogeneous micro-processes involved
during the straining of materials and structures at the micro-scale. The ultimate state of local
continuum damage mechanics corresponds generally to macroscopic crack initiation upon
which it becomes a crack propagation problem and should be considered in the framework
of fracture mechanics. If this is used to describe crack propagation, spurious mesh depen-
dency may come into play. This mesh-dependency can be avoided by introducing non-local
damage mechanics. This has been accomplished by numerous formulations but the most
successful is the implicit gradient formulation, which is recommended since it is much eas-
ier to implement in FEM codes. A comprehensive, state-of-the-research review of non-local
formulation can be found in [15].
• Discrete fracture model
This model is based on the discrete element method (DEM) which is a numerical
method for computing the motion of a large number of particles of micro-scale size and
above. Kim et al. [87] developed a heterogeneous fracture approach for modeling asphalt
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concrete that is composed of solid inclusions and a viscous matrix. They used a energy-
based bilinear cohesive zone model to account for crack initiation and propagation. The
drawback of this method is the large amount of elements needed in the simulation which
makes simulations costly.
1.2.2 Fatigue testing in Asphalt Pavements
One of the main forms of distress in flexible pavement is fatigue cracking in the bituminous layer
[21, 25, 35, 172]. Therefore, most mechanistic flexible pavement design procedures incorporates
a fatigue criterion determined from tests with repeated loading. It is believed that cracking in
pavements initiates at the bottom of the layer and propagates to the surface as one or more lon-
gitudinal or transverse cracks [25]. Jiminez [79] developed fatigue testing machines capable of
testing plate specimens and road samples. Results of this type of test tend to be presented in terms
of the number of cycles to failure [125]. Typically, repeated load direct tension or beam type tests
are used to simulate the bending stress that occurs at the base of the pavement. Jacobs et al. [75]
investigated crack growth in a range of asphalt mixtures using notched specimens and testing them
in a controlled displacement environment. The authors measured the crack length and the crack
mouth opening during dynamic direct tension compression tests. Also, they calculated stress in-
tensity factors (SIFs) using a FEM program to predict fatigue life using the Paris Law [123]. They
concluded there is a relationship between the Paris Law constants that depend on temperature and
the asphalt mixture.
Collop et al. [35] investigated the use of the compact tension test to assess resistance to crack
propagation for bituminous materials. Using digital photographs, the authors measured the crack
length and used linear elastic fracture mechanics principles (LEFM) to computed Mode I SIF.
Also, they used Paris Law to model the rate of crack propagation. They concluded that results
show good correlation between the stiffness modulus of the asphalt mixture and the predicted
number of load cycles to failure. Yongqi et al. [182] investigated crack initiation and propagation
by performing fatigue tests on asphalt slabs. The authors also used a three-dimensional FEM to
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evaluate SIFs and Paris Law to compute propagation fatigue life.
Carpenter et al. [172] have confirmed the existence of a Fatigue Endurance Limit (FEL) for
hot mixed asphalt (HMA). Below this limit, HMA does not accumulate damage, meaning that the
pavement can resist an infinite number of load cycles. The authors collected fatigue data on a
binder mixture that was tested for an extended period from 5 to 48 million load repetitions at very
low strain levels. Shen et al. [154] developed a energy based model that can take into account
the healing effect due to the rest periods between loads. Also, it can estimate the strain level that
produces the FEL.
In short, fatigue testing on asphalt mixtures is an undergoing topic that is important in pavement
design procedures. In this dissertation, we aim to simulate crack propagation on asphalt pavements
under repeated loading to quantify the number of cycles to failure. As it can be seen in this section,
this is commonly done in practice. The term Fatigue Life used in this document is the same term
used by the pavement research community to define the number of load cycles a pavement can
withstand before failure.
1.3 Finite Element and Fracture Mechanics Model
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical analysis technique used by engineers, scientists,
and mathematicians to obtain approximate solutions to partial differential equations (PDE). These
differential equations describe a wide variety of physical and non-physical problems. Physical
problems include solids, fluids, soils, heat, electromagnetism, dynamics, etc. The basic premise
of the FEM method states that a complicated domain can be sub-divided (discretized) into a fi-
nite number of smaller regions (elements) in which the differential equations are approximately
solved. The behavior of the entire problem is determined by assembling the set of equations of
each element. Elements are connected at specific points, called nodes, and the assembly process
requires that the solution be continuous along common boundaries of adjacent elements. FEM has
become the basic method of choice for solving equilibrium boundary value problems governed
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by elliptic partial differential equations, because of its ability to handle complicated geometries.
Finite elements are based on an associated minimization principle which, can be used to charac-
terize the unique solution to a positive definite boundary value problem. Restricting the minimiz-
ing functional to an appropriately chosen finite-dimensional subspace of functions reduces it to a
finite-dimensional minimization problem. As a result, it can be solved by numerical linear algebra.
When properly formulated, the resulting finite-dimensional minimization problem has a solution
that well approximates the true minimizer. For a boundary value problem governed by a second
order differential equation for example, an effective choice of finite-dimensional subspace is to use
piecewise continuous functions. Details on FEM can be found in [54].
Fracture mechanics is the field of mechanics concerned with the study of cracked bodies sub-
jected to stresses and strains. It uses methods of analytical solid mechanics to calculate the driving
energy on a crack and also the material’s resistance to fracture. The crack propagation process
is caused by a combination of the three modes of loading, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Mode I
is known as opening mode and results from loads applied normal to the crack plane. Mode II or
in-plane mode results from in-plane shear loading. Finally, Mode III or out-of plane mode results
from out-of plane shear loading.
(a) Mode I (b) Mode II (c) Mode III
Figure 1.3: Three modes of fracture.
A simplified overlay design model was proposed by Al-Qadi and his associates [51]. It is used
to predict the service life of rehabilitated flexible pavement structures against reflective cracking.
The model is based on linear elastic fracture mechanics principles and it accounts for crack initia-
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tion and stable crack grow stages. The crack initiation phase is described using a traditional fatigue
law developed by the Belgium Road Research Center [22], and the crack propagation phase is de-
scribed using Paris law [123]. Calculations of the stress intensity factors is determined based on
the J-integral using 3-D commercial FEM software ABAQUS [2]. In order to investigate the crack
initiation and propagation phases dynamic 3-D models were developed for different location of
the cracks. Although the above analysis is capable of effectively evaluating the overlay service life
against reflective cracking, it is very time consuming and viscoelastic effects are not considered.
There are very capable FEM commercial softwares such as ABAQUS and ANSYS [7] to sim-
ulate fracture problems. However, the complexity of these FEM programs and consequently the
time-consuming user training process often prevent pavement engineers from using them. There-
fore, other FEM tools have been developed specifically for pavement analysis. For example,
CRACKTIP is a 2-D FEM software that is able to model a single vertical crack in the asphalt
concrete layer using a crack tip element. It was developed for thermal cracking analysis and prop-
agation by Lytton et al. [30] at the Texas Transportation Institute in 1976. However, it is know
to all that, the difference between true 3-D nature and 2-D plane strain conditions of a cracked
body and loading, leads to an overestimation. Another pavement FEM software is named CAPA
(Computer Aided Pavement Analysis) and it was developed at the Delft University of Technology
[141, 142]. The CAPA program has some special functions that were created to specifically study
reflective cracking, such as: special elements for simulating interface and interlayer, automatic FE
re-meshing to simulate crack propagation, and special crack front elements to capture the crack tip
singularity among others. Currently this software does 2-D and 3-D fracture simulations and is a
good option for reflective cracking analysis and prediction. However, its 3-D character demands
high computational time and memory.
A method that improves the calculation speed is known as Semi-Analytical (SA) FEM. This
method can transform a 3-D pavement analysis problem into an equivalent 2-D model, at a small
computational effort [70]. Thus, a specific pavement crack propagation analysis tool, SA-CrackPro,
was developed based on this simplification. Due to the reduction in dimensional analysis, SA-
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CrackPro models have less number of degrees of freedom (Dofs) and therefore a matrix with a
narrower bandwidth compared to 3-D FEM programs. This reduction is only possible by assum-
ing that the 3-D FEMmodel has a reflective crack that cuts the entire pavement trough its thickness.
This implies that the crack front is always parallel to the pavement surface, which is not a realistic
assumption.
In general, the analysis of fracture problems with the FEM requires extremely refined meshes
and special elements at the crack front in order to capture the existing singularity. In crack propa-
gation problems, these elements have to be re-meshed at each crack increment, which often makes
the simulation and the associated SIFs computation tedious. Even if this task is done automati-
cally, with a re-meshing algorithm, it is computational intensive and it consumes a significant part
of the simulation time.
Modeling pavements (e.g. airfield) in 3-D to study reflective cracking is difficult and compu-
tationally expensive since the area of interest is orders of magnitude smaller than the domain of
the problem. A representative model of an airfield pavement can easily have several meters of
length, while the size of the reflective crack is of the order of millimeters. After high refinement
close to the crack front, required by the FEM, the element size is thousands of times smaller than
the typical pavement model size. As a consequence, the simulation model becomes extremely
expensive in terms of computational time and memory and sometimes ill conditioned. Structural
problems involving multiple spatial scales of interest like this one are commonly solved using a
global-local or sub-modeling procedure [36, 54, 115]. This approach is known to be sensitive to
the quality of boundary conditions used in the local domains. Accurate local solutions require the
use of sufficiently large local domains. However, the optimal size of the local domain is in general
problem dependent.
To overcome the above mentioned difficulties of simulating RC in 3-D, this study proposes
a model based on the Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM). The GFEM [9, 10, 41, 119,
161] is an instance of the so-called partition of unity method which has its origins in the works
of Babusˇka et al. [10, 12, 106] and Duarte and Oden [39, 45–47, 119]. The extended FEM
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(XFEM) [16, 108] and several other methods proposed in recent years can also be formulated
as special cases of the partition of unity method. Recent reviews of G/XFEM can be found in
[17, 59]. The partition of unity in the GFEM is provided by low order Lagrangian finite element
shape functions. These functions are combined with local function approximation spaces built
around a-priori knowledge about the solution of a given problem. These functions provide more
accurate and robust simulations than the polynomial functions traditionally used in the standard
FEM while relaxing some meshing requirements of the FEM. An example of this class of GFEM
based on analytically derived local spaces is the GFEM for polycrystals proposed in [157]. In this
GFEM, discretization of polycrystalline micro-structures requires only a simple background mesh
on which the polycrystalline topology is superimposed.
Pereira et al. [128] used a high-order GFEM for non-planar 3-D crack surfaces. He applied
discontinuous p-hierarchical enrichment functions automatically around crack fronts and demon-
strated that the GFEM is able to model a crack arbitrarily located within a finite element mesh.
Therefore, this method allows fully automated fracture analysis using an existing finite element
discretization without cracks. The representation preserves continuity of the crack surface while
being able to represent non-planar, non-smooth, crack surfaces inside of elements of any size. His
numerical simulations using the GFEM with linear elastic material properties showed high con-
vergence rates of extracted stress intensity factors (SIFs) along non-planar curved crack fronts.
For crack propagation Pereira et al. [130], used the face offsetting method (FOM) [78] to track
the evolution of complex 3-D crack fronts. At each crack growth step he applied the GFEM and
to obtain high-order approximations on locally refined meshes which were automatically created
in complex 3-D domains. Section 4.2 summarizes the main ingredients of GFEM and its use in
fracture mechanics.
In many classes of problems – like those involving two-scale phenomena or material nonlin-
earities – local approximation spaces used in the GFEM/XFEM are, in general, not amenable to
analytical derivation. To overcome this limitation, basis functions for these spaces are defined
from the numerical solution of boundary-value problems. Chapter 5 summarizes the so-called
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Generalized Finite Element with global-local enrichments (GFEMg-l). In this method, basis func-
tions are numerically defined using concepts from the classical global-local finite element method
[54, 69, 115, 180] and a multi-scale decomposition of the solution of a boundary or initial value
problem is performed. The coarse scale component of the solution is approximated by discretiza-
tions defined on coarse finite element meshes. The fine-scale component is, in turn, approximated
by the solution of local problems defined in neighborhoods of regions exhibiting multi-scale ef-
fects such as in the neighborhood of micro-cracks. Boundary conditions for the local problems
are provided by the available solution at a crack growth step. The methodology enables accurate
modeling of, e.g., 3-D propagating cracks on meshes with elements that are orders of magni-
tude larger than those required by the FEM. The coarse-scale mesh remains unchanged during the
simulation. This, combined with the hierarchical nature of GFEM shape functions, leads to signif-
icant computational savings when compared with a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) approach
[131]. An issue with a DNS approach based on available methods is the ill-conditioning of the
resulting system of equations [13] due to the extremely large ratio between element sizes in the
FEM mesh. One workaround for this issue is to perform the computations using high-precision
128-bit floating-point arithmetic [155]. However, few compilers or software libraries can handle
high-precision arithmetic, and those that do so are extremely slow – often 50 to 100 times slower
than conventional 64-bit floating-point arithmetic [155].
A related method aimed at modeling interactions among multiple static cracks is the multi-
scale method of Loehnert and Belytschko [100]. Other related methods for two-dimensional static
cracks include the spider-XFEM [26] and the reduced basis enrichment for the XFEM [27] of
Chahine et al.; the method of Menk and Bordas for fracture of bi-material systems [107]; the
harmonic enrichment functions of Mousavi et al. [112] for two-dimensional branched cracks.
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1.4 Main Contributions
The main objective in this study is to develop a methodology to simulate reflective cracking in 3-D
using linear viscoleastic (LV) material properties. This includes the study and numerical simulation
of static and propagating cracks in LV, using GFEM and GFEMg-l. The main contributions of this
work are:
• Formulation and implementation of a 3-D viscoelastic constitutive model in the GFEM code
(ISET).
• Implementation of an algorithm for 3-D static crack simulations using LV material prop-
erties. A representative time-dependent energy release rate (ERR) G(t) is computed along
3-D crack fronts by applying the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle to the associ-
ated GFEM elastic solution. This crack front parameter can accurately describe the fracture
behavior.
• Implementation of the numerical inversion from the Laplace domain to the physical domain
using the Fourier series method. Other methods are also studied, but Fourier series proves
to be the most robust for the ERR type of function.
• Two-Scale simulation of cracks in LV using theGFEMg-l. It includes an analysis ofGFEMg-l
parameters such as local domain and enrichment zone size.
• Development of computational geometry algorithms to track the evolution of the crack front
and the crack surface representation based on GFEM solutions. This includes large crack
propagation, coalescence of multiple cracks and the interaction between the crack front and
the domain boundary.
• Implementation of an algorithm for fatigue crack growth in linear viscoelasticity based
on GFEM solutions. Different propagation criteria are studied to accurately predict crack
growth magnitude and direction.
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• Simulation of reflective cracking in airfield pavements for live prediction. Numerical models
are created and solve using all the presented techniques to better understand the behavior of
reflective cracking in airfield pavements.
1.5 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of the present dissertation is outlined as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a review of 3-D linear viscoelasticity, response functions, its transforms,
correspondence principle and a nonlinear implementation in a GFEM code.
• Chapter 3 describes the theory for solving static cracks in linear viscoelasticity using the
correspondence principle.
• Chapter 4 gives an overview of GFEM, enrichment functions for fracture problems, and
numerical examples of static cracks in 3-D with linear viscoelastic material properties. Ad-
ditionally a reflective cracking example on airfield pavement is solved.
• Chapter 5 presents an overview of GFEMg-l, verification examples, RC simulation using
GFEMg-l and parameters analysis.
• Chapter 6 describes briefly the methods to represent cracks in partition of unit methods (e.g.
GFEM), presents improvements for explicit crack evolution and crack coalescence.
• Chapter 7 presents fatigue crack growth in linear viscoelasticity and its criteria.
• Chapter 8 A reflective cracking problem with multiple cracks is simulated using all tech-
niques and algorithms presented in this dissertation.
• Chapter 9 summarizes the main findings of this study.
• Appendix A presents a three-dimensional formulation of the Contour Integral method (CIM)




Even though most materials behave elastically under small stress and are described by Hooke’s
law, there are some that in addition to the elastic behavior exhibit viscous characteristics. The
relationship between stress and strain for these type of materials depends on time and are called
viscoelastic materials.
The experimental study of these type of materials is much more complicated that those time
independent materials, because time can not be kept constant, or be eliminated during an exper-
iment. Commonly the stiffness and strength of a material is illustrated by a stress strain curve,
which can be obtained by applying a constant rate of strain to a bar of the material. If the material
is linear elastic, the curve is a straight line with a slope proportional to the elastic modulus. On
the other hand, if the material is linear viscoelastic, the relationship is given by a surface which is
dependent on time and history (see Figure 2.1).
Some common phenomena for viscoelastic materials are known as creep and relaxation. Creep
is the increment of strain with time when stresses are held constant. Relaxation is the decrease
of stresses with time when strain is held constant. Materials that show a viscoelastic behavior are
synthetic polymers, wood, human tissue, asphalt concrete and metals at hight temperatures, among
others.
Since the behavior of this type of material is time dependent, it must be expressed by a consti-
tutive equation that includes time as a variable in addition to the stress and strain variables. Various
mathematical tools are used in the development of these constitutive equations since mathematics
is an indispensable tool to formulate and solve problems with precision. It is important to keep






































Figure 2.1: Strain-Stress plots for deformation in linear elasticity and viscoelasticity.
approximate a physical system in reality. Part of the analysis requires the evaluation of these ap-
proximations [67]. The viscoelastic functions used in the constitutive equations are obtained by
experimentation.
The constitutive relation used in this study corresponds to linear viscoelastic materials. The
author has found different ways to dervive the cosntitutive equations for linear viscoelasticity.
Some can be found in references [56, 57, 89, 94]. The derivation in this document is mainly based
on reference [67].
For isotropic materials it is convenient to separate the strains and stresses into deviatoric
(change in shape) and volumetric (change in volume) parts. Materials may obey different and
unrelated stress-strain laws for each of the two type of deformations. The mean stress σ = 1
3
σii
and mean strain ε = 1
3
εii are measures of the pressure and volume change in the material, respec-
tively. The changes in shape can be obtained by excluding the previous from the total stress and
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strain tensors.
Si j = σi j − δi j σ (2.1)
Ei j = εi j − δi j ε (2.2)
For now, concentrated only on the components related to the change in volume. Imagine a stress
input and a related strain output in an homogeneous, isotropic linear viscoelastic body. Use the
principle of superposition for the linear systems and neglect any effects due to thermal expansion.
At a time t ′ in the past relative to t, take an increment in time dt ′ which in turn gives an increment
dσ(t ′) = (∂σ/∂t ′) dt ′. This is proportional to the increment dε(t ′) = (∂ε/∂t ′) dt ′ at time t ′, (see
Figure 2.2).
dσ(t ′)∼ dε(t ′) (2.3)
Take any function ψv(t− t ′) that relates them exactly.
(a) Input (b) Output
Figure 2.2: Example of a Stress-Strain relation for a viscoelastic body.
∂ε(t ′)
∂t ′




This is true for all t ′ between 0 < t. In Section 2.1 more details about this function are provided.
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The total strain at time t is the sum of all past contributions, therefore, integrate the previous



















Assume that no strains are present at t =−∞ and therefore ε(−∞) = 0.









In a similar way if the role of stress and strain are interchanged and the analysis done above is








The corresponding deviatoric components of the stress-strain relations are:
Si j(t) = 2
∫ t
−∞




2 Ei j(t) =
∫ t
−∞




For a future reference, integrate Equation (2.7) by parts and neglect all history from −∞ to 0.
Assuming the material was at rest prior t = 0.





σ(t ′)dt ′ (2.11)
This section gives a brief introduction to the mathematical model used for linear viscoelasticity.
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More details with an extension to non-homogeneous and anisotropy materials can be found in
[67]. The Functions ψv, ψ, φv and φ are know as creep and relaxation memory functions for the
volumetric and deviatoric components, respectively.
2.1 Linear Viscoelastic Response Functions
Response functions are determined through experimental testing or through interconversion from
other known response functions. For asphalt concrete for example, creep compliance D(t) as a
function of time can be determined from a simple mechanical test. On the other hand, relaxation
modulus E(t) is very difficult to be obtained by laboratory testing because it requires a high ca-
pacity and robust testing machine. Therefore, it is often the case where E(t) is obtained through
interconversion from D(t) or other response functions.
Response functions are represented in analytical expressions. This mathematical functions may
be simplistic or very complicated depending on the smoothness and stability of the experimental
data that needs to be fitted. Some of the commonly used analytical expressions used to represent
both creep compliance D(t) and relaxation modulus E(t) are the following (from reference [89]):
• Pure Power Law
J(t) = J1 t
n (2.12)
where J1 is the value of creep compliance at t = 1 and n is obtained by identifying the
representative slope of the experimental data over the transient region plotted on a log-log
scale.
• Generalized Power Law
J(t) = J0 + J1 t
n (2.13)
where J0 is the glassy compliance (J0 = limt→0J(t))
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• Modified Power Law





where Je is the long-time equilibrium compliance (Je = limt→∞J(t)), τ and n are determined
to fit the data.
• Prony Series







where J0 is the glassy compliance, Jm is the regression coefficient and τm is the retardation
time. This mechanical model is referred as the generalized Voigt model. Similarly for
relaxation modulus






where E∞ is the long-time equilibrium modulus, Em is the regression coefficient and ρm is
the relaxation time. This mechanical model is related to the generalized Maxwell model.
The most commonly used mathematical representation is the Prony Series, because of its ability
of describing a wide range of viscoelastic response and its simplicity. This theory has a basis in
the mechanical models dealing with linear springs and dashpots, which is explained in more detail
in this section.
All the previous response functions are limited to uniaxial models. In order to study a three
dimensional isotropic body, consider separating the deformations into deviatoric and volumetric
components. In an isotropic medium it is sufficient to focus in any one pair of points inside
the body. These points are separated by the flexible properties of the material. Thus, the stress
analysis and characterization of the material may be done with an equivalent mechanical model
whose individual properties are identical to those in the original body. For example, a massless
spring can be considered as the equivalent mechanical model for elasticity while a massless viscous
dashpot can be considered the mechanical analog for viscous dissipation. Then, any viscoelastic
behavior can be represented by combinations of springs and dashpots. This combination is know
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as a mechanical model, and its parameters correspond to the material properties of the equivalent
medium.
Two simple viscoelastic models can be constructed by a combination of a single pair of spring
and dashpot in parallel or in series. The first one is know as Kelvin body while the second is
named Maxwell body (see Figure 2.3). K is the spring constant and ηv is the dashpot parameter;
both correspond to the volumetric changes. Even though, the figure shows the same letters for the
element parameters, these are not necessary equal. The following discussion will be limited to the
volumetric deformations, but the deviatoric ones can be deduced by a change of symbols; Ei j for
ε, Si j for σ, 2G for K, and 2η for η
v.
(a) Kelvin Body (b) Maxwell
Body
Figure 2.3: Simple mechanical models.
To build the stress-strain relations in the Kelvin and Maxwell bodies, it can be observed that in
the first one, elements will have equal deformation but not equal load, while the reverse holds in
the second one.
In the Kelvin model the total volumetric stress σ is the summation of the first element (elastic)
stress σe and the second element (viscous) stress σv. The stress-strain relation for each of the
elements are as follows: For spring element
σe(x, t) = K(x, t) ε(x, t) (2.17)
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For dashpot element




Note that Equation (2.18) has been written with a partial derivative, rather than a total one,
because of the assumption that in any viscoelastic material the velocities dxi/dt due to strains are
very small and the terms (∂ε/∂xi)·(dxi/dt) are of second order compared to (∂ε/∂t).
Adding Equations (2.17) and (2.18), and with initial conditions ε(x,0) = 0,
























with t ′ as history time, t ′ ≤ t and t as the present time. A similar analysis can be performed for the
Maxwell body and can be found in [67].
Now, consider a combination of N + 2 Kelvin models in series with spring constants Kn and
coefficients of viscosity ηn. Assume that the first and last Kelvin bodies have the element parame-
ters such that η0 = Kn+1 = 0. This is known as the generalized Kelvin Model (GKM). The load in
each Kelvin model is σ and their respective deformation are εn with n=0,1,2,...,N+1 (see Figure
2.4). The total deformation of this model corresponding to the volumetric strain components at





























with τvn = η
v
n/Kn and n=1,2,3,...,N. The first and last terms in the equation correspond to the
instantaneous response and the long term behavior, respectively. The middle term is all the time
dependent response in between. This equation represents a form of the volumetric stress-strain
relations of a general linear viscoelastic solid. If the parameters representing material properties



















σ(x, t ′) dt ′ (2.24)
Notice that these integrals are path dependent meaning there is not a unique relation between stress-
strain and their behavior depend on history. General viscoelastic behavior that has been described
Figure 2.4: Generalized Kelvin model.
in terms of Kelvin bodies in series can be also formulated, in a similar way, in terms of Maxwell
bodies placed in parallel and is know as generalized Maxwell model (GMM). The derivation can
be found in [67].
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By comparing Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.24) we get:



















Integrating equation (2.26) gives the volumetric creep function

































Equation (2.28) is the volumetric response function which is similar to the presented Prony series,
with Jvn defined as the volumetric compliance. Later in this document ψ
v(t) is written as K(t), the
reason is to make comparisons with linear elasticity easy to observe.
As mentioned before, response functions can be obtained through interconversion from other
known response function. Creep compliance and relaxation modulus are two aspects of the same
viscoelastic behavior and are related. For the volumetric component for example, if the material is
purely elastic, then Jv and K would be reciprocal to each other.
Kelastic J
v
elastic = 1.0 (2.29)
In viscoelasticity this is only true in the Laplace domain.
Again, assuming that the body was at rest prior t = 0 and therefore no initial strains are present.
Apply the Laplace transform to Equation (2.8), using the convolution and derivative theorems for
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= ¯¯K(p) p ¯¯ε(p) (2.31)
Notice that the volumetric relaxation modulus in Laplace domain multiplied by the transform
variable p acts as a fictitious volumetric modulus of elasticity and it has a relation similar to the





Similarly for Equation (2.7)










Observed that p ¯¯Jv(p) and p ¯¯K(p) are reciprocal of each other and one can be use to find the other.
Applying the inverse Laplace transform gives their relation in the time domain, which is much
more complex: ∫ t
0
K(t− t ′) Jv(t ′) dt ′ =
∫ t
0
Jv(t− t ′) K(t ′) dt ′ = t (2.36)
Computing the inverse of Laplace transform is not always as easy as in this example. Therefore
there are also some other methods to approximate this interconversion such as Power-law based,
Christensen, and Denby among others [89]. This section is limited to volumetric strain-stress
relations. The same mechanical models can be used for the deviatoric components. One only
needs to replace Kn by 2Gn (deviatoric moduli) and η
v
n by 2ηn (deviatoric viscosity) to obtain the
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GKM for the change in shape. More details on the deviatoric formulation can be found in [67].
2.2 Generalization of Constitutive relation in three dimensions
Another way the viscoelastic behavior can be generalized to three dimensions is by using the basis
of the similarity between linear viscoelasticity and elasticity as follows. The generalized Hooke’s
law of linear elasticity is given by
σi j =Ci jklεkl (2.37)
with Ci jkl as the elastic modulus tensor. There are 81 components in this tensor, but taking into
account the symmetry of both strain and stress tensors only 36 of them are independent. Also,
if the elastic solid is describable by a strain energy density function, the number of independent
elastic constants reduces to 21. An anisotropic material with the most general type of anisotropy
can be described by 21 independent elastic constants. On the other hand, if the material is isotropic,
with properties that are independent of direction, it can be described by two independent elastic
constants. For isotropic materials, the constitutive equations are
σi j = λεkkδi j + 2µεi j (2.38)
where λ and µ are the two independent Lame elastic constants and δi j is the Kronecker delta.
Since it only takes two material constants to represent the material behavior in this case, for
convenience, the shear modulus (G) and the bulk modulus (K) may be used to separate change in
shape and volume, respectively. Both of these elastic constants are different and unrelated and can






For Linear viscoelasticity, the following is the most general case of the integral representation,
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As in the linear case this equation is sufficiently general to accommodate any degree of anisotropy.
Each independent component of the modulus viscoelastic tensor C can have a different time de-
pendence. Similarly, for isotropic linear viscoelastic material constitutive equations are
σi j(t) = δi j
∫ t
0










where λ(t) and µ(t) are two independent viscoelastic functions that can have different time de-
pendence. Likewise to linear elasticity, we can use a shear relaxation function G(t) and a bulk
relaxation K(t), to represent the time dependent change in shape and volume, respectively.
Their relation in the Laplace domain are:





Equation (2.42) transformed to the Laplace domain has the form:
¯¯σi j(p) =
¯¯λ(p) p ¯¯εkk(p) δi j + 2¯¯µ(p) p ¯¯εi j(p) (2.45)
Using shear and bulk relaxation functions:
¯¯σi j(p) = 2
¯¯G(p) [p ¯¯εi j(p)− 1
3
p ¯¯εkk(p) δi j] +
¯¯K(p) p ¯¯εkk(p) δi j (2.46)
Now, separating volumetric and deviatoric components and using relations similar to Equation
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(2.2),
¯¯Si j(p) = 2
¯¯G(p) p ¯¯Ei j(p) (2.47)
¯¯σ(p) = ¯¯K(p) p ¯¯ε(p) (2.48)
where ¯¯σ(p) = 1
3
¯¯σii(p) and ¯¯ε(p) =
1
3
¯¯εii(p). Finally, taking the inverse of the Laplace transform and
using the convolution and derivative theorems, the time domain the stress-strain relationships for
deviatoric and bulk components are:
Si j(t) = 2
∫ t
0











These are similar Equations to (2.5) and (2.8) presented earlier. Where Si j, Ei j and σ, ε are the
deviatoric and bulk components of stress tensor, respectively. G(t) corresponds to the shear relax-
ation function, and K(t) is the bulk stress relaxation.
2.3 Boundary Value Problem for linear viscoelasticity using
the correspondence principle
This section presents a three dimensional problem assuming linear viscoelastic isotropic material
behavior using the correspondence principle.
Consider a three dimensional domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω in a three dimensional space as
illustrated in Figure 2.5. The boundary is subdivided into Γu and Γσ. Displacements and tractions
are prescribed at Γu and Γσ, respectively.
The equilibrium equations are given by
∂σi j(x, t)
∂xi




Figure 2.5: Three dimensional boundary value problem.
where x refers to the location of any part of the body at time t. The linear viscoelastic stress-strain
relation, assuming the body is at rest prior t = 0, from Section 2.2 separated in deviatoric and bulk
components are
Si j(x, t) = 2
∫ t
0











There are no restrictions on the material functions and they can be different to each other. The
strain-displacement relation for small deformations is given by











The boundary conditions are given by
σi j(x, t)ni(x) = Tj(x, t) on Γ
σ (2.55)
u j(x, t) =U j(x, t) on Γ
u (2.56)
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where n is an outward unit normal vector on ∂Ω and Tj and U j are the prescribed tractions and
displacements, respectively.
Now lets write the same problem but in Laplace domain using the transform variable p:
Equilibrium equations
∂ ¯¯σi j(x, p)
∂xi
+ ¯¯Fj(x, p) = 0 (2.57)
Constitutive relations; the conversion of the Boltzmann integral into Laplace domain is done
similarly to Equation (2.30)
¯¯Si j(x, p) = 2
¯¯G(p) p ¯¯Ei j(x, p) (2.58)
¯¯σ(x, p) = ¯¯K(p) p ¯¯ε(x, p) (2.59)
Boundary conditions
¯¯σi j(x, p)ni(x) =
¯¯Tj(x, p) on Γ
σ (2.60)
¯¯u j(x, p) =
¯¯U j(x, p) on Γ
u (2.61)
This problem could be described as a fictitious elastic problem with elastic modulus, p ¯¯G(p)
and p ¯¯K(p), body force ¯¯F(p), prescribed tractions ¯¯T (p) and displacements ¯¯U(p). Notice that this
problem in the Laplace domain is not time dependent anymore. All quantities are functions of
the transform parameter p, and it can be solved as a linear elastic problem. If the solution to this
problem is obtained, ¯¯σi j(x, p) and ¯¯u j(x, p), then an inverse Laplace transform gives σi j(x, t) and
u j(x, t), which is the solution in the time domain for the linear viscoelastic problem.
The previous is know as the correspondence principle, and the main idea is to solve a linear
elastic problem in which its material constants are functions written in Laplace domain multiplied
by the transform parameter. Other time dependent functions are also transformed to Laplace do-
main. After the elastic problem is solved, the Laplace inverse of its solution gives the solution in
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the time domain for the corresponding linear viscoelastic problem.
The main limitation of this approach is that the boundaries Γσ and Γu must remain constant
with time, although the loads or displacements applied may be time dependent.
2.3.1 Example 1
A one dimensional bar of length L is constrained at x= 0, has a time dependent body force q(t), and
time dependent traction P(t) acting at x= L. It has a constant area throughout its length A and the
material is linear viscoelastic with E(t) and J(t) as its relaxation modulus and creep compliance,
respectively. It is assumed that the bar is completely at rest prior to t = 0 and therefore no initial
strains are present. Figure 2.6 shows the described problem.
Figure 2.6: One dimmensional bar problem. Linear viscoelastic material properties.




+ q(x) = 0 (2.62)
with BCs:





An analytical solution can be found to this problem by integrating Equation (2.62) twice and
is the following. Taking q(x) = q constant in space.







Now, the time dependent solution u(x, t) for the linear elastic material is

















Using the correspondence principle, replace the material constant by the linear viscoelastic
material function transformed in Laplace domain and multiplied by the transform parameter p.
Use the other time dependent quantities transformed to its Laplace equivalent.
¯¯uv(x, p) = − ¯¯q(p)
2A p ¯¯E(p)
x2 +
¯¯P(p) + L ¯¯q(p)
A p ¯¯E(p)
x (2.68)
using a similar relation as Equation (2.35) for creep and relaxation functions it yields:




¯¯P(p)p ¯¯J(p) + L ¯¯q(p)p ¯¯J(p)
A
x (2.69)
finally, apply the inverse of Laplace transform to previous equation using the convolution and
derivative theorems similar to Equations (2.30) and (2.31).






















This is the solution for the more general case where both, body force and external traction are
dependent on time. If these two quantities were constant in time the solutions would reduce to:






It is not always easy to compute the inverse of Laplace transform analytically, therefore the use
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of a numerical method it is in general necessary. For this simple problem a comparison between
analytical and numerical is presented in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. A problem with a bar of length
L = 10 and area A= 1 is solved. Only the solution at x = 10 is plotted. A numerical inversion of
the Laplace transform can be performed with various methods [66]. One in particular used in this
problem is the Fourier series method. More details on Laplace numerical inversion methods can
be found in Section 3.4.
The relaxation modulus for this problem E(t) is taken as,
E(t) = 1,000 + 3,000 e−
t
2 (2.72)
For the results shown in Figure 2.7, the body force q(t) = 0.1 and traction P(t) = 10 are both
constant in time. On the other hand, for Figure 2.8 the body force is eliminated while the traction
P(t) = 0.1t is time dependent.











Linear Visco. Mat. Analytical Sol.
Linear Visco. Mat. Numerical Sol. (Fourier)
Linear Elastic Material
Figure 2.7: 1D Bar problem solution for constant body force and traction.
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Linear Visco. Mat. Analytical Sol.
Linear Visco. Mat. Numerical Sol. (Fourier)
Linear Elastic Material
Figure 2.8: 1D Bar problem solution for time dependent traction.
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2.3.2 Example 2
Similar to previous example, consider a one dimensional bar of length L constrained at x = 0 and
with a time dependent body force q(t). Instead of a traction force a displacement u(L, t) = uL(t)
BCs is applied at x = L. It has a constant area throughout its length A and the material is linear
viscoelastic with E(t) and J(t) as its relaxation modulus and creep compliance, respectively. It is
assumed that the bar is completely at rest prior to t = 0 and therefore no initial strains are present.
Figure 2.9 shows the described problem.
Figure 2.9: One dimmensional bar problem. Linear viscoelastic material properties.




+ q(x) = 0 (2.73)
with BCs:
u(0) = 0 (2.74)
u(L) = uL (2.75)
An analytical solution can be found to this problem by integrating Equation (2.73) twice and
is the following. Taking q(x) = q constant in space.















Now, the time dependent solution ue(x, t) and σe(x, t) for the linear elastic material are:




































Then, using the correspondence principle, replace the material constant by the linear viscoelas-
tic material function transformed in Laplace domain and multiplied by the transform parameter p.
Use the other time dependent quantities transformed to its Laplace equivalent.















using a similar relation as Equation (2.35) for creep and relaxation functions it yields:






finally, apply the inverse of Laplace transform to previous equation using the convolution and
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derivative theorems similar to Equations (2.30) and (2.31).























This is the solution for the more general case where both, body force and imposed displacement
are time dependent. If these two quantities were constant in time the solutions would reduce to:
uv(x, t) = − q x
2A
J(t) (x−L) + uL
L
x (2.87)









A numerical inversion is done using the Fourier series method using values of b t = 4.5 and
n= 101. The relaxation modulus for this problem E(t) is taken as
E(t) = 1,000 + 3,000 e−
t
2 (2.89)
For the results shown in Figure 2.10, the body force q(t) = 0.1 and the imposed displacement
uL(t) = 0.025 are both constant in time. On the other hand, for Figure 2.11 the body force is
eliminated while the imposed displacement uL(t) = 0.0025t is time dependent.
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Linear Visco. Mat. Analytical Sol.
Linear Visco. Mat. Numerical Sol. (Fourier)
Linear Elastic Material
Figure 2.10: 1D Bar problem solution for constant body force and imposed displacement.















Linear Visco. Mat. Analytical Sol.
Linear Visco. Mat. Numerical Sol. (Fourier)
Linear Elastic Material
Figure 2.11: 1D Bar problem solution for time dependent imposed displacement.
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Transform Dirichlet to Neumann BCs
In this section, the previous problem is repeated with the objective to obtain the same solutions but
instead of imposing a displacement at x = 10 a time dependent traction is applied. The difficulty
is to find a compatible traction that would not alter in any way previous problem solutions. To find


















Using the time dependent quantities and applying the correspondence principle the viscoelastic
load in Laplace domain ¯¯Pv is found.

















This is the solution for the more general case where both, body force and imposed displacement







This viscoelastic load can be applied at the end of the bar instead of the imposed displacement.
In order to verify if this is correct, the previous problem is repeated and the viscoelastic load Pv
is applied. Figure 2.12 shows the results for the case where the body force q(t) = 0.1 and the
imposed displacement uL(t) = 0.025 are both constant in time. Note that this figure shows the
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displacements at x= 5; at x= 10 its unnecessary to check because is constant in time and equal to
0.025. Figure 2.13 shows the comparison of stresses at x= 10.
The same verification is done for time dependent imposed displacement uL(t) = 0.0025t and
the solutions can be seen in Figures 2.14 and 2.15.












Imposed disp. sol. 
Applied load Pv sol. 
Figure 2.12: 1D Bar problem solution for constant body force and imposed displacement compared to
transformed BCs Pv.
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Imposed disp. sol. 
Applied load Pv sol. 
Figure 2.13: 1D Bar problem solution for constant body force and imposed displacement compared to
transformed BCs Pv.













Imposed disp. sol. 
Applied load Pv sol. 
Figure 2.14: 1D Bar problem solution for time dependent imposed displacement compared to transformed
BCs Pv.
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Imposed disp. sol. 
Applied load Pv sol. 
Figure 2.15: 1D Bar problem solution for time dependent imposed displacement compared to transformed
BCs Pv.
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2.4 Three Dimensional Implementation in ISET
In this section a numerical implementation for linear viscoelasticity is described. The constitutive
models presented in previous sections serve as a base for this implementation. The implementation
is performed in ISET (GFEM code) which is a numerical research code use by our research group.
There is an extensive literature on the implementation of linear viscoelastic constitutive equations
in the FEM. A good literature review by Zocher et al. can be found in [186]. Because of its
simplicity and good performance, the chosen algorithm to implement is the one used by Abaqus
[2], which is similar to Hinterhoelzl and Schapery [68]. The notation used in this formulation
is similar to the notation presented in the Abaqus manual. It is assumed that the shear and the
volumetric behaviors are independent in multi-axial stress state. Also, that the viscoelastic material
is defined by a Prony series expansion as explained in Section 2.1.
The boundary value problem to be numerically solved here is the same as the one given in
Section 2.3. The equilibrium equations, the stress strain relations and the strain displacement
relations are given by Equations(2.51)- (2.54). The boundary conditions are given by Equations
(2.55) and (2.56).
To find the weak formulation of the problem described above, let the set of kinematically
admissible displacement fields be
H˜1 (Ω) =
{
u j(x, t) | u j(x, t) ∈ H1 (Ω) , u j(x, t) =U j(x, t) on Γu
}
where H1 is a Hilbert space.




v j(x, t) | v j(x, t) ∈ H1(Ω), v j(x, t) = 0 on Γu
}
The weak form of the equilibrium equations can be stated as follows.
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∀ v(x, t) ∈
o
H1 (2.95)










































v(x, t) ·F(x, t)dΩ+
∫
Γσ
v(x, t) ·T (x, t)dΓ (2.97)
Consider a finite element approximation of u(x, t) given by







where ϕα(x) are the FEM shape functions and α = 1, ...,N, in a FEM mesh with N number of
nodes. With no restrictions these shape functions can be replaced by the GFEM shape functions


































For simplicity consider no body force. Let F ext =
∫
Γσ
ϕα(x)T (x, t) dΓ a vector of external forces








dΩ a vector of internal forces.
This problem has a nonlinearity in the material, therefore an incremental method like Newton-
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Raphson is used to solve it. Let R be the residual defined as
F int −F ext = R (2.99)
Assume that we know the solution at time tk. We apply a load increment and need to compute the
solution for tk+1 = tk+∆t. Applying Newton-Raphson for ith iteration
uhi+1(x, t











Note that, ∆uhi+1 = u
h
i+1(x, t























The tangent stiffness matrix can be difficult to evaluated for complex constitutive laws. In this
problem, let us use linearization to compute the contribution from element (e) associated with









whereGtan(∆t) is called tangent modulus and its computation will be discussed later in this section.
The Residual is computed with Equation (2.99). There, most of the quantities can be computed
directly. Stresses, used for F int , on the other hand is not as straightforward. For simplicity and
following the idea from previous sections, separate the behavior into deviatoric and volumetric
parts.
From now on we will concentrate in the computation of the deviatoric stress tensor. The equa-
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tions for the volumetric terms can be derived in an analogous way. Using Equation (2.52) in terms
of Prony series we get











) ∂E (x, t ′)
∂t ′
dt ′
where G∞ is the long-time shear modulus, Gm is the regression coefficient , ρm is the relaxation
time and M is number of terms in the Prony series.
The instantaneous shear modulus is given by G0 = G∞+∑
M




modulus of term m. Previous equation becomes











) ∂E (x, t ′)
∂t ′
dt ′ (2.103)
The integral part of Equation (2.103) is the viscous strain in each term of the series. Name it Em.




αm Em(x, t) (2.104)


















) ∂E (x, t ′)
∂t ′
dt ′
Observe that 1− e t
′−tk+1
ρm = 1− e−∆tρm + e−∆tρm (1− e t
′−tk
ρm ) and also for a finite element analysis this
equation must be integrated over a finite increment of time. Therefore, assume that during the







∂E (x, t ′)
∂t ′























The first and last integrals in this expression can be evaluated directly and the second expression
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corresponds to the viscous strain Em for time t































) ∆E i(x, tk+1)
∆t
(2.105)
The first term corresponds to the history since E (x, tk) and Em(x, t
k) are the converged, total strain
and viscous strain, at the previous time step. The second term, on the other hand, is the increment
at current time step tk+1 for current iteration i and previous iteration, with ∆E i(x, t
k+1) given by
∆E i(x, t
k+1) = E i(x, t
k+1) − E i−1(x, tk+1) (2.106)
Note that this recursive Equation (2.105) requires knowledge of solution variables from a previ-
ously converged time step and and previous iteration.
The stress for time tk+1 and iteration i can then be computed using a deviatoric stress increment
Si(x, t
k+1) = S(x, tk) + ∆Si(x, t
k+1) (2.107)
where S(x, tk) is the converged deviatoric stress from previous time step and ∆Si(x, t
k+1) is com-
puted similar to Equation (2.104) and has the form
∆Si(x, t





αm ∆E i(m)(x, t
k+1) (2.108)
By differentiating the previous equation with respect to the deviatoric strain increment ∆E , a tan-
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Note that the tangent modulus is only dependent on the time increment, therefore if the increment is
fixed, Equations (2.109) gives a constant and (2.102) is a time independent matrix. That means that
the tangent matrix only needs to be computed once for all the simulation if the time increment does
not change. This is very convenient in large FEM examples because most of the computational
time is spend at the assembly and factorization of the tangent stiffness.
At this point we have derived all the necessary equations to solve this nonlinear problem.
The volumetric quantities are similar: Substitute 2G0, 2Gm, Si j, Ei j, Em with K0, Km, σ, ε, εm,
respectively.
Temperature effects can be introduce by using a reduced time ξ in previous derivation instead
of the real time t, without altering any of the equations. This is possible because of the time





aT (T (t ′))
(2.110)
where aT is shift factor depending on temperature T (t
′). This shift factor is usually obtained from
experiments. A commonly used shift function is theWilliam-Landell-Ferry (WLF) for temperature
regime other than glassy and rubbery.
− log(aT ) = C1(T −T0)
C2+(T −T0) (2.111)
where T is the temperature of interest and T0 is the reference temperature. Coefficients C1 and C2
are obtained from experimental data.
Finally, the numerical algorithm to solve this problem with fixed time increment follows these
steps:
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• 1) Choose a time increment and compute the tangent stiffness matrix with Equation (2.102).
• 2) Time loop, next time step (tk)
• 3) Compute F ext , and residual R with Equation (2.99). Note that if this is iteration i= 0 the
residual is equal to the external force.
• 4) Iteration loop, next iteration i
• 5) Update the solution computing the increment ∆uh with Equation (2.101). Also compute
strains with Buh, strain increment with (2.106), viscous strain increment for mth term with
(2.105) and stress increment with (2.108).
• 6) Update stresses with (2.107) and compute residual with (2.99)
• 7) If residual is greater than tolerance go to 4 otherwise continue to 8.
• 8) Save converged quantities such as strain and stress. If time is not the end time go to 2
otherwise end.
Note that since the material is linear, use of the consistently derived tangent modulus terms
leads to convergence in one iteration.
2.4.1 Example
In order to verify the implementation described in Section 2.4, a simple example is created and
solved using the commercial software Abaqus and our research code ISET. A cantilever beam is

























f or t < 2 tpeak
λ(t) = 0 otherwise
For all these load types, F = 6.6N and tpeak refers to the time when the maximum load is ap-
plied. Figure 2.16 illustrates the problem dimensions (h= 1cm), finite element mesh and a red
circle shows the location where the displacements are extracted for comparison. The temperature








Figure 2.16: Three dimensional cantilever beam example.
The mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material response is described by the Prony
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Table 2.1: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(MPa) (MPa) (s)
1 89,604 194,142 1.01e-10
2 45,524 98,635 3.26e-05
3 39,161 76,183 0.00115
4 26,313 57,011 0.0429
5 23,658 51,260 1.65
6 7,940 17,204 493
G0 = 232,859 and K0 = 504,527
series shown in Table 2.1. The same finite element mesh is used in both softwares (Abaqus and
ISET). It consist of 10,000 linear tetrahedrons of four nodes and 8,118 degrees of freedom (dofs).
The simulation time is 20 seconds with a time increment ∆t = 0.02.
The results for the four different load types are presented in Figure 2.17.





















ISET  sinu. load
ISET  impulse load
Figure 2.17: Displacement results u2 for 4 different type of loads in 0
oC.
In a second verification test, using only the constant load type, different temperatures are sim-
ulated. Figure 2.18 shows the results for −10oC, 0oC, 10oC, and 20oC. Again, ISET results are
in good accordance with Abaqus results.
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Figure 2.18: Displacement results u2 for different temperatures.
Finally, in order to check convergence of results and see a comparison between FEM and
GFEM, a linear, quadratic and cubic approximation at 0oC is performed. To perform a quadratic
approximation in Abaqus, just like any other FEM software, the original FE mesh needs to be mod-
ified. All the four-node tetrahedrons are converted to ten-node tetrahedrons. On the other hand,
in ISET or any other GFEM code, the quadratic approximation can be achieved with polynomial
enrichments. This is very convenient, because no modifications are needed in the FE model. An
overview of GFEM and types of enrichments are given in Chapter 4.
The cubic approximation is also quickly performed in ISET by increasing the degree of the
polynomial enrichment. The results of the cubic approximation give exactly the same results as
the quadratic, therefore there is no need to go through the process of creating another FE mesh
with cubic elements to run the example in Abaqus. Figure 2.19 shows the results of this study.
The deformed configuration and VonMisses stress distribution for Abaqus and ISET, quadratic
approximation, are shown in Figures 2.20(a) and 2.20(b), respectively. Note that Abaqus and
ISET results are the same.
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Figure 2.19: Displacement results u2 for linear, quadratic and cubic approximations at 0
oC.
(a) Abaqus (b) ISET (GFEM code)
Figure 2.20: Deformed configuration and VonMisses stress distribution, for quadratic approximation.
This example has allowed us to verify the implementation performed in ISET (GFEM code).
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Chapter 3
Static Cracks in Linear Viscoelasticity
Cracks in structures such as pavements, tend to have an arbitrary three-dimensional shape and are
generally non-planar. In order to understand its fracture behavior it is necessary to compute a
representative fracture mechanics parameters. The most common crack front parameters used as
a global measure of fracture process are stress intensity factors (SIFs, K ) and energy release rate
(G). SIFs characterize the stresses, strains and displacements near the crack tip while G quantifies
the net change in potential energy due to an increment in crack size.
In the case of linear elasticity, SIFs are sufficient to accurately describe the fracture behavior,
and are square proportional to energy release rate. However, SIFs are not a suitable crack front
parameter for linear viscoelasticity, because they are related only to the magnitude of the load and
geometry of the structure. In contrast, energy release rate contains material information making it
a more appropriate parameter to use.
Other energy based parameters that have been successfully used by researchers to characterize
fracture behavior in linear viscoelasticity are:
• Strain energy release rate, proposed by Bayomy et al. [14] as an indicator of fracture tough-
ness in asphalt mixtures.
• A J-like integral as fracture characterizing parameter presented by Schapery [149].
• A time-dependent energy release rate using J-integral computed by Syngellakis et al. [167].
Additionally, Kuai et al. [93] developed a model of fatigue crack propagation of asphalt con-
crete also based on the J-integral. Wagner et al. [175, 176] developed a disk-shaped compact
tension (DC(T)) test as a practical method for obtaining the fracture energy in asphalt concrete.
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This Chapter focuses in the computation of a time-dependent energy release rate, which serves
to characterize the behavior of the crack front. A derivation to obtain ERR using the correspon-
dence principle is presented in Section 3.1. Additionally, methods to compute the inverse Laplace
transform numerically are studied in Section 3.4. This allows the use of complex material func-
tions to characterize the viscoelastic behavior. Finally, examples are presented in Section 3.5 to
show the robustness of the method.
3.1 Time Dependent Energy Release Rate (ERR) for Linear
Viscoelasticity
In this section the solution of a static fracture problem for a linear viscoelastic body using the cor-
respondence principle [67] is presented. Consider a linear viscoelastic homogeneous and isotropic
material in a three dimensional domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω in a three dimensional space as illus-
trated in Figure 3.1. The boundary is subdivided into Γu, Γσ and Γc. Displacements are prescribed











Figure 3.1: Three dimensional boundary value problem with a crack.
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Following the same ideas from Schapery’s papers [145, 146, 148], assume two important re-
gions in a small neighborhood surrounding the crack tip. 1) a linear viscoelastic, homogeneous
and isotropic continuum and 2) A zone where material damage develops and failure occurs (fail-
ure zone). Many authors have studied this problem [82, 90, 113, 181]; but Schapery’s ideas allows
an approximate treatment without the need of a precise modeling of the nonlinear behavior at the
crack front.
The equilibrium equations, the stress-strain relations and the strain-displacement relations are
given by Equations (2.51), (2.52), (2.53) and (2.54). The boundary conditions are
σi j(x, t)ni(x) = Tj(x, t) on Γ
σ (3.1)
σi j(x, t)ni(x) = Tc j(x, t) on Γ
c (3.2)
u j(x, t) =U j(x, t) on Γ
u (3.3)
Assume a layer of damaged material which extends along x < a and around the failure zone,
small enough that its effect on the prediction of displacement uv(t) in the neighborhood of the tip
is negligible. Call x = a the crack front and failure zone the region a < x < (a+∆a). Within the
failure zone there is a reaction from the surrounding continuum and it can be represented by a
tensile stress distribution σ f named failure stress. The rest of the body acts as a linear viscoelastic
material.
In order to use the correspondence principle for stationary cracks, it is important to mention
two restrictive conditions [145]: a) The crack cannot decrease in size da
dt
≥ 0, and b) The elastic
stress normal to the surface of crack prolongation must be independent of material functions such
as G, and K.
Restriction b) is met as long as all boundary conditions are of Neumann type. In other cases
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where the dependence on the Poisson’s ratio exists (Dirichlet BCs), if the material of interest
has a constant Poisson’s ratio, the dependence of the elastic solution on Poisson’s ratio does not
invalidate the correspondence principle. Assuming a constant Poisson’s ratio is an approximation
commonly used, and it is said to be true in many situations involving polymeric materials [144].
This assumption means that the two relaxation functions (shear and bulk), are proportional to each
other, and hence have the same dependence on time.
As result, if the correspondence principle is applicable with the mentioned restrictions, the
stresses near the tip of the crack in a viscoelastic body are the same as those given for an elastic
media. Therefore, the stress intensity factor for Mode I, for example, would also be the same and




where KI is the stress intensity factor for Mode I fracture, σ is the nominal far field stress, a is the
size of the crack and f is a non-dimensional function depending on the size and geometry of the
structural component. It is also known as form factor.
The viscoelastic displacements uv(t) can be computed using a reference elastic solution. Namely,
use the solutions of a reference elastic problem in the Laplace domain and invert them back to the
time domain. This is known as the correspondence principle and more details can be found in
[67]. With this procedure, the released energy available for the fracture process known as Energy
Release Rate (ERR) can be computed.
Consider a problem as shown in Figure 3.2, with linear viscoelastic material properties. All
boundary conditions are tractions and Poisson’s ratio is constant. A crack extension of length
∆a is thought to be generated by the quasi-static reduction of stresses acting along the cut ∆a.
Before crack extension the normal stress (σy(x, t)) for the linear viscoelastic body is the same as
the corresponding stress in the reference elastic problem and is given by [170] (neglect H.O.T. for
now).







Figure 3.2: Energy Release Rate for Mode I problem.














The viscoelastic solution in the Laplace domain is the same because stresses are not influenced by















Equations (3.9) and (3.6) are equivalent. Now, find the viscoelastic displacements (uvy(x, t)) of the
upper and lower crack faces along ∆a after crack extension using the correspondence principle.
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where Ge is the shear modulus and κe is the Kolosov’s constant of the reference elastic problem.






























Applying the correspondence principle, replace the material constants by the linear viscoelastic














Making use of the reciprocal property of material functions in the Laplace domain, use the com-
pliance functions instead of the relaxation functions. p ¯¯JG+3K(p) = 1
p ¯¯G(p)+3 p ¯¯K(p)








































Finally, using the concept of work of fracture which is the change of work due to the creation of
the new crack surfaces






uv+y (x, t)−uv−y (x, t)
]
dx (3.16)
















































































Equation (3.19) is the time-dependent energy release rate for a linear viscoelastic, homogeneous,
isotropic material. The stress intensity factor KI can be time dependent and it has a linear relation
with the far field stress. Therefore, introduce a time dependent function λ(t) that scales KI . Such














































The result is a combination of hereditary integrals which account for the load history. It was
assumed that loading starts just after zero t = 0+, so no initial conditions are necessary. These
convolution integrals can be computed using the Laplace transform or by performing a numerical
integration. In this document, both approaches are studied (3.4,7).




















































No matter how complicated the relaxation functions (many terms in a Prony series representa-
tion), the previous equations can be inverted back to the time domain numerically. Details on the
subject are discuss in Section 3.4. Components of ERR in the time domain for all three fracture
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Note that, ¯¯λ2(p) is a Laplace transform of a squared time dependent function λ(t), which scales
values of KI. This is possible because in the linear elastic regime there is a linear relation between
the load and stress intensity factors.







and GvIII(t) in the time domain, respectively, for the linear viscoelastic material. It is also important
to note that stress intensity factors KI , KII , and KIII are computed using the reference elastic
problem.
3.2 Alternative Derivation
An alternative to the previous derivation, is to apply the correspondence principle directly to the
energy release rate function of the reference elastic problem. The energy release rate for a linear


















































Which is identical to Equation (3.22).
3.3 Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
Until this moment we have assumed that the boundary conditions applied to the body are of Neu-
mann type or homogeneous Dirichlet. For the case of non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions, an alternative is to find an equivalent problem where tractions are applied instead of dis-
placements, as done in Example 2.3.2. The difficulty lies in finding the equivalent tractions.
For the purpose of this study, an analytical expression in the Laplace domain for Dirichlet
boundary conditions is computed using the G −K relationships for viscoelastic cracked bodies
presented by Zhang [185]. He showed that the ERR of a cracked body with viscoelastic material
properties is equal to the rate of closure energy. Crack-closure energy can be computed using
Irwins integral [74]. It is assumed that the energy released due to extending the crack front by
∆a is identical to the energy required to close the crack by a same amount. Therefore, he derived







K 2i (a) fiu(t) fiσ(t)
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K 2i (a) fiu(t) fiσ(t) (3.29)
where G0 and K0 correspond to the instantaneous modulus of the viscoelastic body. fiu(t) and
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Equations (3.32) correspond to the time-dependent ERR in the case of non-homogeneous dis-
placement boundary conditions for modes I, II and III written in the Laplace domain. Thus, the




and GvIII(t)). The analytical inversion of these equations is very complicated, even more if the
material functions have many terms. Therefore, in Section 3.4 methods to compute Laplace inver-
sion numerically are investigated. Additionally, an example with Dirichlet boundary conditions is
presented in Section 4.3.1.
Note that, using Equation (3.29) with the time factors corresponding to Neumann type bound-
ary conditions gives Equations equivalent to (3.22) - (3.24).
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3.4 Numerical Laplace Inversion
The Laplace transform is widely used because it is a powerful method that has the property of con-
verting complicated relationships and operations of functions in the time domain to corresponding
simpler operations in the Laplace domain. In Section 3.1 expressions for a time dependent Energy
Release Rate (ERR) were presented. By simple observation it can be concluded that the ERR
Equations in the Laplace domain (3.22)-(3.24) and (3.32) are much simpler than their correspond-
ing integral expressions in the time domain. Therefore, it is attractive to attempt to solve these
equations in the Laplace domain and invert the solution back to the time domain.
In the case of fracture mechanics in viscoelasticity, if the material functions and applied BCs
are simple functions of time, the computation of ERR in Laplace domain and its inversion can
be done analytically. This is shown in Examples 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 4.3.1. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case and many viscoelastic materials need to be described with ten or more Prony series
terms. This makes the analytical Laplace inversion of the solution almost impossible to achieve. In
this section three different numerical Laplace inversion methods are tested, in order to transform
the time-dependent ERR solution.
3.4.1 Schapery’s method
This method consists on a simple analytical inversion technique [143]. It is applicable when the
function in the Laplace domain is in the form s F(s) = A sm and m < 1. The advantage of this
method is the simplicity of the implementation, and it can give approximate solutions on the order









Table 3.1: Zakian’s method,Ai and αi for n= 5 [65].
i α A
1 12.83767675 + j1.666063445 -36902.08210 + j196990.4257
2 12.22613209 + j5.012718792 +61277.02524 - j95408.62551
3 10.93430308 + j8.409673116 -28916.56288 + j18169.18531
4 8.776434715 + j11.92185389 +4655.361138 - j1.901528642
5 5.225453361 + j15.72952905 -118.7414011 - j141.3036911
3.4.2 Zakian’s method
This method approximates the time domain function by an infinite series of weighted evaluations














with Ai and αi as defined constants for n= 5 (see Table 3.1).
This method is a good alternative, but additional Ai and αi constant terms may be necessary
depending on the complexity of the function to be inverted. The constants shown in Table 3.1 are
widely found in the literature, but it may not be as easy to find many more terms.
3.4.3 Fourier series method
Dubner et al. [48] presented an inverse Laplace transform using a Fourier cosine series. The
implementation of this method is not as simple as previous methods, but it proves to be more



















where F is the function to be transformed, j=
√−1 and the parameters b and nmust be optimized
for increased accuracy. In this dissertation bt = 4.5 and n= 101. In contrast to Zakian’s method, to
increase accuracy, additional terms may be added automatically by only increasing the value of n.
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In the examples presented in this study the value of n used is 101. Syngellakis et al. [166] reported
that increasing number of the transform parameters imposes a heavy computational penalty (time
and cost) on the final output, but authors experienced, even with n= 300 in a standard laptop the
inversion of a complex ERR functions takes less than a couple of seconds.
In the following section examples with simple material functions and different load types are
solved. Using the mentioned numerical inversion techniques, Laplace inversion approximations of
the solution are computed and compared to analytical solutions. This allows to test their perfor-
mance.
3.5 Examples
3.5.1 Center-cracked Plate Example
The following example consists of a two dimensional rectangular plate with a crack located at
its center. The crack has a length of 2a in the direction perpendicular to the applied load. It is
assumed to be a plane strain problem. The dimensions of the plate are: height H = 30 and width
w = 20. The value of a = 3 and the pressure σ0 = 100. The plate is loaded with three different
types of loads; λ(t) = 1 (constant), λ(t) = t
tpeak
(ramp) and λ(t) = |sin( t pi
tpeak
)| (sinusoidal). Figure
3.3 shows the details of the problem. The material is assumed to be linear viscoelastic and the
material moduli is characterized by a bulk and shear relaxation functions. Note that, the shear and
bulk relaxation functions have the same time dependence. Later, we look at the case when they do
not.
K(t) = 2500 + 7500 e−
t
2
G(t) = 1125 + 3375 e−
t
2
First compute the stress intensity factor of the elastic reference problem using the instantaneous
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Figure 3.3: Center-cracked Plate Problem.
material properties at t = 0. The load used is the maximum load for each of the three cases at
t = tpeak. Since this problem is simple, an analytical solution for stress intensity factor KI can be









where σmax is the far field stress when the applied load has its maximum value. That is when
λ(t) = 1.0.
The viscoelastic time-dependent ERR GI(t) is obtained by using Equation (3.22) and comput-
ing its inverse Laplace transform. To compute the solution in Laplace domain (Eq. (3.22) ) use the
SIF of the reference elastic problem, and compute the Laplace transform of the material and the
load λ(t)2 functions as follows.
















The Laplace transform functions ¯¯λ2(p) for each load type is:









For a ramp load λ(t) = t
tpeak












For a sinusoidal load λ(t) = |sin( t pi
tpeak

























GvI (t) = 32.7039 − 24.5279 e−0.125 t





GvI (t) = 0.0131 t
2 − 0.1570 t + 1.2559 − 1.2559 e−0.125 t
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Sinusoidal Load with tpeak = 2.5
¯¯GvI (p) =
65.4078pi2 (2 p+1)
p (25 p2+4pi2)(8 p+1)
(3.42)












− 12.1438 e−0.125 t
Even though the material model in this problem is simple, the analytical solution in the time
domain can be a complicated function to obtain (see Eq. (3.42) ). The three numerical inversion
techniques shown at the beginning of this Section are used to invert the Laplace domain solutions
given by Equations (3.40)-(3.42). Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the analytical and numerical
inverse Laplace transforms solutions for constant, ramp and sinusoidal load, respectively, for this
example.
























Figure 3.4: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for simple material functions with same time dependence
and constant applied tractions.
The Fourier numerical Laplace inversion is the only method that gives good approximations for
all load cases. Zakian’s method works fine for the constant and ramp loads, but in the sinusoidal
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Figure 3.5: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for simple material functions with same time dependence
and ramp type applied tractions.






















Figure 3.6: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for simple material functions with same time dependence
and sinusoidal type applied tractions.
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load case, there seems to be a need for more weighted evaluation points. Schapery’s method does
not give a good approximation for this type of Laplace function (ERR).
Now, consider the same problem but with the material functions having different time depen-
dences. The volumetric relaxation function is constant while the shear function is time dependent.
K(t) = 10,000
G(t) = 1,125 + 3,375 e−
t
2












The Laplace transform functions ¯¯λ2(p) for each load type and the stress intensity factor of the ref-
erence problem are the same as in the previous case. Again, using Equation (3.22) and computing
the Laplace inverse we get:
Constant Load
¯¯GvI (p) =
94.0238 (2 p+1)(64 p+23)
p (8 p+1)(184 p+83)
GvI (t) = 26.0548 − 17.6295 e−0.125 t − 0.2493 e−0.4511 t
Ramp Load with tpeak = 50
¯¯GvI (p) =
0.0752 (2 p+1)(64 p+23)
p3(8 p+1)(184 p+83)
GvI (t) = 0.0104 t
2 − 0.1133 t + 0.9036 − 0.9026 e−0.125 t − 9.8032∗10−4 e−0.4511 t
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Sinusoidal Load with tpeak = 2.5
¯¯GvI (p) =
167.1696 (2 p+1)(64 p+23)
(2.2518 p3+3.5559 p)(8 p+1)(184 p+83)












− 8.7284 e−0.125 t − 0.1104 e−0.4511 t
Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 show the analytical and numerical inverse Laplace transforms solutions
for constant, ramp and sinusoidal load, respectively, for this example.
For the case of a constant load Lee et al. [97] solved the same problem using a boundary
element method for linear viscoelasticity. He solved two problems with same characteristics but
with a small difference in crack length. Then, he computed the difference in potential energy
between them to obtain the ERR. The solution published by him is compared in Figure 3.7.
























BEM Lee et al.
Figure 3.7: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for simple material functions with different time depen-
dence and constant applied tractions.
Again, the Fourier numerical Laplace inversion has outperformed the other methods. Herein,
the numerical Laplace inversion used in the rest of this study is the Fourier method.
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Figure 3.8: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for simple material functions with different time depen-
dence and ramp type applied tractions.






















Figure 3.9: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for simple material functions with different time depen-
dence and sinusoidal type applied tractions.
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Figure 3.10: Edge Crack Under Bending Problem.
3.5.2 Edge-crack Plate Under Bending
A two dimensional rectangular plate of width W = 10 and length H = 30 is subjected to a pure
bending moment M = 10000. An edge crack of length a = 3 is located at the bottom of the plate
as seen in Figure 3.10. The plate is loaded with three load types; λ(t) = 1 (constant), λ(t) =
t
tpeak
(ramp) and λ(t) = |sin( t pi
tpeak
)| (sinusoidal).
Assume plane strain and material to be linear viscoelastic. The material moduli is characterized
by the following bulk and shear relaxation functions.
K(t) = 10000
G(t) = 1125 + 3375 e−
t
2 (3.44)
The stress intensity factor KI for the reference elastic problem can be computed using Equation
(3.45) found in [170]. The load used is the maximum load for each of the three loading cases at







































The Laplace transform function ¯¯λ2(p) for each load type are given by Equations (3.37)-(3.39)
and the Laplace transform of the material functions is Equation (3.43).
The viscoelastic time-dependent ERR GI(t) is obtained by using Equation (3.22) and comput-
ing its inverse Laplace transform. An analytical and a Fourier numerical inversion of the Laplace
transform are obtained and compared. Also, for the case of a constant load, Lee et al. [97] solved
the same problem using a boundary element method for linear viscoelasticity. He solved two
problems with same characteristics but with a small difference in crack length. In order to find
the ERR, he computed the difference in potential energy between them. Figure 3.11 shows the
solutions computed here and Lee’s solution.





















BEM Lee et al.
Figure 3.11: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for material functions with different time dependence.
In this last example and the second part of Example 3.5.1, we look at the case when the material
functions don’t have the same time dependency. This means that Poisson’s ratio is not constant
in time. Even though, this violates one of the first assumptions made at the beginning of this
Chapter, results show good agreement with Lee’s solutions. The use of two material functions in
our derivation relaxes the constrain of a constant Poisson’s ratio. This type of problem can not
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be solved using Schapery’s work of fracture method [149], because he used only one material
function (creep compliance) to characterize the material behavior.
The two examples presented in this Chapter are simple enough to understand the methodology
to obtain an important crack front parameter in linear viscoelasticity (ERR) using the convenient
relation to an elastic reference problem. Stress intensity factors for the elastic problems were found
in literature. However, this is not always possible. Therefore, a numerical method for the analysis
and computation of stress intensity factors is presented in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Analysis of Static Cracks in
Linear Viscoelasticity with the GFEM
In the previous Chapter a detailed formulation of a crack front parameter (ERR) for linear vis-
coelasticity was presented. This ERR is useful to characterize the fracture behavior in viscoelastic
materials. ERR can be computed using Equations (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) or Equation (3.25).
Inherent in either procedure is a need to analyze and solve a reference elastic problem in order
to compute stress intensity factors. In examples 3.5, the reference elastic problem had an analyt-
ical solution for SIFs and therefore a numerical approach was not necessary. Here, on the other
had, we aim to study much more complex problems. Therefore, the objective of this Chapter is to
solve three dimensional fracture problems in linear viscoelasticity with a numerical method called
Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM).
Many theoretical and experimental research has been done to understand the behavior of frac-
ture in viscoelastic media [18, 19, 145–147, 149], but limited literature exist for numerical appli-
cation in this area. In finite elements for example, fracture behavior of polymer matrix composites
has been studied by Mackerle [103]. Using the boundary element method (BEM) Syngellakis et
al. [167] solved polymer fracture problems. He use a Laplace transform domain and a time do-
main to solved 2-D viscoelastic problems. In the Laplace transform domain, he solved a series of
reference elastic problems where the material constants were replaced by material functions of p
(transform parameter) in the transform domain. Then he computed the time-dependent response
using Schaperys numerical inversion method [143]. He concluded that although the transform do-
main gives accurate solutions, it dependents on the transform inversion method and the choice of
range and distribution of the transform parameters. Increasing the number of the transform param-
eters domain solutions imposes a heavy computational penalty on the final output [166]. In the
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time domain, he obtained fundamental solutions using relations specific to a viscoelastic material
model. In other words, the solution of a specific viscoelastic model is found by applying the cor-
respondence principle and the inverse Laplace transform. This is done analytically as long as the
material functions are simple enough and in some cases it may be impossible to find a convenient
form of the appropriate fundamental solution.
Yu et al. [183] used the Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) to model 2-D cracked vis-
coelastic media. He computed time-dependent energy release rate (ERR) components for modes I
and II. He implemented an incremental method of viscoelasticity in XFEM. This nonlinear analy-
sis of viscoelasticity is very common in numerical methods and a good literature review by Zocher
et al. can be found in [186]. The key differences of his implementation is the use of enrichment
functions for cracks and the extraction of ERR at each time step. The author of this dissertation
has also implemented an incremental method for viscoelasticity in a Generalized Finite Element
Method (GFEM) code. Details about this implementation can be found in Section 2.4. This
nonlinear solver for viscoelasticity is used for verification (Example 4.3.2) of the correspondence
principle method presented in the previous Chapter.
This Chapter focuses in the numerical simulation of 3-D viscoelastic fracture problems using
GFEM. In contrast with other methods, here the numerical problem is only solved once and is
enough to compute the viscous solution in time. This reduces the simulation time significantly
compared to an incremental formulation of viscoelastic fractured media.
The reminder of this Chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 poses the viscoelastic static fracture
problem to be solved using the generalized finite element method (GFEM). Section 4.2 describes
the basic concepts of GFEM and the construction of enrichment functions used in the elastic refer-
ence problem. This method however, is not limited to linear elastic materials. As a matter of fact,
an implementation of viscoelasticity in GFEM is used in Example 4.3.2. Numerical examples are
presented in Section 4.3 and a reflective crack problem is solved in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Problem Description
Consider the same three dimensional domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω in a three dimensional space
as in Section 3.1. The boundary is subdivided into Γu, Γσ and Γc; displacements and tractions are
prescribed accordingly.
The material is linear viscoelastic, homogeneous and isotropic. The equilibrium equations, the
stress-strain relations and the strain-displacement relations are given by Equations (2.51)-(2.54).
The boundary conditions are given by Equations (3.1)-(3.3).
From this problem we create a reference elastic problem with a three dimensional domain Ωe
with boundary ∂Ωe in a three dimensional space as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Assume a linear elas-
tic, homogeneous and isotropic material for this reference problem. The boundary is subdivided









Figure 4.1: Reference elastic three dimensional boundary value problem with a crack.
Equilibrium equations for the reference elastic problem are
∂σei j(x)
∂xi
+Fej (x) = 0 (4.1)
where σei j is the Cauchy stress tensor and F
e
j are body forces.
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The constitutive relations are given by





εekk(x) δi j] + K0 ε
e
kk(x) δi j (4.2)
where G0 and K0 are the instantaneous shear and bulk modulus of the linear viscoelastic problem,
respectively, and δi j is the Kronecker delta.













σei j(x)ni(x) = T
e




j (x) on Γ
u (4.5)
σei j(x)ni(x) = T
e
c j(x) = Tc j(x, tpeak) on Γ
c (4.6)
with T (x, t) as the tractions imposed on the viscoelastic problem and tpeak as the time when the
maximum load is acting on the boundary.
Note that this reference elastic problem is not time dependent. Later, to introduce time in
the linear viscoelastic computations, the function λ(t) is used. This function is related to the time
dependent loads (tractions applied at the boundary and body forces) and it scales the stress intensity
factors computed in the reference problem. This is possible because the linear relation that exists
between the applied loads and the stress intensity factor in linear elasticity. This function was
presented earlier in Section 3.1.
To find the weak formulation of the reference elastic problem described above, let the set of
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kinematically admissible displacement fields be
H˜1 (Ωe) =
{
ue,uej(x) | uej(x) ∈ H1 (Ωe) , uej(x) =U ej (x) on Γu
}
j = 1,2,3
where H1 is the first order Hilbert space.




ve,vej(x) | vej(x) ∈ H1(Ωe), vej(x) = 0 on Γu
}
j = 1,2,3
The weak form of the equilibrium equations can be stated as follows.








) ∀ ve ∈ oH1 (4.7)






































4.2 Overview of GFEM
The Generalized FEM can be regarded as a finite element method with shape functions built using
the concept of a partition of unity. This method has its origins in the works of Babusˇka et al. [10,
12, 106] (under the names “special finite element methods”, “generalized finite element method”
and “finite element partition of unity method”) and Duarte and Oden [39, 45–47, 119] (under
the names “hp clouds” and ”cloud-based hp finite element method”). Several meshfree methods
proposed in recent years can also be viewed as special cases of the partition of unity method.
Details on the mathematical formulation of the GFEM can be found in, e.g., [10, 41, 106, 119, 161].
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In this Section, we summarize the main concepts of the method.
The linear finite element shape functions ϕα, α = 1, . . . ,N, in a finite element mesh with N





for all x in a domain Ωe covered by the finite element mesh. This is a key property used in partition
of unity methods and, in particular, in the GFEM.
A GFEM shape function φαi is built from the product of a FE shape function ϕα and an enrich-
ment function Lαi
φαi(x) = ϕα(x)Lαi(x) (no summation on α), (4.9)














Figure 4.2: Construction of a generalized FEM shape function using (a) a discontinuous piece-wise poly-
nomial enrichment and (b) a custom-built enrichment. Here, ϕα is the function at the top, the enrichment
function, Lαi, is shown in the middle, and the generalized FE shape function, φαi, is the resulting bottom
function.
Features such as discontinuities or material interfaces are represented by a judicious choice of
enrichment functions Lαi(x), instead of using a finite element mesh with element faces meticu-
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lously placed along the discontinuities or interfaces. Several enrichment functions can be hierar-
chically added to any node α in a finite element mesh. Thus, if DL is the number of enrichment































where u eαi, α = 1, . . . ,N, i = 1, . . . ,DL, are nodal degrees of freedom and u
e(hp)
α (x) is a local
approximation of ue defined on ωα = {x ∈ Ωe : ϕα(x) 6= 0}, the support of the partition of unity
function ϕα. In the case of a finite element partition of unity, the support ωα (often called a cloud
or a patch) is given by the union of the finite elements sharing a vertex node xα [41]. These local
approximations, u
e(hp)
α (x), belong to local spaces χα(ωα) = span{Liα}DLi=1 defined on the cloud
ωα, α = 1, . . . ,N. The selection of the enrichment or basis functions for a particular local space
χα(ωα) depends on the local behavior of the function u
e over the cloud ωα. In the case of a fracture
mechanics problem for example, the discontinuities in the displacement field can be approximated
independently of the underlying finite element mesh. For instance, the elasticity solution ue may
be written as
ue = uˆe+ ˜˜ue+ u˘e (4.10)
where uˆe is a continuous function, ˜˜ue is a discontinuous function but non-singular and u˘e is a
discontinuous and singular function.
Any a priori knowledge about the solution ue is used to select basis functions for a local space
χα(ωα). For the discontinuous part of the domain, for example, discontinuous functions like the
one shown in Figure 4.2(a) can be used as enrichment functions [44, 108, 156, 163, 179]. At nodes
near a crack front, expansions of the elasticity solution in the neighborhood of a crack (Westergaard
functions) can be taken as enrichment functions as described in [41, 42, 108, 117, 118, 163]. Both
are discussed in Section 4.2.1. Other custom-built enrichment functions shown in Figure 4.2(b)
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that are solutions of local boundary value problems can also be used [40, 43, 162]. These so-called
global-local enrichment functions are briefly described in Section 5.1. The main strength of the
generalized FEM, is the freedom to choose any enrichment function, polynomial or not. More
details about different enrichment functions can be found in the next sections.
4.2.1 Enrichment Functions for 3-D Cracks
In this section, enrichment functions for 3-D cracks are briefly described; further details can be
found in [128]. Cosider a three-dimensional (3-D) domain with a crack surface representation
inside. The explicit crack surface describes the location of the discontinuities and singularities in
the body. Figure 4.3 shows the details. Light blue lines are intersections of the crack surface with
the 3-D domain boundary, while red lines represent the crack front.
crack frontcrack 
(a) Blue glyphs show enrichments
for clouds ωα that do not intersect
the crack surface.
crack frontcrack 
(b) Yellow glyphs show high-order
step function enrichments for clouds
ωα
crack frontcrack 
(c) Green glyphs show crack front
enrichments for clouds ωα
Figure 4.3: Enrichment Functions for 3-D Cracks.
In this fracture problem, three types of enrichment functions are considered.
(i) Enrichment for clouds ωα that do not intersect the crack surface.
In this case, the elasticity solution ue is continuous over ωα. A local approximation, uˆ
e(x) of









where DˆL is the dimension of a set of polynomial enrichment functions. Our implementation
follows [41, 119], and the enrichments functions {Lˆαi}DˆLi=1 for a cloud associated with node xα =






















, . . .
}
(4.12)
with hα being a scaling factor [41, 119]. Figure 4.3(a) shows blue glyphs at the location of these
continuous enrichments. The red glyphs correspond to a combination of this continuous enrich-
ments and other enrichments discussed next.
Notice that enrichment functions can be added hierarchically to any node α in the domain. This
results in high-order approximations of the displacement field at the corresponding cloud. This can
be compared to the use of high-order elements in standard FEM, but the benefit of GFEM is that
the user does not have to change its original FE mesh to achieve it.
(ii) Enrichment for clouds completely cut by the crack surface.




α such that ωα =
ω+α ∪ω−α . With α belonging to a subset of indices in which corresponding clouds ωα intersect the
crack surface but not the crack front. The displacement field ue for this case can be decomposed
into:
ue = uˆe+ ˜˜ue = uˆe+H u˜e (4.13)




1 if x ∈ ω+α
0 otherwise
(4.14)
A local approximation, u
e(hp)
α (x), of u
e over the selected ωα can be written as
u
e(hp)
















α (x) and u˜
e(hp)
α (x) are local approximations of uˆ
e and u˜e, respectively, and Lˆαi is a




















, . . .
}
(4.16)
These functions are known as high-order step functions and can approximate discontinuities in the
solution ue inside a finite element that belongs to the subset of clouds ωα that intersect with the






















, . . .
}
(4.17)
(iii) Enrichment for clouds that intersect the crack front.
Terms from the asymptotic expansion of the elasticity solution near a crack front are used
as enrichment functions in clouds that intersect the crack front. Three dimensional asymptotic
expansions are quite complex, especially at the regions where the crack surface intersects the
domain boundary. Therefore, it is more practical to use two dimensional expansions of the elastic
solution as enrichment functions in a finite size domain. As a result, in order to obtain good
accuracy it is necessary to have a sufficiently fine mesh around the crack front.
The enrichment functions explained here are for all those nodes with indices α that belong to a
subset in which their corresponding cloud ωα intersect with the crack front. A local approximation
u˘
e(hp)
α (x), of u





































Figure 4.4: Crack front coordinate system.






αi are degrees of freedom in the
crack front coordinate system.
























































































where the material constant κe = 3−4νe (assuming plane strain) is known as Kolosov’s constan
and νe is Poisson’s ratio.
Notice that the basis functions come from the components of the asymptotic expansion of the
elasticity solution of a straight crack front, far from the vertices and with a traction-free flat crack
surface [168]. These are the first terms of Modes I, II and the first and second terms of the Mode
III, which can approximate the singularity of the exact solution along the crack front and the
discontinuity of the displacement field. For the x, y and z components of the displacement vector
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, . . .
}
Figure 4.3(c) shows green glyphs at the location where these GFEM shape functions are used. It
is important to note that the basis functions (4.19) are defined in a coordinate system located along
the crack front. Therefore, they must be transformed to the global Cartesian coordinate system
(x,y,z) prior to their use in the definition of the just mentioned, GFEM shape functions. Details
about this transformation can be found in [41, 42].
The numerical examples presented in this study show that the GFEM shape functions presented
here, combined with sufficiently fine meshes at the crack front, are able to deliver accurate solution
of stress intensity factors. The extraction of SIFs is done using the Contour Integral method (CIM)
or the Cut-off Function Method (CFM), both explained in detail in Appendix A.
4.3 GFEM examples
In this section three example problems are solved using the correspondence principle method ex-
plained in Section 3.1. Furthermore, GFEM is used to solve the reference elastic models and
compute stress intensity factors.
In the first problem Dirichlet type boundary condition are considered and the solution is com-
pared to an analytical ERR expression. The second problem serves to verify the application of the
correspondence principle (C.P.) by comparing results (crack mouth opening displacement CMOD)
with the nonlinear implementation of viscoelasticity derived in Section 2.4. The last problem is a
3-D fracture problem solved using GFEM. There the solution is analyzed along the whole crack
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front, and thus the ERR is not a curve dependent in time anymore but a surface.
4.3.1 Edge-crack Plate Under Displacements
Consider a viscoelastic plate with dimensions b= 7 m, L = 16 m and t = 1 m with a through the
thickness edge crack of size a= 3.5 m. The plate is subjected to displacement boundary condition
δλ(t) in the form of three different types of functions; λ(t) = 1 (constant), λ(t) = t
tpeak
(ramp) and
λ(t) = |sin( t pi
tpeak







Figure 4.5: Edge-crack Plate Under Displacements problem description.
to be linear viscoelastic and the material moduli is characterized by a bulk and shear relaxation
functions with same time dependence.
K(t) = 300.00 + 169.02 e−
t
269.484 Pa
G(t) = 230.00 + 112.68 e−
t
269.484 Pa (4.20)
The stress intensity factor KI for the reference elastic problem is found using GFEM. There, the
material modulus consider is the instantaneous and the displacement imposed is δ = 0.00156. The
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mesh and the crack surface can be seen in figure 4.5. GFEM shape functions of degree p= 3 are
used. Furthermore, Heaviside and branch functions are used as enrichments to represent the dis-
continuity and singularity created by the presence of the crack. Details about GFEM enrichments
for 3-D fracture problems can be found in [128, 129].
The stress intensity factor found is:
KI = 0.3801 Nm
(−3/2) (4.21)
Same as in previous examples, the Laplace transform functions ¯¯λ2(p) for each load type are
given by Equations (3.37)-(3.39) and the Laplace transform of the material functions is Equation
(3.43).
The viscoelastic time-dependent ERR GI(t) is obtained by using Equation (3.32) and comput-
ing its inverse Laplace transform. An analytical solution for plane strain, constant Poisson’s ratio v





K 2I fIu(t) fIσ(t) (4.22)
with fIσ(t) and fIu(t) as the time factors. The mathematical representation for these time factors
is presented in [185]. For these particular material functions, they are as follows,













E1 and E2 correspond to the spring components of a standard linear body and p1 is the relaxation
time. The material functions of this problem can be converted to represent a standard linear body
with E1 = 600 Pa, E2 = 465 Pa and η2 = 287x10
3 Pa. s. The Poisson’s ratio used in the conversion
is v= 0.0.
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Also, YU et al. [183] solved the same problem for the case of a constant imposed displacement.
He used a nonlinear viscoelastic implementation in XFEM and extracted energy release rate at
every time step. The draw-back of using his method is that a XFEM problem needs to be solved
for every time step. With the correspondence principle presented here only one reference elastic
problem is solved using GFEM to obtain SIFs, then the solution is computed using Equations
(3.32) and numerically inverting it to the time domain.
Figure 4.6 shows the solution computed here, YU’s solution and Zhang’s analytical solution
for constant imposed displacement. Figure 4.7 shows the solution of all the load cases considered
in this problem.























GFEM + C.P. 
Figure 4.6: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for material functions with same time dependence and
constant imposed displacement.
Now, consider the same problem but with the material functions having different time depen-
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Figure 4.7: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for material functions with same time dependence for
constant, ramp and sinusoidal imposed displacements, using GFEM + C.P.
dence. The volumetric relaxation function is constant while the shear function is time dependent.
K(t) = 300.00 Pa
G(t) = 230.00 + 112.68 e−
t
269.484 Pa (4.26)
Similarly to previous, an analytical solution for plane strain and constant imposed displacement
can be computed using Equation (4.22) and taking the corresponding time factors given in [185].







Figure 4.8 shows the solution computed here and Zhang’s analytical solution for constant im-
posed displacement and material functions with different time dependence.
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GFEM + C.P. 
Figure 4.8: Time dependent Energy Release Rate for material functions with different time dependence and
constant imposed displacement.
4.3.2 Center cracked plate
This problem consists of a rectangular plate with an inserted crack through the entire thickness,
as illustrated in Figure 4.9(a). The model is subject to a uniform load σ λ(t) at top and bottom
faces of the domain. Three different time functions for the load are examined; λ(t) = 1 (constant),
λ(t) = t
tpeak
(ramp) and a sinusoidal load.
The dimensions of the plate are: H = 30 cm and w= 10 cm. The material properties are linear
viscoelastic, isotropic and are represented by the Prony series shown in Table 4.1.
A crack is inserted in the center of the plate with a dimension of a= 3.0 cm. Three different
methodologies are used to solve this problem. The first one corresponds to the nonlinear formu-
lation described in Section 2.4. The second is to use the correspondence principle with a 2-D
analytical solution of a reference elastic problem. Finally, the third method consists on using again













(b) GFEM mesh details.
Figure 4.9: Center crack plate problem details.
Non-linear solver
Here, the simulation consists of solving the problem for each time increment using the nonlinear
formulation presented in Section 2.4. At each time step the crack mouth opening displacement
(CMOD) is measured. To reduce the simulation time, and because of the symmetry of the problem,
only the right half of the problem is modeled. Figure 4.9(b) shows the GFEM mesh including the
position of the crack surface.
The discontinuity and singularity of the crack is modeled via enrichments as described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. Also, the resulting polynomial order used to approximate the continuous part of the
problem is p−order = 3.
The total simulation time is 240 seconds and it is divided in 100 steps with a fixed increment
of 2.4 seconds. Solutions for all load types are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Table 4.1: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(MPa) (MPa) (s)
1 74.633 161.705 2e-2
2 108.87 235.88 2e-1
3 213.12 461.77 2
4 231.59 501.78 2e1
5 149.26 323.40 2e2
6 60.013 130.03 2e3
7 15.773 34.174 2e4
8 5.3088 11.502 2e5
9 1.4155 3.0669 2e6
10 0.3041 0.6589 2e7
11 0.3696 0.8008 2e8
G0 = 861.54 and K0 = 1866.67
Correspondence Principle with 2-D Analytical Solution
In this section, the problem is solved using the correspondence principle with an analytical solution
of the reference elastic problem. The 2-D linear elastic solution (CMOD) for this problem is given
by [170].
















































































Correspondence Principle with GFEM
This method consists of using the correspondence principle with a GFEM reference elastic prob-
lem. The GFEM reference elastic problem has the same mesh and boundary conditions as the
nonlinear problem, see Figure 4.9(b). The only difference is that the material properties are con-
sidered linear elastic and therefore the instantaneous shear and bulk modulus are used as the elastic
material constants.
After solving the numerical reference elastic numerical problem with GFEM, the CMOD is
computed,
δeCMOD = 0.51538 cm
In linear elasticity, the CMOD is inversely proportional to the material stiffness (Cf. Equation
(4.28)). Therefore other CMODs for different material constants and load in the linear elastic







with δeCMOD(0) as the initially computed CMOD, E
e
0 the elastic material constant used to compute
the initial CMOD, Eet as an elastic material constant and λ(t) the value for the load function for
time t.









































Finally applying the correspondence principle and knowing that Ge0 =G0 and K
e
0 = K0 correspond




3 p ¯¯K(p)+ p ¯¯G(p)
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δeCMOD is the CMOD computed with the GFEM reference elastic problem using the instantaneous
shear and bulk modulus as elastic material constants.
Equations (4.30) and (4.32) are transformed back to the time domain giving the time-dependent
CMOD for the linear viscoelastic material. This transformation can be performed numerically
using Equation (3.35).
The Laplace transform of the load functions λ(t) are as follows.





















































The Prony series function in Laplace domain is given by,


















where G∞ and K∞ are the long-time equilibrium shear and bulk modulus, respectively.
With all these equations, we can quickly compute the time-dependent CMOD for the linear
viscoelastic material. Figure 4.10 shows the results for all load types using the correspondence
principle with the analytical solution compared to the nonlinear analysis.














Nonlinear Sol. (const. load)
Nonlinear sol. (ramp load)
Nonlinear sol. (sinu. load)
Analytical C.P. sol. (const. load)
Analytical C.P. sol. (ramp load)
Analytical C.P. sol. (sinu. load)
Figure 4.10: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle with analytical
solution.
Figure 4.11 shows the results for all load types using the correspondence principle with GFEM
compared to the nonlinear analysis. Notice the good agreement in the results.
Just to verify that results are not frequency dependent, we solve again the problem with the
sinusoidal load with the three methodologies using tpeak = 2s. and tpeak = 0.2 s. Figures 4.12 and
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Nonlinear Sol. (const. load)
Nonlinear sol. (ramp load)
Nonlinear sol. (sinu. load)
GFEM + C.P.  sol. (const. load)
GFEM + C.P. sol. (ramp load)
GFEM + C.P. sol. (sinu. load)
Figure 4.11: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle with GFEM.
































(b) CMOD for sinusoidal load with tpeak = 0.2s.

















GFEM + C.P.  sol.















GFEM + C.P.  sol.
(b) CMOD for sinusoidal load with tpeak = 0.2 s.
Figure 4.13: Time dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs correspondence principle with GFEM.
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4.3.3 Inclined Elliptical Crack
For this problem, an elliptical crack surface is inserted into a viscoelastic cube. The crack surface
has an inclination of 30◦ with respect to the horizontal axis. The ratio between the minor and









shown in Figure 4.14.
The linear viscoelastic material properties are described by a Prony series shown in Table 4.2.












Figure 4.14: Geometrical details of elliptical crack problem.
The cube is loaded by λ(t) σ at top and bottom. Three different time functions for the load are
examined; λ(t) = 1 (constant), λ(t) = t
tpeak
(ramp) and λ(t) = |sin( t pi
tpeak
)| (sinusoidal).
In order to compute the time-dependent energy release rate (ERR) for this problem a refer-
ence elastic problem is created. The instantaneous shear and bulk modulus are used as material
properties. The imposed tractions on top and bottom of the cube are σ.
The extracted stress intensity factors for Modes I, II, and III using the GFEM on the elastic ref-
erence problem are compared with the analytical solution for an infinite domain and are presented
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Table 4.2: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
1 0.1539 0.2565 1.01e-10
2 0.0782 0.1303 3.26e-05
3 0.0604 0.1007 0.00115
4 0.0452 0.0753 0.0429
5 0.0406 0.0677 1.65
6 0.0136 0.0227 493
G0 = 0.40 and K0 = 0.67







Excellent agreement is observed for all SIFs.
0 90 180 270 360






















Figure 4.15: The SIFs for Modes I, II, and III using the GFEM methodology on the elastic reference
problem.
To compute the three components of the viscoelastic ERR, Equations (3.22), (3.23), and (3.24)
are used. Note that these equations are in the Laplace domain, therefore the material functions
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in this domain are needed. The Prony series function in Laplace domain are given by Equations
(4.36) and (4.37).
The Laplace transform functions ¯¯λ2(p) for each load type are




























¯¯GIII(p), the corresponding ERR in the time domain are
obtained by a Fourier’s numerical inversion using Equation (3.35). Figures 4.16(a), 4.16(c) and
4.16(e) show the components of the time-dependent energy release rate at the crack front location
θ = 90 degrees, while Figures 4.16(b), 4.16(d) and 4.16(f) correspond to the crack front location
θ = 180◦.
In order to visualize how the ERR along the front evolves in time, it is necessary to create
a three dimensional surface. Figure 4.17 shows the components of ERR for the constant load
type. Figure 4.18 shows the components of ERR for the ramp load type. Figure 4.19 shows the
components of ERR for the sinusoidal load type.
The deformed configuration and von Mises stress of a planar cut of the cube is shown in Figure
4.20.
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 = 90 deg.
(a) ERR GI for vertex located at θ = 90 deg.














 = 180 deg.
(b) ERR GI for vertex located at θ = 180 deg.
















 = 90 deg.
(c) ERR GII for vertex located at θ = 90 deg.














 = 180 deg.
(d) ERR GII for vertex located at θ = 180 deg.















 = 90 deg.
(e) ERR GIII for vertex located at θ = 90 deg.















 = 180 deg.
(f) ERR GIII for vertex located at θ = 180 deg.




































































































(c) ERR GIII , constant load type.





























































































(c) ERR GIII , ramp load type.


























































































(c) ERR GIII , sinusoidal load type.
Figure 4.19: Time dependent energy release rate along crack front for sinusoidal load.
Figure 4.20: Deformed configuration and von Mises stress on a cutting plane.
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4.4 Reflective Crack (RC) Simulation with GFEM
In this section, we simulate the problem of a static reflective crack in an airfield pavement making
use of the correspondence principle together with the GFEM previously described. Modes I, II
and III energy release rate (ERR) are computed along the crack front in order to investigate the
three-dimensional, mixed mode crack-driving mechanisms in a typical airfield pavement.
A pavement section of an airport that serves the Boeing 777 aircraft is selected to be modeled.
The model geometry and pavement cross sections for the underlying Portland Cement Concrete
(PCC) are arbitrarily selected as the standard section of runway 4L-22R at O’Hare Airport.
The pavement model encompasses half of two adjacent slabs and one PCC joint, as illustrated
by the shaded region in Figure 4.21(a). The simulated airfield pavement is composed of a 20 cm
asphalt overlay; 23 cm concrete slabs, each with plan dimensions of 6 m × 5.7 m (PCC), and; a
28 cm cement treated base (CTB). A saw cut of 13 mm width is modeled in the PCC layer.
The dimensions of the reflective crack surface are 2.54 cm in height and 5 cm in depth. The
curved portion of the crack has a radius of 2.54 cm and starts at the midpoint of its depth. Figure
4.21(b) shows the geometry of the crack surface.
5.7 m
6 m
(a) Airfield pavement analyzed. The shaded rectangle represents





(b) Crack surface geometry details
Figure 4.21: Reflective cracking problem analyzed.
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Table 4.3: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(MPa) (MPa) (s)
1 44.244 132.73 2e-2
2 64.541 193.62 2e-1
3 126.34 379.04 2
4 137.29 411.88 2e1
5 88.488 265.46 2e2
6 35.577 106.73 2e3
7 9.3506 28.051 2e4
8 3.1472 9.4415 2e5
9 0.8391 2.5174 2e6
10 0.1803 0.5409 2e7
11 0.2191 0.6573 2e8
G0 = 510.74 and K0 = 1532.22
4.4.1 Pavement Layer Profile and Material
The asphalt overlay is assumed to be composed of a linear viscoelastic material represented by the
Prony series given in Table 4.3. All other layers are assumed to have elastic material properties.
The concrete slabs are assumed to have a Young’s modulus of 27,579 MPa, while the CTB
modulus was taken as 6,895 MPa. The Poisson’s ratio for the concrete slabs and the CTB layer
are assumed to be 0.15 and 0.20, respectively. Figure 4.22(a) shows details of the pavement con-
sidered. Furthermore, the interface between asphalt overlay and Portland cement concrete layer is
assumed to be fully bonded.
The Boeing 777-200 aircraft has two main landing gears with a main gear width of 11 m. Due
to the very large width of the gear, we assume here that the distance between gears is large enough
such that interactions may be neglected for the purposes of studying the mixed mode behavior and
3-D responses. One side of the dual-tridem main gear carries about 47.5% of the gross taxiway
weight (288 Ton) of the Boeing 777-200 aircraft, and is composed of six wheels with an individual
contact tire pressure of 1,482 MPa [3]. Details are shown in Figure 4.22(b).
Two gear loading positions of the aircraft are considered in this section, as shown in Figure











(a) Material properties and details of a standard section of runway 4L-22R at
O’Hare Airport.
B 777-200





(b) Boeing 777-200 aircraft wheel
loading detail
Figure 4.22: Cross section of pavement analyzed and load.
PCC joint, while Position B leads to strong shear deformations at the PCC joint. These loading
configurations are expected to show different fracture deformation modes and provide information
about possible crack growth mechanisms.
(a) Load position A and corresponding deformed con-
figuration at the PCC joint.
(b) Load position B and corresponding deformed configu-
ration at the PCC joint.
Figure 4.23: Gear load positions considered in this study. Position A loads the pavement symmetrically
with respect to the PCC joint, while Position B leads to strong shear deformations at the PCC joint.
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4.4.2 Finite Element Geometry and Boundary Conditions
A relatively coarse 3-D mesh without any crack discretization is created using the software pro-
gram Patran [124]. Smaller elements are created around the PCC joint and locations where wheel
loads are applied, as shown in Figures 4.24(a) and 4.24(b), respectively.
Two-dimensional triangular elements are used to represent the geometry of the crack surface
as illustrated in Figure 4.21(b). As it will be explained in Chapter 6, these elements are used to
define discontinuous enrichment functions. Details on these functions are described in Section
4.2.1. The 2-D elements do not have any degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the crack triangulation
is completely independent of the 3-D mesh.
(a) Tetrahedral mesh around PCC joint (b) Discretization around locations where
wheel loads are applied
Figure 4.24: Details of discretization used in the GFEM model.
In order to compute all components of ERR along the crack front, first we create a reference
elastic problem using the instantaneous material properties for the asphalt overlay. We then, solve
this reference problem using our GFEM research code (ISET) and extract the stress intensity fac-
tors (SIFs) for all modes. In ISET, the mesh is automatically refined around the crack front in order
to obtain a sufficiently fine mesh. The ratio of characteristic element size to crack radius, Le/a,
along the crack front is 0.004≤ Le/a ≤ 0.1. Even though this ratio may seem large compared to
what is normally used in finite element models for 3-D cracks, the GFEM methodology is able
to deliver accurate solutions due to the analytical enrichments used at nodes near the crack front.
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Third and fourth degree polynomial shape functions are also used to approximate the continuous
part of the solution. Figure 4.25 shows the resulting tetrahedral mesh used in the model along with
a detailed zoom-in at the location where the crack is placed. Extraction of stress intensity factors








Figure 4.25: Modeling of a 3-D reflective crack with the Generalized FEM. The crack is modeled using
discontinuous and singular GFEM shape functions, instead of a finite element mesh with element faces
oriented with the crack. (a) 3-D mesh without crack. (b) and (c) Details of mesh in vicinity of joint. (d)
Reflective crack inserted into existing uncracked FE mesh.
After completing the simulation of the reference elastic problem, components of ERR of the
viscoelastic problem are computed using Equations (3.22)- (3.24) transformed back numerically
to the time domain using Equation (3.35).
The linear viscoelastic material properties represented with Prony series in the Laplace domain
have the form of Equations (4.36) and (4.37). The load is considered to be a time function λ(t)σ,
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with σ as the pressure applied by the landing gears of the aircraft and λ(t) as a sinusoidal load
|sin( t pi
tpeak











The simulation time considered here is 240s with tpeak = 10s.
4.4.3 Analysis of Results
Figure 4.26 shows the SIFs of the reference elastic problem while Figures 4.27(a)-4.27(c) show
the ERR along the crack front for load position A.
It can be observed that this is clearly a Mode I dominated case. Also, KI and GI varies signif-
icantly along the crack front, reaching a maximum value at s = 1, where s is a non-dimensional
coordinate along the crack front. This demonstrates that, under this loading position, the reflective
crack will grow faster at s= 1 than at s= 0 and thus it will exhibit significant channeling behavior.
Even though GII and GIII , shown in Figures 4.27(b) and 4.27(c), are very small, they are not zero.
This is caused by the fact that the crack is inserted above the right hand side of the PCC joint, as
illustrated in Figure 4.23(a), and therefore shifted from the plane of symmetry.
Figures 4.28 and 4.27 show the same results as above but for load position B. The distribution of
K and G along the crack front is significantly different from that of load position A. An interplay
between Modes II and III can be observed. At s = 0 Mode II dominates; at s = 1 Mode III
becomes dominant while Mode II almost drops to zero. Thus, at s = 0 the crack will grow by
shear action while at s = 1 it must tear in order to grow. This decrease in values for KII and
increase for KIII, is because the crack front changes direction. It starts as a horizontal line in the
YZ plane but it curves and becomes almost a vertical line in the same plane. If the crack front were
to stay in the horizontal direction KII would remain the dominant case in this example. This type
of behavior can only be seen in a three-dimensional simulation.
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Figure 4.26: Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) along crack front for load position A.
all three modes present and thus realistic simulations must be performed in three dimensions. Such
3-D analyses can be used to determine if the crack will propagate towards the pavement surface
or across the pavement, in a channeling orientation. This information may aid in the design of
preventive measures against reflective crack growth and in the determination of critical parameters
controlling their propagation.
The mixed mode behavior demonstrated here leads to non-planar crack growth, which makes
the simulation of this class of problems quite challenging specially for standard finite element























































































(c) Energy Release Rate (ERR) GIII .

























































































































(c) Energy Release Rate (ERR) GIII .
Figure 4.29: Energy Release Rate (ERR) along crack front for load position B.
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Chapter 5
Two-Scale Simulation of Cracks in Linear
Viscoelastic Materials
Even though in the GFEM previously described, the three-dimensional finite element mesh does
not need to match the analyzed surface crack, available enrichment functions for cracks do not
provide, in general, sufficient accuracy and local refinement of the mesh must also be applied
[128, 129]. Modeling airfield pavements to study reflective cracking for example, is difficult and
computationally expensive since the area of interest is orders of magnitude smaller than the domain
of the problem. A representative model of an airfield pavement can easily have around ten meters
in length, while the size of the reflective crack for a simulation would be around three centimeters.
In order to obtain accurate results in an analysis of fracture using the GFEM, experience has
shown that mesh refinement is needed along the crack front. Although the refinement is not as
strong as in the case of the standard FEM, the elements should be around 3% of the crack size
[50, 128, 129]. Therefore, in the case of an airfield model, the element size along the crack front
should be approximately 0.09 cm. This is about 10,000 times smaller than the typical pavement
model size. In this type of problem, even using GFEM, the resulting system of equations [13]
becomes ill-conditioned due to the extremely large ratio between min. and max. element sizes in
the FEM mesh. One workaround for this issue is to perform the computations using high-precision
128-bit floating-point arithmetic [155]. However, few compilers or software libraries can handle
high-precision arithmetic, and those that can are extremely slow-often 50 to 100 times slower than
conventional 64-bit floating-point arithmetic [155].
Structural problems involving multiple spatial scales of interest, like reflective cracking prob-
lems, are commonly solved using a global-local or sub-modeling procedure [36, 54, 115]. This
approach is known to be sensitive to the quality of boundary conditions used in the local domains.
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Accurate local solutions require the use of sufficiently large local domains. However, the optimal
size of the local domain is, in general, problem dependent.
In this section, the problem of reflective cracking in airfield pavements using the GFEM with
global-local enrichment functions (hereafter denoted GFEMg-l) [40, 84], is analyzed. In this
method local solutions computed using a standard global-local finite element analysis are used
as enrichment functions for the GFEM; therefore global (structural-scale) meshes can be coarse
even in the presence of small cracks. A detailed study of the performance of the GFEMg-l for this
class of problems is presented using representative three-dimensional simulations including reflec-
tive cracks in airfield pavements. The effects of local domain size on the accuracy of the GFEMg-l
and standard global-local finite element analysis (GL-FEM) are investigated. The influence of the
global enrichment zone size used in the GFEMg-l is also analyzed. A brief review of the GFEMg-l
is presented next.
5.1 GFEMg-l overview
Global-local enrichment functions can be defined for many classes of problems, like interacting
3-D cracks [83], propagating 3-D fractures [131] or problems exhibiting sharp thermal gradients
[120, 121]. These functions can also be developed for problems involving localized nonlinear
material responses [85]. They are able to represent fine-scale responses on coarse, macroscale,
finite element meshes and to fully account for interactions among scales. Detailed mathematical
analysis of this class of GFEM is presented in [40, 64]. In this section, we consider the case of
3-D simulations of propagating mechanically-short cracks. These cracks are much smaller than
any dimension of a structural component but larger than the details of the material micro-structure
[171]. This formulation also works for the case of static cracks when only one crack growth step
is considered. Furthermore, a review of the global-local approach to build enrichment functions
for the GFEM is presented. Additional details can be found in [40, 43].
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5.1.1 Initial Global Problem
Consider a three-dimensional domain composed of linear viscoelastic, isotropic and homogeneous
material. As done in Chapters 3 and 4, in order to compute stress intensity factors (SIFs), consider a
reference elastic domain Ω¯eG with boundary ∂Ω
e




G∪ΓσG with ΓuG∩ΓσG= /0.
The domain is cracked, but that is not considered at this stage of the methodology.
The equilibrium equations, constitutive and kinematic relations for the reference elastic prob-
lem are given by
∂σei j(x)
∂xi
+Fej (x) = 0 in Ω
e
G, (5.1)


















where σei j is the Cauchy stress tensor, F
e
j are body forces, ε
e
i j is the linear strain tensor and G0, K0
are the instantaneous shear and bulk modulus of the viscoelastic problem, respectively.
The boundary conditions prescribed at ∂ΩG are as follows
σei j(x)ni(x) = T
e




j (x) on Γ
u




j are prescribed tractions, U
e
j are prescribed
displacements, T (x, t) are the tractions imposed at the viscoelastic problem and tpeak is the time
when the maximum load is acting on the boundary.
Here, we analyze three dimensional cracks in the reference problem with elastic, isotropic and
homogeneous material behavior. The solution methodology based on the GFEMg-l is, however,
applicable to other material models, such as visco-plastic behavior or viscoelastic material with no




G denote a generalized FEM approximation of the solution u
e(k) of Problem (5.1), (5.2).
For simplicity, we assume no body force. The approximation u
e(k)
G is the solution at damage
evolution (or propagation) step k, of the following global problem:
Find u
e(k)













G · ve(k)G ds =
∫
ΓσG
T e · ve(k)G ds+η
∫
∂ΩuG





G) is a discretization of the Hilbert space at propagation step k, H
1(ΩeG) generated
by the GFEM shape functions defined in (4.9), and η is a penalty parameter. Problem (5.3) leads
to a system of linear equations for the unknown degrees of freedom of u
e(k)
G .
Hereafter, this problem is denoted as the global problem. At the initial propagation step k = 0
cracks are not considered when solving the initial global problem. Thus, only polynomial enrich-
ment functions like those defined in Equation (4.12) are used in the computation of GFEM shape





G) are defined in local spaces and have to be computed on-the-fly. We describe a
fine-scale problem in the next subsection to achieve this goal. The mesh used to solve this problem
is typically a coarse quasi-uniform mesh like the one shown in Figure 5.1.
Global Problem
Local Problem
BC from step k
Figure 5.1: Illustration of the GFEMg-l for static crack analysis or propagation. The figure shows the
neighborhood ΩeL of a small propagating or static crack in the global domain. The solution of the global
problem at simulation step k provides boundary conditions for the extracted local domain.
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5.1.2 Local Problem
Let ΩeL denote a subdomain of Ω
e
G as shown in Figure 5.1. This local domain contains a fine-scale
feature like the crack surface shown in the same figure or other local features of interest. The
following local problem is solved on ΩeL after the global solution u
e(k)























L · ve(k)L ds =
∫
∂ΩeL∩ΓσG
















L) is a discretization of H
1(ΩeL) using GFEM shape functions. This local domain
contains a crack, and therefore the GFEM space X
hp,k
L (ΩL) has shape functions built with discon-
tinuous and singular enrichment functions-refer to Section 4.2.1. A key aspect of Problem (5.4) is
the use of the coarse-scale solution at simulation step k, u
e(k)
G , to compute the boundary condition
on ∂ΩeL\(∂ΩeL∩ ∂ΩeG). The numerical nature of the coarse-scale solution used for the fine-scale
boundary conditions leads to the use of the terminology “inexact boundary conditions”. Exact





the solution of problem (5.4) using finite element meshes that do not fit the crack surface. The
traction vector, t(ukG) is computed from the initial global problem using Cauchy’s relation, i.e.,
t(ukG) = nˆ ·σe(ue(k)G ) = nˆ · (C : εe(ue(k)G ), (5.5)
where nˆ is the outward unit normal vector to ∂ΩeL and κ is the stiffness of a distributed spring used
on ∂ΩeL\∂ΩeL∩∂ΩeG.
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where E0 is the instantaneous relaxation modulus of the linear viscoelastic problem, nd is the
number of spatial dimensions of the problem,V0 is the volume of the master element used, and J is
the Jacobian of the global element across the local boundary where the spring boundary condition
is imposed.
5.1.3 Enriched Global Problem
The approach described in the previous two sections for step k = 0 corresponds to a standard
global-local finite element analysis, except that the GFEM is used at the local problem. Therefore,
the accuracy of the local solution u
e(k=0)
L , for example, depends not only on the discretization used
in the local domain ΩeL but also on the quality of the boundary conditions used on ∂Ω
e
L\(∂ΩeL∩
∂ΩeG). In the GFEM
g-l [40, 43] quantities of interest are not computed from the local solution
u
e(k)
L . Instead, u
e(k)
L is used as an enrichment function in the global reference mesh. Figure 5.2




where ϕα denotes a finite element shape function defined in the coarse global mesh used to solve
the global problem presented in Section 5.1.1. This GFEM shape function (5.7) is used at nodes
xα of the global mesh whose support, ωα, is contained in the local reference domain Ω
e
L. Each
component of the displacement vector is enriched with the corresponding components of the local
solution u
e(k)
L . Thus, a global-local enrichment adds three degrees of freedom to a node when
solving a three-dimensional reference elastic problem. The global problem defined in Section 5.1.1
is then solved again using the same mesh enriched with GFEM shape functions (5.7). The solution
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of this so-called enriched global problem is denoted u
e(k+1)
G . It can be computed very efficiently
using the available factorization of the global stiffness matrix of the initial global problem [40].
Global Problem
Local Problem
Enrichment for step k +1
Figure 5.2: Hierarchical enrichment of the coarse global reference mesh with local solutions computed on
locally refined mesh. Only three degrees of freedom are added to these global nodes (shown with red spheres
in the global mesh). These enrichments are used to approximate the global solution in the neighborhood of
the crack at simulation step k+1.
For a static crack problems the simulation will end at simulation step k= 1, after computing the
solution of the enriched global problem, extracting stress intensity factors and computing the time-
dependent energy release rate of the viscoelastic problem. On the other hand, in crack propagation
problems at simulation step k+1 (with k > 1 ), the crack surface representation is updated with its
new crack front position, and the simulation continues until the final step has been reached. More
details about crack propagation are be discussed in Chapter 7.
5.2 Linear Viscoelastic Problems with GFEMg-l and
Verification
This section presents applications of the GFEMg-l described in Section 5.1. Two verification prob-
lems are solved. The first one consists of a quarter-penny-shaped edge crack on a bar, while the
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second one is an elliptical, inclined crack surface in a viscoelastic cube. The second problem has
already been solved in Section 4.3.3 using GFEM and its solution is compared here.
5.2.1 Quarter-Penny-Shaped Crack
This problem deals with a static, quarter-penny-shaped crack in a linear viscoelastic bar, as illus-
trated in Figure 5.3. Even though the solution of this problem is for a linear viscoelastic medium,
the reference elastic problem is used in the verification of the GFEMg-l method, with the solutions
by Raju and Newman [136] and Ali [4] for corner cracks.
















Figure 5.3: Corner-cracked plate problem subjected to tensile axial load.
The quarter penny-shaped crack is located at the corner of viscoelastic plate subjected to a
uniform tensile load σλ(t) at its ends (cf. Figure 5.3). Displacement constraints are also imposed
near the ends of the plate in order to minimize rotations under the applied loads. In this problem we
consider a quarter circular crack so, in Figure 5.3(c), a= c. The material properties of this problem
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Table 5.1: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(MPa) (MPa) (s)
1 74.633 161.70 2e-2
2 108.87 235.88 2e-1
3 213.12 461.77 2
4 231.59 501.78 2e1
5 149.26 323.40 2e2
6 60.013 130.03 2e3
7 15.773 34.174 2e4
8 5.3088 11.502 2e5
9 1.4155 3.0669 2e6
10 0.3041 0.6589 2e7
11 0.3696 0.8008 2e8
G0 = 861.54 and K0 = 1866.67
are represented by a Prony Series shown in Table 5.1. The simulation time is 200s. Constant, ramp
and sinusoidal loads with tpeak = 10s, are examined.
To solve this problem, a reference elastic problem with the instantaneous relaxation modulus
as material properties is created and solved using GFEMg-l. The load for this reference elastic
problem is given by σ. The first step in the GFEMg-l involves the solution of the global problem
on a mesh enriched with polynomial functions only. Thus, no cracks are considered at this stage.
In this example polynomials of degree p = 3 are used. This problem is hereafter denoted as the
initial global problem and is illustrated in Figure 5.3a. The global mesh is quasi-uniform while in
the local problem the mesh is strongly refined at the crack front. The ratio between the element
size at the crack front, LLe , and the crack size, a, is taken as L
L
e/a≃ 0.03. The ratio between the size
of the smallest element in the mesh of the global problem, LGe , and the crack size, a, is L
G
e /a= 0.5.
Note that in the GFEMg-l, cracks are not explicitly discretized in the global problem. Instead, they
are represented through global-local enrichments, i.e., the solution of local problems. Thus, the
global mesh does not change during a simulation. The following dimensions are adopted for the
plate: 2h/c= 180.5, a/t = 0.2 and a/b= 0.04.
Figure 5.3b shows the local problem where the crack is discretized using analytically defined
enrichment functions as described in Section 4.2.1. Also polynomial enrichments of degree p =
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3 are used to approximate the continuous part of the solution. The size of the local reference
domain is significantly smaller than the global one. The local domain is defined by global elements
contained in a bounding box with dimensions bx/a= 2, by/a= 2, bz/a= 2 in the x−, y− and z−
directions, respectively. The size of the local domain is about 2% of the original reference problem
size.
The solution of the global problem enriched with global-local functions is shown in Figure 5.4.
This problem is hereafter denoted as the enriched global problem. Note that, the global mesh is
quite coarse and yet it can capture the singularity at the crack front.
Figure 5.4: Enriched global problem solution.
Figure 5.5 shows the normalized Mode I stress intensity factor KI/Kr extracted from the solu-
tion of the enriched global and local problems. They are denoted as GFEMg-l and GL-FEM in the
figure, respectively.
The solutions by Raju and Newman [136] and Ali [4] are also shown for comparison. The
horizontal axis in the figure denotes the angular position at the crack front as illustrated in Fig-
































Figure 5.5: Normalized Mode I stress intensity factors for corner crack, a/t = 0.2.
With the solutions (SIFs) of the reference elastic problem in hand, we proceed to compute the
viscoelastic ERR using Equation (3.22). Other modes are neglected in this simulation because
clearly it is a Mode I dominated problem. As done before, the Laplace transform functions ¯¯λ2(p)
for each load type are given by Equations (4.39) - (4.41). The material properties in Laplace
domain are computed using Equations (4.36) and (4.37).
After computing ¯¯GI(p), the ERR in the time domain is obtained by a Fourier’s numerical
inversion using Equation (3.35). Figure 5.6 shows the energy release rate GI along the front for
each of the load types in this problem.
The stress intensity factors (SIFs) extracted from the GFEMg-l solution are significantly more

















































































Figure 5.6: Energy Release Rate (ERR) GI along the crack front (enriched global problem).
tions. The local solution is equivalent to one provided by a global-local FEM analysis, which is
commonly used in the industry to handle problems involving multiple spatial scales of interest.
Table 5.2 shows the size of the various discretizations used in the solution of the reference
elastic problem. The enriched global problem captures KI very well while adding only 120 global-
local enrichment degrees of freedom to the initial global problem. The computational cost of
the local problem must also be considered in the total cost of the GFEMg-l. However, in most
practical problems the global problem is much larger than the local one. Furthermore, the solution
of the enriched global problem can be efficiently computed using the solution of the initial global
problem [84, 131].
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Table 5.2: Size of the various discretizations in terms of number of degrees of freedom (DOFs).




5.2.2 Inclined, Elliptical Crack with GFEMg-l
This problem is the same as the one described in Section 4.3.3. The only difference is that here we
use the GFEMg-l methodology to solve it. The linear viscoelastic material properties are described
by the Prony series shown in Table 4.2. The simulation time is 20 seconds and the temperature is
20◦ C. The cube is again loaded by λ(t) σ at top and bottom. Three different time functions for the





Figure 5.7: Details of global reference problem.
In order to compute the time-dependent energy release rate (ERR) for this problem a reference
elastic problem is created. The instantaneous shear and bulk modulus are used as material prop-
erties. The imposed stress on top and bottom of the cube is in the reference elastic problem is σ.
The initial global reference elastic problem is solved using the cube mesh shown in Figure 5.7.
Notice that at this stage the crack is not discretized. Spring boundary conditions computed from
this initial global solution are next applied to a local reference problem defined around the crack
surface. The local mesh is refined, and nodes are enriched in order to obtain the local solution.
Figure 5.8 shows the reference local problem and the refinement of the mesh. The global refer-




Figure 5.8: Details of local reference problem.
ence problem is then enriched with the local solution and solved as described in previous sections.
The extracted stress intensity factors for Modes I, II, and III using the GFEMg-l methodology are
shown in Figure 5.9. These results are compared with the analytical solution for an infinite domain
and the solution computed with the GFEM. SIFs are normalized using Equation (4.38). Excellent
agreement among all three solutions can be observed for all SIFs.
To compute every component of the viscoelastic ERR Equations (3.22)- (3.24) are used. Note
that these equations are in Laplce domain; therefore, the material functions in this domain are
needed. The Prony series function in Laplace domain is given by Equations (4.36) and (4.37).
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Figure 5.9: The SIFs for Modes I, II, and III of GFEMg-l, GFEM and analytical solution for an infinite
domain.
Finally, the ERR in the time domain are obtained by a Fourier’s numerical inversion using
Equation (3.35). Figure 5.10 shows the components of ERR for the constant load type. Figure
5.11 shows the components of ERR for the ramp load type. Figure 5.12 shows the components of




































































































(c) ERR GIII , constant load type.





























































































(c) ERR GIII , ramp load type.


























































































(c) ERR GIII , sinusoidal load type.
Figure 5.12: Time dependent energy release rate along crack front for sinusoidal load.
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5.3 Reflective Crack Simulation with the GFEMg-l
In this section, we analyze a typical pavement section of an airport that serves the Boeing 777
aircraft, using the GFEMg-l.
5.3.1 Pavement Layer Profile and Material
The selected model geometry and pavement cross sections for the underlying PCC are from a sec-
tion of runway 4L-22R at O’Hare Airport, located in Illinois, USA. Details of the cross section are
shown in Figure 5.13(b). The interface between the asphalt overlay and Portland cement concrete
layer is assumed to be fully bonded.
To enhance model efficiency, the subgrade is idealized as a dense liquid (Winkler) foundation.
Therefore, a series of springs is used to model the subgrade in the 3-D pavement model. The
simulated airfield pavement is composed of a 20 cm asphalt overlay; 23 cm concrete slabs, each
with plan dimensions of 6 m × 5.7 m (PCC), and a 28 cm cement treated base (CTB). A saw-cut
joint having a width of 13 mm is assumed to exist and is modeled accordingly.
Figures 5.13(a) and 5.13(b) show details of the pavement portion considered and details con-
cerning the material properties adopted. The asphalt overlay is assumed to be composed of a linear
viscoelastic material represented by a Prony series given in Table 5.3. All other layers are assumed
to have elastic material properties.
The concrete slabs are assumed to have a Young’s modulus of 27,580 MPa, while the CTB
modulus is taken as 6,900 MPa. A Winkler-type subgrade, modeled with springs, is assumed to
have a stiffness of k = 55 N
cm3
. The Poisson’s ratios for the concrete slabs and the CTB layer are
assumed to be 0.15 and 0.20, respectively.
5.3.2 Finite Element Geometry and Boundary Conditions
In order to compute all components of energy release rate (ERR) along the crack front, a reference
elastic problem using the instantaneous material properties for the asphalt overlay is created. This
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Table 5.3: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(MPa) (MPa) (s)
1 44.244 132.73 2e-2
2 64.542 193.62 2e-1
3 126.35 379.04 2
4 137.29 411.88 2e1
5 88.488 265.46 2e2
6 35.577 106.73 2e3
7 9.3506 28.051 2e4
8 3.1472 9.4415 2e5
9 0.8391 2.5174 2e6
10 0.1803 0.5409 2e7
11 0.2191 0.6573 2e8
G0 = 510.74 and K0 = 1532.22
5.7m
6.0m
(a) The shaded square represents the portion of
pavement modeled in this study. The Boeing













κ = 55 N
cm3
(b) Material properties and details of a standard section of run-
way 4L-22R at O’Hare Airport.
Figure 5.13: Airfield pavement analyzed.
reference problem is solved using the GFEMg-l methodology described in Section 5.1 and the
stress intensity factors (SIFs) for all modes are extracted.
A 3-D global model of the reference elastic problem loaded with one main gear of a Boeing
777, aircraft is simulated using theGFEMg-l enrichment functions. Figure 5.14(a) shows the global
and local models as well as the crack surface. The global discretization is composed of a relatively
coarse 3-D mesh without any crack discretization created using the software program Patran [124].
A single gear of a Boeing 777-200 aircraft is modeled, and it is assumed that the distance between
gears is large enough such that interactions between them may be neglected for the purposes of
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studying the mixed mode behavior and 3-D responses above a given PCC joint.
The local reference model is created automatically by extracting elements from the global
coarse mesh that are confined in a specified bounding box. For this problem, 4 percent of the global
problem length is used 25× 10× 25cm ( Figure 5.14(b) ). Here, a half-penny-shaped reflective











Figure 5.14: Discretization of the airfield pavement with a single landing gear and a reflective crack.
The resulting polynomial order of the initial global problem is p−order = 2. The solution of
this analysis are used to impose boundary conditions on the local model, where spring boundary
conditions are used, as explained in Section 5.1.2.
The reflective crack is inserted in the local model at the bottom of the asphalt overlay. Figure
5.15 shows the crack opening in the local reference model. The elements intersecting the crack
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front are bisected automatically until an acceptable level of mesh refinement is achieved. Further-
more, enrichments are assigned to local nodes in order to model the discontinuity across the crack
surface and singularity along the crack front. Also, the resulting polynomial order to approximate
the continuous part of the solution is p−order = 3. For details about crack enrichment functions
refer to Section 4.2.1. The ratio of characteristic element size to crack radius, Le/a, along the crack
front is 0.008≤ Le/a≤ 0.07.
Asphalt layer
PCC layer
Figure 5.15: Local model, bottom view in the interior of the PCC joint. Reflective crack opening.
Global-local enrichment functions, discussed in Section 5.1.3, are obtained from the solution
of the local problem and are used to enrich the coarse global problem. Cubic polynomial shape
functions are used in a boxed region with dimensions 25×10×25 cm close to the crack surface.
Elsewhere in the domain, quadratic shape functions are used.
After completing the simulation of the reference elastic problem, components of ERR for the
viscoelastic problem are computed using Equations (3.22)- (3.24). These Laplace functions are
transformed back to the time domain numerically using Equation (3.35).
The linear viscoelastic material properties represented with Prony series in Laplace domain
have the form of Equations (4.36) and (4.37). The load is considered to be a time function














The simulation time considered here is 240s, with a tpeak = 10s.
5.3.3 Analysis of Results
The stress intensity factors (SIFs) extracted from the reference elastic GFEMg-l solution of the
three-dimensional reflective crack problem are compared with the solution provided by solving
the same problem using the GFEM approach applied directly to the global problem as described
in Section 4.2. Also, SIFs from a global-local generalized FEM are presented. This global-local
generalized FEM method suffers from the same limitations as the global-local FEM (GL-FEM)
[83]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the conclusions drawn here are also valid for the
global-local FEM. The main difference between these two is that the local solution is computed
with the GFEM.
In order to quantify the error of the stress intensity factor (SIF) extracted along the crack front,
















is used. In the equation above, Next is the number of extraction points along the crack front, Kˆ
j
i
and K ji are the verification and computed stress intensity factor values for Mode i at the crack
front point j, respectively.
Figure 5.16(a) shows KI, KII and KIII computed with the three methods investigated herein,
namely, the GL-FEM, the GFEMg-l and the GFEM. The x-axis represents the position along the
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crack front given by the angle θ (cf. Figure 5.14(c)). Since the values of the SIFs for KI are about
ten times greater than those for KII and KIII, the comparison of accuracy is only performed for KI .
Figure 5.17(a) shows KI computed with the three methods.
The global-local FEM (GL-FEM) solutions consists of SIFs computed from the solution of the
local problem and subjected to spring boundary conditions provided by the initial global problem,
refer to Section 5.1.2. The relative error obtained with this method for KI , is er(KI) = 0.055. The
GFEMg-l corresponds to the solution computed with the GL-FEM used as enrichment function for
the coarse global mesh. The relative error of the GFEMg-l for KI , is er(KI) = 0.011. Observe that
this value is 5 times smaller than the one obtained by the GL-FEM.
To show one of the major limitations of the global-local FEM (GL-FEM) the quality of the
boundary conditions for the local problem is reduced by solving the initial global problem using
linear polynomial shape functions, instead of quadratic, without changing the order of polynomials
in the local and enriched global problems. Figure 5.16(b) shows KI , KII and KIII computed with
the three methods–the GL-FEM, the GFEMg-l and the GFEM. Notice that SIFs for Modes I, II
and III for the global-local FEM (GL-FEM) have shifted downwards, meaning that decreasing the
quality of the boundary conditions has led to a decrease in the accuracy of the solution. On the
other hand the GFEMg-l is still delivering a very accurate solution. The relative errors of the GL-
FEM and GFEMg-l for KI , are e
r(KI) = 0.296 and e
r(KI) = 0.011, respectively. Figure 5.17(b)
shows KI computed with the three methods.
The size of the initial global problem, local problem and enriched global problem in terms
of degrees of freedom (dofs) are shown in Table 5.4. The size of the local problem is the same
for both cases because the amount of refinement and enrichment used is equal. Similarly in the
enriched global problem, polynomial enrichment and corresponding global-local enrichment used
is the same. By, keeping these two equal we can observe the influence of the quality of the initial
global problem approximation.
Figure 5.18 shows the viscoelastic time-dependent ERR for Mode I along the crack front for
this reflective crack. Other modes are not computed because this is clearly a Mode I dominated
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(b) A linear approximation is used in the initial global
problem.
Figure 5.16: Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) along the crack front for the GL-FEM and the GFEMg-l. The
GFEM solution is taken as verification.
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(a) A quadratic approximation is used in the initial
global problem.
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(b) A linear approximation is used in the initial global
problem.
Figure 5.17: KI Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) along the crack front for the GL-FEM and the GFEM
g-l. The
GFEM solution is taken as verification.
problem.
The example presented in this section shows that stress intensity factors extracted from refer-
ence elastic problem using the GFEMg-l methodology are significantly more accurate than those
extracted from a standard global-local analysis. Even though the GFEMg-l does not require refine-
ment of the global mesh, the accuracy of the solution is comparable with that of the GFEM. This
enables, for example, the use of meshes for airfield pavements with many slabs which are orders
of magnitude larger than the reflective crack dimensions. Furthermore, in the GFEMg-l, the initial
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Table 5.4: Size of problems in terms of degrees of freedom.
Domain DOFs
Initial Global (linear) 147,348































Figure 5.18: Energy Release Rate (ERR) GI along the crack front.
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global problem only needs to be solved once, and the same global coarse mesh can be used for
any crack configuration [40]. In other words, many reflective cracks can be studied at different
parts of the airfield pavement without having to solve the initial, large domain from scratch several
times. This brings substantial computational savings. Similar conclusions are observed in the case
of crack propagation simulations [131].
5.4 Analysis of GFEMg-l Parameters
As in the previous section, we analyze a typical section of an airport pavement using the GFEMg-l.
Here, the effects of local domain size on the accuracy of the GFEMg-l and standard global-local
finite element analysis (GL-FEM) are investigated. Furthermore, the influence of the global en-
richment zone size used in theGFEMg-l is also analyzed. Again, the global model is denoted as the
initial large domain that represents the entire airfield pavement being modeled. The local model
is the small domain extracted from the global model. At the local model a three-dimensional
reflective crack is discretized and modeled using the GFEM. Mode I, II and III stress intensity
factors are computed at local and enriched global reference elastic problems. The viscoelastic
time-dependent energy release rate is computed afterwards with the most accurate solution of the
reference elastic problem analysis.
5.4.1 Pavement Layer Profile and Material
A pavement section similar to the previous example is used. Figure 5.19 provides the material
properties used. In this example the subbase is removed and rollers are placed beneath the concrete
slab. This simulated airfield pavement is composed of a 13 cm asphalt overlay, 20 cm concrete
slabs each with plan dimensions of 4.5 m × 9.15 m (PCC). A saw cut joint of 13 mm width is
modeled within the PCC layer.
The asphalt overlay is assumed to be composed of a linear viscoelastic material represented by
the Prony series given in Table 5.3. All other layers are assumed to have elastic material properties.
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The concrete slabs are assumed to have a Young’s modulus of 27,580MPa. The Poisson’s ratio








Figure 5.19: Material properties and details of a standard section.
5.4.2 Finite Element Geometry and Boundary Conditions
Following the same idea as in the previous problem, a reference elastic problem is created and
analyzed using GFEMg-l. Results for both GL-FEM and GFEMg-l are presented.
The goals of this example are to address the following issues: (i) What size should the local
problem be? (ii) What effect do the initial local problem boundary conditions have in the solutions
of the local problem and the enriched global problem? (iii) How many nodes should be enriched
with the solution of the local problem in the enriched global problem? To answer these questions,
different sizes of local domains are analyzed, and also the size of the enrichment zone at the
enriched global problem is varied to investigate the effect on the stress intensity factors (SIFs). The
analysis is separated in two sections: 1) Effect of local domain size and, 2) Effect of enrichment
zone size. In both cases, the same global model is used. This consists of two slabs and one
PCC joint as illustrated in Figure 5.20, which uses a relatively coarse 3-D mesh without any crack
discretization. The smallest elements are created to represent the PCC joint.
Due to temperature variation, the concrete slabs that lie under the asphalt layer expand and
contract inducing the opening and closing of the PCC joint. In this problem, displacement bound-
ary conditions are applied at the sides of the PCC slabs to simulate an opening of the joint, which
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in turn creates tension at the bottom of the asphalt overlay. The prescribed displacements are
indicated by ∆ = 0.05 cm in Figure 5.20(a).
A half-penny-shaped reflective crack with a radius of 2.5 cm, as shown in Figure 5.20(c), is







(b) Enriched global model








Figure 5.20: (a) Global model used as initial and enriched global domain. (b) Deformed configuration of
enriched global problem (cutting plane). (c) Reflective crack surface.
5.4.3 Effect of Local Domain Size
The local model is created automatically by extracting elements from the global coarse mesh that
are in contact with the crack surface. To increase the size of the local problem, layers of elements
may be added as desired. In this section, three sizes of local domains are studied with two different
boundary conditions. Recall that the boundary conditions are provided by the solution of the ini-
tial global problem. Therefore, the latter will be solved using linear and quadratic approximations.
The global-local enrichment zone size in both cases is fixed and is minimized in size by including
only nodes of global elements cut by the crack surface. Figure 5.21 shows the three local domains
considered, while Figure 5.22 shows the global nodes enriched with global-local functions (indi-
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cated by red spheres). The same reflective crack is inserted in all local domains for the purpose of









(a) Local domain defined using one global layer of









(b) Local domain defined using three global







(c) Local domain defined using five global layers of elements around the crack
surface
Figure 5.21: Local domains for the study of size effect on SIFs for GL-FEM and GFEMg-l.
First, the initial global problem is solved using a linear approximation, i.e., no polynomial
enrichments and no crack surface are used. The solution then provides boundary conditions for the
local problem. In the local problem, the mesh is automatically refined to have a Le/a= 0.027 for
all three cases. Third order polynomial, step function, and singular function enrichments are used
to discretize the reflective crack in the local domain. Finally, the enriched global problem is solved
using enrichment functions generated from the solution of the local problem. The polynomial
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Figure 5.22: Global nodes enriched with global-local functions (indicated by red spheres). The same set of
nodes is used regardless of the size of the local domain.
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from the local and enriched global solutions. Figure 5.23(a) shows KI only, as this is a Mode
I dominated problem. It is observed that the size of the local domain significantly affects the
solution of the standard global-local approach (GL-FEM). With a bigger local domain, we obtain
a more accurate solution for SIFs. On the other hand, in the GFEMg-l the size of the local domain
has almost no influence on the results for the SIFs. This means that even with the smallest local
domain, where the solution is not accurate, theGFEMg-l is able to obtain results that are as accurate
as those of the largest local domain. Both GL-FEM and GFEMg-l solutions are not yet close to the
verification solution, due to the linear approximation used in the initial global problem. The same
process is then repeated, but this time using a quadratic approximation in the global domain along
with a cubic approximation in a boxed region of size 25× 10× 25 cm close to the crack surface
region. Again, no crack is inserted at this stage. The local problem and enriched global problem
are solved in the same manner as before. The polynomial order in the enriched global problem
is the same as in the initial global problem. Figure 5.23(b) shows the results. Again, it can be
seen that the effect of the size of the local domain significantly affects the solution of the standard
GL-FEM. The GL-FEM solution of the largest local domain and all GFEMg-l solutions are close
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(b) Quadratic and cubic approximations in initial global
problem.
Figure 5.23: Stress Intensity Factor KI for GL-FEM and GFEM
g-l.
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Table 5.5: Relative error er(KI) of the stress intensity factor (SIF); In column one of the table, p refers to
the approximation order used in the initial global problem.
Local Domain Size GFEMg-l GL-FEM
p= 1
1 layer 0.123 0.205
3 layers 0.121 0.130
5 layers 0.121 0.121
p= 2
1 layer 0.040 0.194
3 layers 0.040 0.060
5 layers 0.040 0.040
5.4.4 Effect of Enrichment Zone Size
The main goal of this analysis is to investigate the accuracy of the GFEMg-l approach as a function
of the number of enriched nodes in the enriched global problem. Accuracy is again assessed in the
context of stress intensity factors along the crack front in the asphalt layer. Figure 5.24 shows the
local domain that is used for all the cases studied in this section, which is a rectangular prism of
size 25×10×25 cm, centered around the reflective crack site. In other words, the local domain
is defined as a rectangular box, rather than layers of elements that contain the crack surface (the
selection of one approach over the other is arbitrary). As before, two different boundary conditions
for the local problem are considered. The enriched global problem uses the same polynomial shape
functions as the initial global problem. Global-local enrichments are added as described below.
Four global-local enrichment zone sizes are studied in this section. They are denoted cases 1,
2, 3 and 4 hereafter. The first case utilizes a very small enrichment zone size, including only nodes
of the first layer of elements close to the crack front (cf. Figure 5.25). In the second case, the
enrichment zone contains global nodes within an 8×8×8 cm bounding box (cf. Figure 5.26). In
the third case, a 13× 8× 13 cm bounding box is used (cf. Figure 5.27). Finally, the fourth case
involves the largest possible enrichment zone size, which consists of all the nodes of the global
elements that comprise the local domain (cf. Figure 5.28).
Stress intensity factors are computed for two different boundary conditions used at local prob-
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Figure 5.28: Enrichment zone case 4.
Table 5.6: Relative error er(KI) of the stress intensity factor (SIF); p refers to the approximation order used
in the initial and enriched global problems. Case 4 with p= 2;3 is take as the verification solution.





case where both the initial and enriched global problem use a linear approximation and Figure
5.29(b) shows those obtained for the quadratic/cubic case. The verification solution used is taken
from case 4, with quadratic and cubic polynomial enrichments in the initial and enriched global
problems.
This analysis in the elastic problem clearly shows that having more enriched nodes in the global
problem improves the accuracy of the SIF prediction. This improvement is more clearly seen in
the case of the linear initial global problem. Table 5.6 shows the relative error er(KI) for all cases
studied. Table 5.7 shows the size of the last problem, Case 4, as an example.
The time-dependent ERR is computed using the stress intensity factors of the reference elastic
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(a) Linear approximation in initial and enriched global problems.





















(b) Quadratic and cubic approximations in initial and enriched global problems.
Note that the verification solution shown in the figure corresponds to case 4.
Figure 5.29: Stress Intensity Factor KI for GFEM
g-l, all cases.
problem case 4. The Mode I component of ERR of the viscoelastic problem are computed using
Equation (3.32). This Laplace functions is is numerical inverted to the time domain using Fourier’s
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Table 5.7: Size of last example Case 4 in terms of degrees of freedom (dofs).
Problem Linear Quadratic and Cubic
Initial Global 22,050 109,260
Local 102,516 102,516
Enriched Global 36,090 112,770
method.
The linear viscoelastic material properties represented with Prony series in Laplace domain
have the form of Equations (4.36) and (4.37). The imposed displacement is considered to be a
time function λ(t)∆. With ∆ as the displacement produced by the contraction/expansion of the
underlaying PCC and λ(t) as a sinusoidal load |sin( t pi
tpeak
)|. The Laplace transform of the squared
function λ(t) is given by Equation (5.10). The simulation time considered here is of 240s. with a

































Improvements to Crack Propagation
Algorithm
Crack growth analysis of industrial complexity problems has been broadly done for decades using
the standard finite element method (FEM) [53, 114, 152, 178, 184]. In FEM, the discontinuity of
the solution is represented by meshes with double nodes and the crack surface is defined by the
faces of the elements connected to the double nodes at each side of the crack surface. For three
dimensional crack propagation with the FEM, re-meshing of the volume mesh is required at each
crack propagation step. Even if the generation of meshes in complex 3-D geometries (re-meshing)
is fully automated, it is a demanding task to satisfy discontinuities and element aspect ratio re-
quirements. Poor aspect ratios call into question the accuracy of the approximations. Robustness
of the methods may also prove lacking in the case of multiple cracks interacting with each other
as well as domain boundaries. The generation of appropriate volume meshes at each propagation
step combined with the extremely large problems resulting from the highly refined meshed leads to
excessive computational cost [173], as well as poorly conditioned system matrices resulting from
the large discrepancy in element sizes used to sufficiently mesh the domain. Figure 6.1 shows an
example of a half-penny shaped crack discretized with the FEM.
The partition-of-unity (PoU) based Generalized FEM (GFEM) [10], explained in Section 4.2,
also refered to in the literature as the eXtended FEM (XFEM) [163] is a promising technique to
overcome the shortcomings of the standard FEM in crack growth simulations. In these methods,
singularities and discontinuities in the solution are represented using appropriately selected en-
richment functions. Geometrical description of crack surfaces, which do not fit the volume mesh,
provide the necessary information to select the proper location and type of enrichment functions
to be used. For crack modeling, fully discontinuous enrichment functions are typically needed for
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Figure 6.1: Half penny shaped crack discretized in FEM.
the crack surface representation and additional singular enrichment functions are required at the
crack front.
Since elements in GFEM or XFEM have no requirement to fit the crack surface, mesh refine-
ment can be easily applied in localized regions of the discretization. A survey of 3-D crack growth
modeling with PoU methods is presented in [135]. In the case of a 3-D fracture mechanics prob-
lem, PoU methods rely on a computational geometry technique for the representation of the crack
surface. This representation allows the correct assignment of enrichment functions which approx-
imate the discontinuous and singular components of the solution, thus inserting the proper physics
into the discretized problem. Two basic types of computational geometry techniques are utilized:
(1) implicit methods, which rely upon the volume mesh for the crack surface representation, and
(2) explicit methods in which the crack surface is explicitly meshed independently of the volume
mesh.
In the case of implicit methods, a three-dimensional volume mesh is used in order to represent
a crack surface. Therefore, in these methods the quality of the crack surface descriptions depends
upon the refinement of the volume mesh. One example of this type of crack surface representation
is the level set method [153]. This method was originally created to model motion of interfaces.
These interfaces are represented as the zero level set of a function of one higher dimension. A crack
is described by two level sets; a normal level set which is the signed distance to the crack surface,
and a tangent level set which is the signed distance to the plane including the crack front and
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perpendicular to the crack surface. Belytschko and co-workers coupled the XFEM with the level
set method for static crack and crack growth simulations [63, 109, 163]. Duan et al. [38] introduced
the element local level set method for 3-D dynamic crack growth analysis with the XFEM. A
detailed review of crack surface representation with level set methods in XFEM simulations can
be found in [49].
In order to circumvent the often expensive computation to update the level sets in a crack prop-
agation analysis, Chopp et al. [33, 164] proposed use of the fast marching method (FMM) to track
the evolution of three-dimensional crack surfaces in XFEM simulations. The FMM is an inter-
face capturing technique in which the location of the interface is updated using a finite difference,
upwinding scheme. The authors note that one of the strongest features of FMM is the capability
of handling multiple, merging interfaces and they apply their technique to simulate crack coales-
cence. While solved on a 3-D domain, all crack configurations considered involved co-planar,
Mode I cracks. It is reported by the authors that there are still issues in the corresponding im-
plementation of the XFEM, particularly in the proper application of enrichment when interfaces,
such as multiple cracks, approach one another. In this case, there may be nodes which are en-
riched twice due to the proximity to two different crack fronts in conjunction with the use of a
quasi-uniform mesh. Errors in the evaluation of the distance functions can be introduced if only
one distance function is used, and this issue was handled by using multiple independent distance
functions for each crack. It should be noted that the crack surface representation in [33] is implicit
and the level set method is used, the FMM is used merely to update the interface location.
Although the level set method combined with XFEM has been a good candidate for crack
growth simulations, the approach suffers from some limitations, in particular, when applied to
problems in which the crack surface geometry is complex. Some of the most important limitations
are: (i) The inability to represent a crack surface with sharp turns, which is a common feature of
crack surfaces in fatigue crack growth under mixed-mode loading. (ii) Unnecessary degrees of
freedom in the simulation, due to the mesh refinement all around the surface region in order to
accurately update and represent the crack surface. (iii) Potentially inaccurate representation of the
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crack front, in some cases [50], consequence of using two level set functions which are attempting
to represent a crack surface. Limitation (ii) is clearly illustrated in Figures 2-3 in Moes et al.
[110] and Figure 6.2 from Fries et al. [60]. This property forces a trade-off between problem size
Level set approximation
Explicit crack
Figure 6.2: Approximation of the crack path by means of discretized level set functions on different meshes
(this figure is from [60]).
and accuracy of crack surface representation which is absent in explicit methods. While loss of
accuracy far from the crack front may not influence the solution in a great manner, it is important
to have an accurate description of the crack front itself. Local coordinate systems are placed
at the crack front to compute important crack propagation parameters such as crack propagation
direction. The computed angle for propagation is directly influenced by the local coordinate system
at the crack front, and therefore, an inaccurate description of the front by the level sets functions
will give, in turn, an incorrect angle of propagation for the true front.
Mixed mode problems, in particular, tend to exhibit sharp turns in the initial propagation steps.
Furthermore, depending on the problem and the geometry of the crack surface, the speed of prop-
agation can vary significantly along the front. This means that part of the crack front advances
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across elements ahead of it while other parts stay inside of the same elements containing the front
before propagation. Consider the part of the front that has partially cut an element as illustrated,
for simplicity in 2-D, in Figure 6.3. The black solid line represents the explicit crack surface or
path, the dashed line is the extension of the true front and the blue line is the level set approxima-
tion. Clearly there is an inconsistency between the level set description and the true crack path.
This will result in an inaccurate computation of the crack propagation direction.
Figure 6.3: Approximation of the crack front by means of discretized level set functions.
Other methods that tie the surface representation to the volume mesh are the methods based on
a collection of planar cuts or crack planes in tetrahedral elements [76]. These methods are subdi-
vided into four categories depending on the crack path tracking strategy: 1) Fixed.- Uses a standard
interface elements (e.g. cohesive elements) and it requires the crack path to be known beforehand.
2) Local.- The crack growth is driven by the normal direction of the maximum principal stress
and represented by planar cuts in the tetrahedral elements. Each element has its own independent
crack plane. 3) Non-local.- The crack surface in the neighborhood of the crack front is smoothed
out in a least-square sense by a post-processing corrector step. The element crack planes on the
neighborhood of the crack front are adjusted to provide a smooth crack front for each crack growth
step and, consequently, a smooth crack surface representation. 4) Global.- The crack surface is
represented by an iso-surface of the solution for the heat conduction-like problem which, in turn,
is represented by a collection of planes defined at the element level. It uses an auxiliary problem
to trace the crack surface path. Even though, these methods are a good alternative to the level set
method they also suffers from some limitations: a predetermined crack path in the case of fixed
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tracking scheme; discontinuities in the crack surface representation due to variations of crack plane
normals between adjacent elements in the local tracking scheme; and the need to apply an auxiliary
problem to trace the crack surface path in case of a global tracking scheme. The bottom line is that
the accuracy of the crack surface representation in these methods is still mesh dependent, since the
crack surface is represented by the same mesh used for the solution of the problem. A remedy for
this problem is to incorporate an auxiliary mesh of same spatial dimension as the mesh used in the
analysis process to represent the crack [132]. However, this requires additional bookkeeping and
computational cost in order to transfer information between meshes.
Explicit methods use one-dimensional segments embedded in a two dimensional space or two-
dimensional polyhedral in a three-dimensional space to represent the crack path and crack surface,
respectively. This type of representation provides a continuous crack path/surface completely inde-
pendent from the 2-D/3-D mesh, adding no extra computational cost to the solution of the problem.
Moreover, no mesh refinement is required to improve the accuracy of the crack representation.
The crack can have an arbitrary shape and special geometrical features, such as sharp turns, can
be easily represented. The accuracy of the crack surface representation depends only on the 2-D
elements (facets) used for its discretization. Problems such as hydraulic fracture, propagation with
cohesive models and crack closure are some examples where a good crack surface representation
is important. This explicit methodology was successfully applied in conjunction with the GFEM
in [42, 44, 83, 84, 128–130] as well as the element-free Galerkin method [92]. More recently, the
explicit method was extended to represent interfaces in fluid-structure interaction problems using
the XFEM [105].
Fries et al. [60] combine explicit and implicit crack descriptions within the XFEM. The authors
use three level set functions which are computed from an explicit crack surface representation and
serve as a basis for the enrichments. The explicit representation is employed to determine exactly
the crack increment and to update the crack representation without the drawbacks of the purely
implicit level sets. The authors state their motivation in the development of a hybrid explicit-
implicit crack surface representation as seeking to avoid several shortcomings of the use of level
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sets, in particular: ’the update of the level set function is not simple and may introduce additional
inaccuracies’. The use of the explicit surface allows for both the de-coupling of the volume and
crack surface discretizations as well as the avoidance of solving the advection-type equations re-
quired for level set updating. A fully explicit crack surface representation within the XFEM is
presented by Sukumar et al. [112] with the use of a rasterized crack path corresponding to element
boundaries from a sub-grid mesh.
Pereira et al. [128, 130] use the GFEM in conjunction with fully explicit surface meshes
composed of flat triangles in order to represent complex 3-D crack surfaces. This method allows
automatic local refinement (at regions of interest) in complex 3-D meshes preserving the aspect
ratio of volume elements regardless of crack geometry. In this technique, the volume mesh in
completely independent of the surface mesh. Therefore, the size of the elements in the volume
mesh does not affect the accuracy of the crack surface representation, nor does the size of the
facets in the explicit crack surface mesh impact the size of the problem discretized by the volume
mesh. Furthermore, the explicit crack surface representation using triangular facets can preserve
special features (i.e. kinking and twisting), throughout the crack growth simulation. Figures 6.4
and 6.5 show an example of an explicit crack surface representation in a 3-D GFEM problem. The
green and yellow glyphs are crack enrichments as discussed in Section 4.2.1
For crack evolution, Pereira et al. [130] use the face offsetting method (FOM) [78] to track the
evolution of complex 3-D crack fronts. Originally this numerical technique (FOM) was developed
to track the evolution of general 3-D surfaces, with particular application to burning of solid pro-
pellants. The key features of this method are the computation of an increment limit at each step
to avoid self-intersection of the front, and the adaptive smoothing of the surface mesh along the
tangential direction. In short, at each crack growth step FOM computes a new crack front position
avoiding self intersection based on the GFEM solution, additionally it redistributes the vertices to
maintain or improve the quality of the surface mesh. The surface mesh update after the front has
been propagated is performed with one of two techniques termed: Propagate and Extrude (PAE)
and Propagate and Smooth (PAS). More details about FOM and its use in crack propagation can
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crack surface crack enrichments
Figure 6.4: Explicit crack surface representation in GFEM.
crack surface
crack enrichments
Figure 6.5: Explicit crack surface representation with a sharp turn (kink) in a GFEM simulation.
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be found in [130]. In the first technique front (PAE) vertices are cloned, then the coordinates of
these vertices are set based on the new front position. Additionally, edges and triangular facets
are created between the original and cloned front. While not explicitly noted, Fries et al. [60] for
example, use a similar form of PAE for crack evolution. The use of this technique is evidenced by
the deterioration seen in the crack front representation when an initially (roughly) circular crack
front propagates into a highly decagonal front if no additional efforts are made to improve the rep-
resentation of the crack surface. A second drawback of this technique is the creation of layers of
excessive numbers of potentially small and unnecessary triangular facets if propagation increments
are small and PAE is used at every increment.
The second technique (PAS) propagates the front by simply moving the vertices at the front,
without the creation of any new facets. As in PAE, the coordinates of the crack front vertices are
updated to the new crack front position. If this technique is used at every crack propagation step
the aspect ratio quality of the facets can become deteriorated. As such, a good combination of
both techniques is required. In general, FOM works well when the crack front propagation speed
is uniform along the front. However this is not always the case (e.g. reflective cracks in airfield
pavements [61, 62]), and in general different crack speeds are expected in different regions of the
crack front. More details about FOM and its use in crack propagation can be found in [130]. Figure
6.6 illustrates FOM techniques for crack evolution, this figure is from the Paper [130].
This work takes the work of Pereira et al. [130] as a starting point and improves upon the crack
propagation strategies proposed in [130]. Shortcomings of the strategies as proposed in [130] are
highlighted and improved algorithms are presented which are geared towards the development
of a robust, explicit algorithm for long duration crack propagation analyses. Furthermore, we
illustrate the ability of the method to model the accurate evolution, interaction with boundaries
and coalescence of multiple crack surfaces.
In the following Section a crack propagation example with significantly different crack front
speed is investigated and improvements in the crack evolution algorithm are presented.
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Figure 6.6: Pereira et al. [130], use the FOM method for crack front evolution in 3-D.
6.1 Improvements to Crack Propagation Algorithm
The method used to represent a crack surface within the GFEM framework in this paper is the same
as that presented by Pereira et al. [128, 129]. It consists of an explicit representation in the form
of a polyhedron surface composed of flat triangles with straight edges as illustrated in Figure 6.7.
As mentioned before, this explicit representation is independent of the GFEM mesh and does not
change the problem size. Furthermore the polyhedron surface provides the necessary geometrical
information for the construction of crack front coordinate system, crack front enrichment func-
tions and integration elements cut by the crack surface. The creation of integration elements is a
common approach to deal with discontinuities which may be located inside of a finite element. It
consists of subdividing each finite element into sub-domains with faces fitting the crack surface.
These sub-domains (integration elements) are used for integration purposes only and a standard
quadrature rule can be used over each of them. More details can be found in [128, 129].





Figure 6.7: Non-planar, explicit crack surface representation used in GFEM.
of crack front steps using an explicit crack surface representation at each step. The geometry of the
crack evolves based on crack front parameters computed using the physics of the problem at each
crack growth step. At the crack front, the deflection angles and the growth amounts are computed
using a defined criterion. Refer to Section 7.3 for details.
Consider a crack propagation problem similar to the reflective cracking in airfield pavements.
A small quarter-penny-shaped crack is inserted into a rectangular domain. Boundary conditions
consist of applied displacements at the bottom faces of the domain. They are such that they sim-
ulate the opening and closing of the joint on the underlaying pavement as seen in Figure 6.8. The
maximum applied opening of the joint is 0.03 a0 inches along the x-direction. The geometric
parameters of the crack surface are a0/L = 0.2, where a0 is the radius of the initial crack. The
maximum crack front increment allowed at each step is ∆amax = 0.05a0. The simulation consists
of 50 propagation steps. Linear elastic material properties are assumed with a Young’s Modulus,
E = 3318.94 ksi and a Poisson’s ratio, v = 0.3. The propagation criteria used here is the one
explained in Section 7.3 with Paris law material constants of C = 1.0 and m= 2.5. Since the pur-
pose of this section is to study the performance of different computational geometry techniques to






















Figure 6.8: Model description.
are used in all cases. This allows the evaluation of the computational geometry algorithms with
no other influences aside from their own capabilities. In this type of problem the initial stress
intensity factors (SIFs) vary along the front, having the highest values when θ approaches 0 de-
grees, see Figure 6.9. This crack configuration will tend to propagate faster in the z-direction of
the rectangular domain than towards its surface (y-direction).
The following subsections show the results of crack propagation when performed using the
two aforementioned FOM techniques and illustrate some limitations of their usefulness. In addi-
tion, novel techniques are presented to address these geometric difficulties arising in this type of
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Figure 6.9: Stress intensity factors along crack front for Crack Step 0.
problem.
6.1.1 Propagation with FOM
The fist propagation technique investigated is Propagate and Smooth (PAS). Again, this indicates
that the front propagates by only moving the crack front vertices, without the creation of any new
facets. Figure 6.10 shows the results of this propagation strategy. This technique works fine until
the facets close to the front (θ = 0o) become significantly larger than facets in other regions of the
crack front. For practical considerations, the opposite is desired. Smaller facets close to the front
of the crack give a better representation of the crack front. All other facets can have a large size as
long as they can represent the crack surface geometry well. As such, this propagation strategy is
insufficient in the present case.
We solve the problem again using Propagate and Extrude (PAE). In this technique triangular
facets are created between the original geometry and propagated front. Figure 6.11 shows the
results of this propagation. With PAE at initial steps the crack front can be better approximated be-
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step 36 step 50
step 12 step 24
Figure 6.10: Crack propagation using FOM, Propagate and Smooth (PAS).
step 36 step 50
step 12 step 24
Figure 6.11: Crack propagation using FOM, Propagate and Extrude (PAE).
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cause the algorithm adds vertices to bisect segments of the front that have become too large. This
is not the case for the first and last crack front edges, and therefore the crack front representation
further deteriorates after each crack step. Furthermore, the creation of elements at every step leads
to many unnecessary facets in the crack surface. Especially at θ = 90o where not only is there
an excessive number of facets but they are also squeezed together, which can lead to geometric
inaccuracies in the creation of integration elements. In the creation of integration elements, each
segment of the crack surface facets is checked for possible intersections with the 3-D finite ele-
ments. This means that an excessive number of triangular facets increases the computational time.
Also, the possibility of round-off errors rises due to intersections found in very close proximity to
one another.
Similar results are obtained by combining both FOM techniques (PAE and PAS) within a sim-
ulation. Figure 6.12 shows the results when both techniques are used in combination. Here, we
propagate most of the time using PAS and every 5 propagation steps we switch to PAE.
step 36 step 50
step 12 step 24
Figure 6.12: Crack propagation using FOM, mixed PAS and PAE.
Even though, combining FOM techniques reduces the number of facets on the crack surface,
at step 50 the crack front representation has completely deteriorated. Also, we find again that there
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are very large facets close to the front at θ = 0o and an excessive number of small facets are found
at θ = 90o. Furthermore, switching between PAS and PAE is not an automated process and it
requires some undesirable trial and error in order obtain relatively mediocre results.
The main objective of this study is to develop a robust crack propagation algorithm which is
suitable for relatively long crack propagation. The problem of reflective cracking for example,
often deals with crack surfaces which may have to increase to 10 times or more their original
size to reach to the surface. These types of long propagation problems require large numbers of
propagation steps, and therefore present ample opportunity for deterioration of the quality of the
crack surface representation. With this in mind, this type of problem may not be possible using
FOM as presented previously, since the quality of the crack surface representation decreases with
the number of crack propagation steps.
The variation of propagation speed along the crack front is what leads to the generation of
facets with significantly different sizes when using FOM. While part of the front moves relatively
large amounts, the remainder of the front moves very little. FOM only allows us to either stretch
the whole front using PAS or create a complete new layer of facets along the front with PAE,
neither of which generate acceptably accurate results. In the following section a hybrid approach
is presented which seeks to address the issue of using either technique on its own.
6.1.2 Adaptive Crack Front Advancement
In this section we propose a hybrid technique which employs PAE in certain regions of the crack
front and PAS in other crack front regions within a crack propagation step, as appropriate. In a
typical crack propagation step layers of facets will be created at portions of the front with relatively
large front increments (PAE) while other portions of the front would simply be moved, with no
facet creation (PAS). Figure 6.13 illustrates this adaptive crack front advancement technique.
We again analyze the same propagation example, utilizing the hybrid propagation technique.
The majority of the propagation is performed using PAS only, until the facets close to θ = 0o are








Figure 6.13: Adaptive crack front advancement technique.
the adaptive crack front advancement (PAS & PAE) is then used and a new layer of facets is created
only in that portion of the front. Figure 6.14 shows the result of the propagation.
step 36 step 50
step 12 step 24
Figure 6.14: Crack propagation using adaptive front evolution.
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Note that now we have a better control of the facet size along the crack front even though
the crack evolution is non-uniform. Also, the crack front geometry is well-represented. Although
this method is an improvement, for large crack propagations, it suffers from some of the same
limitations as FOM. Namely, after many crack propagation steps the crack surface again contains
large numbers of unnecessary, small triangular facets.
6.1.3 Crack Surface Simplification
In order to reduce the number of unnecessary facets on the crack surface representation, a mesh
simplification method is presented. The idea is to reduce the number of facets while preserving the
surface shape and boundaries. This is not trivial since the crack surface that results from a simpli-
fication will always deviate somewhat from the original crack surface. Therefore, it is necessary
to measure such a deviation. This measurement along with the removal of edges is done using a
function of the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) [1]. The method consists
of measuring the cost of each individual edge removal due to the local deviation introduced. A
rough measure of this cost is discussed subsequently. As a consequence, it plans the entire process
as a sequence of steps of increasing cost. The removed edges are replaced by a vertex and the
cost of all edges now incident on the replacement vertex is recalculated, affecting the order of the
remaining unprocessed edges.
In the case of a planar crack surface like in this example, the cost of removal mainly involves
the size of the edges. Therefore, the smallest edges will be removed first. In the case of a non-
planar crack surface, the cost is not only the size of the edge but also the impact on the whole shape
of the crack surface when removing that particular edge. The cost and placement strategy is know
as Lindstrom-Turk and more details can be found in [1]. Additionally, the algorithm constrains
edges recognized as crack fronts to avoid their removal.
The previous propagation example is again simulated using the adaptive crack front advance-
ment along with this crack surface simplification algorithm. Figure 6.15 shows the results of this
propagation. The same procedure used in the previous section is repeated, the only modification is
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that at every 4 steps the mesh simplification algorithm is called. Notice that most of the smallest
step 36 step 50
step 12 step 24
Figure 6.15: Crack propagation using adaptive front evolution and simplification.
edges have been removed during the simulation and therefore the number of facets in the interior of
the crack surface has reduced significantly. The major drawback is that the user does not have con-
trol of the size and quality of the facets used in the crack surface representation after simplification
has been performed. This may cause problems in large crack propagations if the simplification
algorithm is called excessively. To account for this problem, the next section presents a crack
surface re-meshing algorithm.
6.1.4 Crack Surface Re-Meshing
The re-meshing algorithm consists of creating an entire new crack surface representation using flat
triangles as facets. The difference with the simplification algorithm is that here all previous facets
are removed. The objective is to reproduce the crack surface representation using a small number
of facets while preserving its shape and boundaries. The advantage of performing re-meshing of
the crack surface is that the user has control of the size and aspect ratio of the facets used. This
technique may not be necessary in small crack propagation simulations, but it is essential in the
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case of large crack evolution. Previous crack propagation techniques have shown an excessive
accumulation of small facets even after the crack surface has only doubled its original size.
The shape and number of facets used to define the crack surface depends on the user input
criteria. The criteria consists of the characteristic facet size and the value of the limit angle. The
limit angle is a minimum value set by the user for the interior angles of triangular facets. Based on
our experience, an increment in the characteristic facet size is desired after each step and a constant
20o as a limit angle gives a good shape for the triangular elements.
The re-meshing of the crack surface representation is done using a CGAL [1] function for 3-D
surface generation. Certain restrictions have to be put in place in order to preserve the crack front
and some other important characteristics like sharp turns in the case on non-planar crack surfaces.
The CGAL meshing algorithm is based on the notion of the restricted Delaunay triangulation. In
short, the algorithm computes a set of sample points on the surface, and extracts an interpolating
surface mesh from the three dimensional triangulation of these sample points. As done in a De-
launay refinement process, points are iteratively added until the size and shape criteria, set by the
user, are satisfied. More detail about the meshing process can be found in [1].
The previous propagation example is once again simulated using the re-meshing algorithm.
This algorithm can be called at every propagation since it takes less than a second to execute.
Before performing re-meshing, the adaptive crack front advancement algorithm is used to update
the new crack front position. Figure 6.16 shows the results of this simulation.
It is clearly shown that after re-meshing, the crack surface representation has fewer facets in
its interior. The crack surface shape and boundaries are preserved with only a single layer of
relatively smaller facets used immediately behind to the front in order to maintain a good front
representation. Figure 6.17 shows the deformed configuration, von Mises stress of a bottom view
of this problem. The previous example (Mode I, planar crack) is a good starting point, but very
often in 3-D simulation, Modes I, II and III are present. Therefore, most of the crack propagation
simulations require non-planar crack surface representations. The following example shows the
robustness of the previous techniques in the case of a non-planar crack propagation.
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step 36 step 50
step 12 step 24
Figure 6.16: Crack propagation using adaptive front evolution and surface re-mesh.
step 36 step 50step 12 step 24step 0












Figure 6.18: Inclined penny-shaped problem details.
6.2 Non-planar Crack Propagation
This example consists of an inclined penny-shaped crack inside of a cube with dimension ’2L’. The
cube is subjected to a uniform cyclic tensile load of maximum magnitude σmax = 1 MPa along the
y-direction. The initial coarse mesh and the initial crack surface configuration are illustrated in
Figure 6.18. The geometric parameters of the crack surface are a0/L = 0.1 and α = 45
o, where
a0 is the radius of the initial crack and α is the inclination with respect to the xz-plane. The
maximum crack front increment allowed in each step is taken as ∆amax = 0.02a0. The simulation
consists of 23 propagation steps and elastic material properties are assumed. Young’s Modulus
is taken as E = 1,000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio, v = 0.30. Details about the criterion for this
fatigue crack propagation can be found in [130] and in Section 7.3. Here, the interest is in the
computational geometry aspects of the crack surface. Therefore, three different proposed crack
evolution techniques are investigated in the analysis of the model problem: (1) FOM, (2) adaptive
crack front advancement with simplification and (3) adaptive crack front advancement with re-
meshing.
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Because of the nature of the problem, all three fracture modes are present, therefore a non-
planar propagation is expected. The computed crack front parameters (SIFs) for Propagation Step
0 are plotted in Figure 6.19 illustrating the highly mixed-mode nature of the example. These
results are compared to the analytical solution computed for an infinite domain [170], illustrating
very good agreement between the numerical and analytical results.
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Figure 6.19: The SIFs for Modes I, II, and III of GFEM Propagation Step 0 and analytical solution for an
infinite domain.
For all crack evolution methods, the same type of enrichments, and the same amount of re-
finement are used. This allows the evaluation of the computational geometry algorithms with no
other influences but its own performance. Figure 6.20 shows the GFEM mesh refinement along
the front for different propagation steps. Notice how the smaller facets follow the position of the
crack front at each step. Figure 6.21 shows the deformed configurations of the problem in a cutting
plane view. The first method used is FOM with PAE only. Figure 6.22 shows the crack surface
representations for different propagation steps. Similarly as seen in the planar crack propagation,
after many propagation steps, an excessive number of small facets are created.
The second method used is the adaptive crack front advancement of Section 6.1.2 combined
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step 0 step 2
step 5 step 10
step 17 step 23
Figure 6.20: Refinement of GFEM mesh follows the crack front in all cases.
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step 0 step 2 step 5
step 10 step 17 step 23
Figure 6.21: Deformed configuration, von Mises stress on a cutting plane for different crack propagation
steps.
step 0 step 2 step 5
step 10 step 17 step 23
Figure 6.22: Crack surface representation for different propagation steps using FOM with PAE (Section
6.1.1).
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with mesh simplification (Section 6.1.3). This method is able to provide a good crack surface
representation while removing many small facets. The initial sharp turn of the surface is preserved
as illustrated in Figure 6.23. The limitation of this method is that we do not have control on the
shape and size of the facets used for the crack surface representation.
step 0 step 2 step 5
step 10 step 17 step 23
Figure 6.23: Crack surface representation for different propagation steps using an adaptive crack front
advancement (Section 6.1.2) combined with mesh simplification (Section 6.1.3).
The third method consists of using the adaptive crack front advancement (Section 6.1.2) com-
bined with re-meshing (Section 6.1.4). Figure 6.24 shows the result for this case. The crack front
geometry is well-represented and it exhibits the same basic behavior as in the two previous meth-
ods. This is not the case for the overall crack surface shape, since it has completely changed. The
sharp initial kink in the propagation has dies out after several propagation steps, leading to a de-
terioration of the overall geometry of the crack surface. In some problems this may be acceptable
as long as the crack front is approximated well and the crack faces are in fact traction-free. On the
other hand, problems such as hydraulic fracturing, or contact, for example, require a good repre-
sentation of the entire surface in order to properly account for the applied tractions on the crack
faces. As a consequence, the simulation with re-meshing is repeated but this time preserving the
initial crack front. Figure 6.25 shows the crack surface representation for same propagation steps.
Even though the crack surface mesh is changing constantly, its shape is preserved. Also, with
this methodology there is a complete control of the facet size and shape used in the crack surface
representation. Furthermore, the crack front geometry is still approximated well with the use of
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step 0 step 2 step 5
step 10 step 17 step 23
Figure 6.24: Crack surface representation for different propagation steps using adaptive crack front ad-
vancement (Section 6.1.2) and the re-meshing algorithm of Section 6.1.4.
only a single band of small facets behind it.
step 0 step 2
step 5 step 10
step 17 step 23
Figure 6.25: Crack surface representation for different propagation steps using adaptive crack front ad-
vancement of Section 6.1.2 combined with re-meshing algorithm (Section 6.1.4) and preservation of the
initial crack front.
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6.3 Moving Least Squares Method for Crack Front Evolution
(MLSM)
In addition to the previously investigated improvements to the crack surface evolution algorithm,
we can further improve the robustness of the algorithm by smoothing out the distribution of crack
front vertices between crack propagation steps. As noted previously, at each crack growth step,
a new crack front position is computed based on the numerical solution and the crack growth
criteria as presented in Section 7.3. The vertices that conform the new crack front may need to
be redistributed after each crack growth step to prevent self-intersection. Since the extraction of
SIFs and the computation of the new crack front position is done independently at each crack front
vertex, it is conceivable that two or more crack front vertices may tend to propagate very close
to each other, with the risk of overlapping. This type of surface interpenetration is avoided by
design with the use of only FOM, but this is not necessarily the case for the improved techniques
presented in Chapter 6. The redistribution of the front vertices is performed using the moving
east squares method (MLSM) [96], which guarantees an equidistant positioning of the crack front
vertices while preserving the overall shape of the front. The use of MLS smoothing of crack front
vertices in conjunction with small crack increments has the ability to avoid self-intersection in the
propagation of non-convex crack fronts, thus providing that necessary feature when FOM is not
used.
The MLSM for the approximation of the crack front positions can be stated as follows. Let
X(s) : Γc → ℜ be a continuous function which represent the crack front vertex coordinates of
directions 1, 2 or 3 along the crack front Γc. The crack front coordinate value X
L ≡ X(sL), L =
1, ...,N, is given at each crack front vertex sL ∈ Γc, where N is the total number of vertices on the
crack front and s is a parametric coordinate system along the crack front (cf. Figure 6.26).





crack front  Γc
Figure 6.26: Piece-wise explicit crack front representation.






where the set {Pk}nk=1, n≤ N forms a complete 1-D polynomial basis of dimension n and has the
following properties:
• P1 ≡ 1
• Pk ∈C∞(Γc),k = 1, ...,n
• {Pk}nk=1 is linearly independent with respect to the inner product (6.3) computed over N
vertices sL ∈ Γc.
Figure 6.27 illustrates the local approximation Ls¯X(s).
The coefficients ak(s¯),k = 1, ...,n, are found by solving the following problem:























Figure 6.27: Local weighted least square approximation.





u(sL)WL(s¯) v(sL) , (6.3)
whereWL(s¯),L = 1, . . . ,N, are weight functions such thatWL(s¯) > 0 ∀ s¯ ∈ Γc and u,v ∈C0(Γc).




































j = 1, ...,n (6.5)
Using the inner product (6.3) and the values of the coordinates functionX at crack front vertices
sL, L = 1, ...,N, the right-hand-side of Eq. (6.5) can be evaluated at each point s¯ ∈ Γc.
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Equation (6.5) can be written in a matrix form as follows
A(s¯)a∗(s¯) = B(s¯)X
where
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Finally, the global MLSM approximation GX(s) is defined by taking s= s¯ above, i.e.,

















k j (s¯)B jL(s¯) X
L (6.7)
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There is a great flexibility in selecting the weight functions, WL, L = 1, ldots,N, and the ba-
sis, {Pk}nk=1, of the MLSM approximation. Here, the selected weight functions are defined as






where ρL defines the support of WL and controls the number of vertices that contribute to the




















1≤ zL < 2





The basis functions are taken as monomials
{Pk}nk=1 = {1, s¯, ..., s¯n}
In the numerical examples presented here, n= 3 is adopted, which leads to a quadratic basis.
The moving least-square method is a well known method for the approximation of scattered
data, which is the case of vertex coordinates at the crack front. The MLSM approximation GX(s¯)
is not interpolant. Thus, GX(sL) 6= XL.
Equation (6.7) provides an approximation of the crack front coordinates X along the crack
front. It facilitates the redistribution of the vertices to avoid crack front self-intersection and pro-
vides a uniform distribution of the vertices along the crack front. This technique is essential for
propagation of highly non-convex crack surfaces, such as those which result from the coalescence
of multiple cracks (C.f. 6.5).
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6.4 Boundary Interaction
In problems like those shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 the crack surface has a front which can be
divided into two sets of vertices. One set is comprised of all front vertices which are inside the
solid domain (termed on crack front), while the other is the collection of all front vertices which
do not lie inside the solid domain (termed on domain boundary). Two consecutive front vertices
with status on crack front define an edge on the crack front within the domain. Similarly, two
consecutive front vertices with status on domain boundary corresponds to an edge on the solid
domain boundary. If an edge on the crack front has a vertex in each set, this indicates that the
vertex with status (on crack front) corresponds to the end of the front. Figure 6.28 shows an





edge on domain boundary
vertex on domain boundary
vertex on crack  front
Figure 6.28: Description of crack surface and its frontier sets.
At each crack growth step, a new crack front position is computed based on the numerical
solution and the crack growth criteria in Section 7.3. The new crack front is represented with a
new set of crack front vertices. The position of the new vertices depends on the extraction of SIFs
and the growth criteria. In many instances one or more new crack front vertices may be positioned
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outside of the domain.
Even though the new position of the crack front may be correct based on the extracted SIFs,
etc., some regions of the surface may propagate outside of the domain. In order to continue on
with the crack propagation simulation, some special treatment of the crack front near the boundary
region is necessary.
After each propagation step, all new crack front edges are queried to determine if any edge has
a vertex outside (named A) and a vertex inside (B) of the solid domain. This edge then intersects
with an element face on the boundary of the domain. Coordinates of vertex A are then replaced
by the coordinates of the edge’s intersection with the domain boundary, and all other vertices
and facets outside of the domain are eliminated. Essentially any edge completely outside the
domain is neglected, and the edge which protrudes out from the domain is in effect trimmed, to
now lie on the boundary. Subsequently, all crack front vertices are collected into the appropriate
sets for subsequent use. Figure 6.29 illustrates the process. This procedure ensures that all crack
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Figure 6.29: Procedure to handle boundary interaction.
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6.5 Coalescence of Multiple Crack Surfaces
Coalescence of adjacent crack surfaces within the GFEM is relatively straightforward, particularly
with the use of re-meshing and MLS smoothing of crack front vertices. At each propagation step
the minimum distance between two adjacent surfaces is computed and compared to a tolerance
distance. If the minimum distance is less than the tolerance distance, the crack surfaces will be
joined. At this point crack front vertices are looped over again to determine if any additional pairs
of crack front vertices are also within the tolerance distance. Control points are then passed to
the crack surface re-mesher corresponding now to the crack front vertices for both surfaces, minus
those that are in the coalesced portion of the new crack surface. The use of relatively small crack
front increments along with moving least squares for the crack front vertex locations is sufficient
to avoid self-intersection of the crack surface in the highly non-convex coalesced regions of the
crack front during subsequent propagation steps. After the point of coalescence, one of the cracks
is ’turned off’ for the remainder of the analysis as it has been coalesced into the one, larger crack
surface.
The use of the tolerance distance in the coalescing process essentially makes the assumption
that a small portion of the un-cracked ligament remaining between the crack surfaces no longer
carries load. This assumption is reasonable because in reality there is a small plastic zone ahead of
the crack front, with a limited load-carrying capacity. Figure 6.31 shows the effect of the tolerance
distance (effective plastic zone size) on the local shape of the coalesced crack surface.
For the numerical examples considered in this work, the tolerance distance is a user-prescribed
value. One potential improvement to the algorithm would be to compute the tolerance distance





, as proposed in [8] or a similar expression using energy release rate.
The manner in which crack vertices are advanced also poses an area for potential improvement.
The advancement of a crack front vertex is given by (7.28), ensuring that each crack front vertex is
subjected to the same number of loading cycles. In a multi-site damage analysis, it is conceivable
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Figure 6.30: Circular crack surfaces before coalescence.
that ∆Gmaxeq will be different for each crack, indicating different growth rates. As such, ∆G
max
eq must
be selected considering all of the crack front vertices for all of the cracks in the analysis, and then
each vertex may be scaled according to (7.28). In this manner we ensure that every crack front
vertex in the entire analysis is subjected to the same number of loading cycles. In this manner the
fatigue life may still be legitimately estimated based on (7.29), where ∆Gmaxeq again considers each
crack front vertex in the entire analysis. With this in mind, most of the crack surfaces in the present
work are symmetric with respect to size, shape, orientation, boundary conditions and domain
boundaries, and therefore do not show any significant discrepancies in the ∆Gmaxeq computed for
each crack surface.
It may be noted that propagation techniques which do not consider stress intensity factors
nor energy release rate and have no notion of loading cycles, while perhaps more computationally
efficient, will miss this important aspect of the analysis. While the final crack surface configuration
may be of interest, in practical engineering scenarios the most critical information is often the
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plastic zone plastic zone
(a) Plastic Zone 1
plastic zone plastic zone
(b) Plastic Zone 2
plastic zone plastic zone
(c) Plastic Zone 3
plastic zone plastic zone
(d) Plastic Zone 4
Figure 6.31: Crack coalescence with different tolerance distances.
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Figure 6.32: Large Crack Propagation problem description.
6.6 Numerical Examples
6.6.1 Large Crack Propagation and Boundary Interaction
In this example we consider a fatigue crack growth simulation of an initially quarter-penny-shaped
crack in a linear elastic rectangular domain, as illustrated in Figure 6.32. The dimensions of
the rectangular domain are t = 10.0, h = 5.0, b = 20 and the crack has an initial radius of a =
1.0. All dimensions are in inches. The assumed elastic material properties are Youngs modulus
E = 3,318.94 ksi and Poissons ratio ν = 0.30. Boundary conditions consist of a cyclically applied
displacement of maximummagnitude δ = 0.015 inches at the left and right faces of the rectangular
domain. Additionally, the back face of the domain is constrained against motion in the z-direction.
At every crack growth step, stress intensity factors (SIFs) are extracted using the Contour
Integral Method (CIM, ref. A) These SIFs are used to compute the direction and magnitude of
propagation using the growth criteria presented in Section 7.3. Additionally, techniques such as
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ACFA 6.1.2, re-meshing of the crack surface 6.1.4, MLSM 6.3 and boundary interaction 6.4 are
used at every crack propagation step.
It is important also to mention that mesh refinement is only performed along the crack front.
This localized refinement follows the crack front evolution using the refinement and un-refinement
technique presented in [130].
Figures 6.33 and 6.34 show the evolution of the crack surface and the von Mises stress plotted
on the deformed configuration, respectively, for several propagation steps. Note that at the end
of the simulation the crack surface has grown throughout the entire domain and its final surface
is over a hundred times larger than it was initially. It should also be noted that at the end of the











Figure 6.33: Surface crack evolution.
Observe that at step 22 the crack front has reached the top boundary of the rectangular domain.
At this point a transition from a 2-D propagation to a pseudo-1-D propagation occurs. This type of
transition is difficult to simulate using the standard FEM approach since the creation of strongly
graded meshes fitting the crack surface while preserving the aspect ratio of the elements is not
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step 0 step 10 step 15 step 22 step 25 step 30
step 40 step 50 step 60 step 70 step 80 step 81
Figure 6.34: Crack propagation: von Mises stress plotted on deformed configuration.
always possible in this case unless extremely small elements are used. It is also very difficult to
obtain the layer of degenerate quarter-point elements, commonly used for accurate approxima-
tions, encompassing the entire the crack front due to the non-normal intersection of the crack front
with the domain boundary. In the GFEM this can be handled without much difficulty by simply
trimming the portion of the crack surface that may have advanced beyond the physical domain and
snapping the crack front to the boundary of the domain, as explained in Section 6.4. Figure 6.35
shows Mode I SIFs, KI , for different crack growth steps. The x-axis corresponds to the normalized
position along the crack front. Notice the significant increase in KI at the normalized coordinate
x = 1 observed between steps 21 and 23. This increase occurs just after the transition point, and
is the cause for faster front vertex advancement in this region of the crack front which ultimately
causes the vertices near x = 1 to ’catch up’ with the front vertices near x = 0 by the end of the
simulation.
The second challenge posed in this simulation is the significant change in size of the crack
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Figure 6.35: Stress intensity factor KI for steps 0, 15, 21, 23, 40, and 80.
surface. This requires that the geometrical representation of the crack be adapted during the sim-
ulation. This process preserves a geometrically accurate representation of the crack front while
reducing the number of facets at portions of the surface which are nearly flat or are far from the
crack front; which is achieved using the techniques explained in this Chapter.
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6.6.2 Coalescence of Two Circular Crack Surfaces
In this section we analyze a problem with two initially parallel, co-planar circular cracks in a
domain with dimensions 6x2x6. The material properties are taken as Young’s modulus, E = 2e5,
and Poisson ratio, ν = 0.3. The domain is subjected to unit, normal tractions (red arrows) applied
to the top and bottom surfaces, and point boundary conditions (green arrows) are applied only to
prevent rigid body motions, as shown in Figure 6.36.
(a) 3-D View
(b) Side View
Figure 6.36: Initial configuration for two, co-planar circular crack surfaces.
In this example, the cracks propagate towards one another, and coalesce. After this point the
stress intensities are greatest near the point of coalescence, and these vertices propagate greater
distances for a given number of load cycles. As such, the coalesced surface tends to grow into a
large circular crack surface. Figure 6.37 shows the crack surface(s) at various propagation steps.
As can be seen, the shape of the coalesced crack surface evolves from its initial ’peanut’ shape,
into a nearly circular crack surface as the crack fronts reach the boundary of the domain. Similar
results are obtained by Chopp et al. in [33] in which the same numerical example is analyzed.
Figure 6.38(a) shows a side view of the final crack configuration illustrating that the coalesced
crack surface has remained essentially planar, as would be expected.
Crack coalescence problems in general are a good candidate application area for the crack
surface re-meshing algorithm proposed in this work because in the general case they fall into the
category of long crack propagation. Upon coalescence, the newly formed crack surface is ’artifi-
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cially enlarged’ because it now encompasses multiple crack surfaces. In the particular numerical
example analyzed here, the initial crack radii are rinitc = 0.5, while the final crack surface has a
radius of r
f inal
c ≃ 3.0, yielding a final crack surface with roughly 36 times the initial surface area,
yet the same basic shape. As such, significant savings in the number of elements required to mesh
the surface is realized through the use of crack surface re-meshing. The circular shape is still able
to be sufficiently maintained through the use of a single band of relatively small facets just behind
the crack front, which quickly transition into much larger elements used throughout the rest of the
surface, as explained in Section 6.1.4.
One final area of interest is illustrated in Figure 6.38(b). The figure shows a side view of the
final crack surface configuration where instead of point constraints to prevent rigid body motion
(as used previously), the domain is subjected to unit normal tension on the top surface, and built-in
Dirichlet boundary conditions (fully-constrained displacement) are applied to the bottom surface.
As can be seen in this instance, while initially (essentially) planar, the coalesced crack surface
propagates into a non-planar configuration as the crack front approaches the domain boundary and
the effect of the built-in support and non-zero Poisson’s ratio impact the crack front trajectory
upon advancement. Even though the domain boundary and loading conditions are essentially
Mode I, the propagated crack surface shows significant influence of the mixed mode conditions
present in the region of the crack front due solely to the selection of a more restrictive Dirichlet
boundary condition. This slight change in the model problem illustrates the significant dependence
of crack propagation paths on the applied boundary conditions, as discussed in Section 7.3. It also
highlights the importance of selecting a physically accurate and appropriately representative model
in order to avoid erroneous results and potentially misguided conclusions.
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(a) Step 3 (b) Step 5 (c) Step 9
(d) Step 15 (e) Step 25 (f) Step 38
Figure 6.37: Illustration of crack coalescence for two, cirular crack surfaces.
(a) Rigid Body Point Constraints
(b) Built-in Support
Figure 6.38: Side view of final coalesced crack surfaces for different Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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6.6.3 Coalescence of Two Quarter-Penny Reflective Cracks
We now consider the same example as in the beginning of this Section 6.1. In this instance there
are two quarter-penny-shaped cracks, as illustrated in Figure 6.39. The same domain dimensions,
material properties and BCs are used. The new crack is a mirror imagine of the original crack











Figure 6.39: Model description.
The SIFs are extracted using the Contour Integral Method (CIM, ref. A) and the propaga-
tion path is again computed as in Section 7.3. Also, some techniques previously described such
as ACFA 6.1.2, re-meshing of the crack surface 6.1.4, MLSM 6.3 and boundary interaction 6.4
are used at every crack propagation step. Due to the loading conditions and proximity to the
domain boundary, the improved techniques for surface representation are more relevant in the pre-
coalesced portion of the simulation than in the previous example, where the crack surfaces were
completely internal and the effective SIFs were essentially uniform along the crack front. In this
case, however; we have no existing numerical results against which to compare, and due to the
large discrepancy in the crack increments along the front, the coalesced region of the crack surface
is not as highly non-convex. Therefore, in this example propagation beyond the coalescence point
doesn’t pose the same potential for surface interpenetration so theMLSM smoothing or crack front
vertices in the coalesced region of the front is not as critical.
Figures 6.41 and 6.40 show the evolution of the crack surface and the von Mises stress plotted
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on the deformed configuration, respectively, for several crack propagation steps. We note that in
this case the merged crack surface proceeds to propagate throughout the entire domain until it is
completely separated into two, disjoint sub-domains.
step 0 step 10 step 20 step 30 step 33
step 40 step 80 step 100 step 127 step 128
Figure 6.40: Crack propagation: von Mises stress plotted on deformed configuration.
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step 0
step 10 step 20 step 30
step 33 step 40 step 60
step 80 step 100 step 127











Figure 6.42: Coalescence of Half-Penny and Two Quarter-Penny Cracks problem description.
6.6.4 Coalescence of Half-Penny and Two Quarter-Penny Cracks
Consider the same domain as in Example 6.6.1 but with 3 initial crack surfaces. Two quarter-penny
shaped cracks at the sides of the specimen and one half-penny shaped crack right at the middle.
The dimensions of the rectangular domain are t = 10.0, h = 5.0, b = 20 and the initial radius
for all cracks is a = 1.0. All dimensions are in inches. The assumed elastic material properties
are Youngs modulus E = 3,318.94 ksi and Poissons ratio ν = 0.30. Boundary conditions are the
same as used in Example 6.6.1 with maximum magnitude of δ = 0.015 inches at the side faces
of the rectangular domain. Also, the back face of the domain is constrained against motion in
the z-direction. Although this violates the symmetry assumption made in Section 6.5, only in this
example, the influence of BCs on crack propagation is checked.
Figure 6.42 shows details about the problem.
SIFs are extracted using CIM (ref. Appendix A) at every crack growth step. These SIFs are
used to compute the direction and magnitude of propagation using the growth criteria presented in
Section 7.3. Also, techniques presented in this Chapter including crack coalescence 6.5 are used in
this simulation. Figures 6.44 and 6.43 show the evolution of the crack surface and the von Mises
stress plotted on the deformed configuration, respectively, for several propagation steps.
Observe that propagation of the quarter-penny shaped cracks is similar to the propagation in
Example 6.6.1, until they approximate to the crack in the middle. Then, the portion of crack front
located at the bottom of the domain (θ = 0) tends to advance faster towards the half-penny shaped
crack. After the 3 cracks have coalesced, the right side of the crack hits the boundary of the
domain. This does not happen with the left side, because of the boundary condition placed there.
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step 0 step 40 step 44
step 45 step 50 step 60 step 70
step 20











Figure 6.44: Surface crack evolution.
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This means, that the portion of the crack front that is at the edge of the domain advances faster
than it’s portions on the interior.
The challenges encountered in this simulation includes, significant change in size of the crack
surfaces, crack coalescence and boundary interaction of many parts of the crack front. This is only
possible using the techniques proposed in this Chapter.
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Chapter 7
Fatigue Crack Growth in Linear
Viscoelasticity
In engineering practice, design life of structures and structural components is often governed by
fatigue crack considerations. Fatigue assessment is highly relevant in design decisions put forth
by the civil, mechanical and aerospace design communities. Fatigue itself is a process in which
damage accumulates due to the repetitive application of cyclic loading that may be well below
the yield point of the material. The process is inherently dangerous because a single application
of the load would not produce any ill effects and a conventional stress analysis will likely lead to
the assumption of design safety which may not exist. As such, fatigue assessment is critical in
accurate life prediction for engineering structures.
The problem of reflective cracking is an example of a three dimensional fatigue crack growth
problem. The cracking in the asphalt overlay is a result of hundreds/thousands of traffic and
environmentally induced (fatigue) load cycles, in conjunction with the stress concentrations due to
the existing joints or cracks in the underlaying pavement. Not only in the pavements, but also in
other structures as well, it is vital that engineers be able to predict the rate of crack growth during
load cycling, so any assessment, such as a repair or a replacement of the part in question, can be
done before the crack reaches a critical length.
Most of the equations utilized to describe fatigue crack growth behavior are based on observa-
tions of the physical phenomenon and extensive material testing. Crack growth laws as well as life
estimates are often based upon fracture mechanics quantities such as energy release rate or stress
intensity factors [150] which can be computed from numerical solutions. Therefore, accurate sim-
ulation data is critical if quantities derived from the numerical solutions are to yield accurate life
estimates.
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This chapter focuses on the simulation of three-dimensional crack growth in viscoelastic solids
under fatigue. From a macro-scale point of view, fatigue can be regarded as a quasi-static phe-
nomenon. Moreover, the crack growth mechanism in fatigue can be characterized by a linear
viscoelastic fracture mechanics parameter, i.e., the energy release rate [93]. Therefore, a robust
and accurate method to analyze linear viscoelastic fracture mechanics problems, such as the com-
bination of the correspondence principle and the GFEM presented in Chapter 4, is essential for
successful crack path and fatigue life predictions.
The rest of this chapter describes the problem to be analyzed and the assumptions of the fatigue
crack growth model. Also, the details about the three-dimensional criterion for crack growth
advancement and direction are discussed.
7.1 Problem Description
Consider a three-dimensional body subjected to repeated cyclic loading with an existing embed-
ded surface crack as illustrated in Figure 7.1. This is a typical fatigue crack growth problem.
Fatigue life prediction is still very much an empirical art more so than a strict science. Fatigue is
a complex material process where damage accumulates and it is difficult to accurately describe or
model, because often it shows disperse outcomes even in controlled environments [158, 174]. It
is influenced by a variety of factors such as load, temperature, material behavior, micro-structure,
presence of chemicals, residual stresses, contact, etc. Fatigue is treated as a probabilistic problem
and existing theories are based almost entirely on observations of the physical phenomena rather
than physical laws and mathematical formulations.
Fatigue is characterized by a large number of cycles (above 102) to failure where stress is
low compared with the stress capacity (limit) of the material. From a macro-scale point of view,
fatigue can be regarded as a quasi-static phenomena. Many phenomenological laws have been
used to predict fatigue crack propagation by relating crack growth rate and the amplitude of a














Figure 7.1: Notation for Fatigue Problem.
work is that of Paris and Erdogan [123]. This law describes the experimental data under constant
amplitude loading and, most importantly, under small-scale yielding. In this type of fatigue, crack
growth behavior is commonly idealized in a diagram subdivided into three stages:
• Stage 1: Crack initiation; which is governed by the material micro-structure. At this stage
there are only micro-cracks which coalesce in formulation of macro-cracks.
• Stage 2: Stable crack growth; characterized by a power law based on empirical parameters.
In this stage, a macro-crack exists and has stable behavior. In Figure 7.2, this stage starts at
the slow crack growth limit and ends in the rapid growth limit.
• Stage 3: Unstable crack growth; owing to the fact that at this point the material has reached
its critical fracture toughness and the crack exhibits an unstable propagation behavior leading
to ultimate failure.
The present study focuses on the simulation of stable crack growth under fatigue and as such,
Stage 2 crack growth behavior is assumed. Furthermore, the class of problems analyzed here are
subject to constant amplitude cyclic mechanical loading (Tmax > 0 and Tmin ≥ 0 Figure 7.1) and
quasi-static crack growth.
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Figure 7.2: Idealized fatigue crack growth rate diagram.
7.2 Crack Growth Model for Linear Viscoelasticity
Since fatigue can be regarded as a quasi-static phenomenon, it can be simulated as a sequence of
incremental steps. Each step constitutes a fracture mechanics problem with a fixed crack size and
it depends on the solution and crack front evolution prediction of the previous steps.
In linear viscoelasticity, each fracture mechanics step can be simulated using the GFEM or
GFEMg-l in combination with the nonlinear solver described in Section 2.4. The drawback of this
methodology is that the simulation takes a large amount of time since each load cycle has to be
simulated with a small time increment. The number of cycles in a fatigue problem for each crack
propagation step is above 102 which in turn would give more than 103 load steps to be simulated,
making this a very inefficient way to solve the problem. As an alternative, each fracture step
can be solved using the GFEM or GFEMg-l in conjunction with the correspondence principle as
described in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. This is a very efficient simulation because at each
step, the numerical simulation only involves a unique reference elastic problem, and the use of
correspondence principle allows the computation of the solutions in time.
In order to better understand this process, consider a crack surface of size a = a0 growing in
a linear viscoelastic solid under a fatigue process. After several load cycles, the crack surface has




















Figure 7.3: Quasi-static crack growth.
crack growth by separating the crack evolution into three steps. At Step 0 the crack size is a= a0,
Step 1 a = a1 > a0 and Step 2 a = a2 > a1. Each step can be analyzed independently as a static
problem with its corresponding crack size, and important quantities such as ERR can be computed.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the difference of treating this problem as a quasi-static growth and the actual
crack growth.
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for t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 (7.1)
It is not only important to compute the values of energy release rate but also to study the vari-
ation of its maximum and minimum values (∆G). This information is useful for the computation
of the number of cycles corresponding to a crack increment, depending on the criterion selected.
Section 7.3 presents in detail the criterion used in this study.
Consider a linear elastic and a linear viscoelastic material during crack propagation. Figure
7.4 shows six propagation steps in a 150 seconds simulation. A three percent increment in crack
length every 25 seconds is assumed for each crack propagation step. The energy release rate is
computed for both materials.
In both linear elastic and linear viscoelastic materials, an increment in the variation of energy
release rate ∆G is caused by of an increment in crack size. In linear elasticity ∆G is constant within
each crack step, therefore only one GFEM simulation is necessary to compute a representative ∆G
for each crack step. In linear viscoelasticity, on the other hand, ∆G is not constant, but it stabilizes
after some time. Thus, the time considered in each crack step must be large enough to compute
a representative ∆G . This is assuming that ∆G of the viscoelastic material in question stabilizes
after certain time.
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of crack propagation for linear elastic and viscoelastic materials.
To analyze this behavior, a static crack in a viscoelastic medium is studied. The material
properties are represented by the Prony series shown in Table 7.4. Assume a sinusoidal load
|sin( t pi
tpeak
)| applied to the body with three different values for tpeak = 0.8,3.2 and 6.4 seconds. Let
us call ts the time required to reach a stabilized solution (∆G). Energy release rate G and the time
ts are computed for the 3 cases at temperatures of 0
o,10o and 20o C. A ∆G stabilized is considered
when the difference of two consecutive ∆Gi and ∆Gi+1 is less than 0.1 percent. Tables 7.1-7.3 and
Figures 7.5-7.7 show the results.
It can be seen that the time to find a stabilized value of ∆G depends on temperature and fre-
quency. This stabilized time ts can be used at each crack propagation step to compute a rep-
resentative ∆G when performing a crack growth simulation. This observation agrees with the
experimental results found by Kuai et al. [93].
The stabilized time found here only applies for the given material properties, loading condition
and temperatures. Therefore a study is necessary, for every particular case, to correctly choose the
simulation time for every crack step. This simulation time should be greater than ts in order to
compute a representative ∆G .
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(b) ∆G vs. Time
Figure 7.5: Static crack in linear viscoelastic material. tpeak = 0.8 seconds.
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(b) ∆G vs. Time
Figure 7.6: Static crack in linear viscoelastic material. tpeak = 3.2 seconds.
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Temp. 20 C 
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Temp. 0 C
(b) ∆G vs. Time
Figure 7.7: Static crack in linear viscoelastic material. tpeak = 6.4 seconds.
In conclusion, it is not necessary to simulate hundreds or thousands of cycles. Instead only the
number of cycles within ts time frame. In these examples the number cycles to find a representative
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∆G were less than 14.
In the next Section, a propagation problem is solved using the correspondence principle with a
FEM reference elastic solution. Additionally, the problem is solved using the viscoelastic nonlin-
ear algorithm explained in Section 2.4 and serves as verification.
7.2.1 Verification Example
In order to verify the use of the correspondence principle for quasi-static crack propagation in
linear viscoelastic materials a two-dimensional problem is solved and compared to a nonlinear
solver solution.
The problem consists of a rectangular plate with a center crack, as illustrated in Figure 7.8. The
model is subjected to a sinusoidal load σ λ(t) prescribed at top and bottom. The dimensions of the
plate are: H = 10 cm and w= 10 cm. Thematerial properties are linear viscoelastic, homogeneous,
isotropic and are represented by the Prony series shown in Table 7.4.
A crack is located at the center of the plate with a initial dimension of a0 = 1.0 cm. The












Figure 7.8: Center crack plate problem details.
The first one corresponds to the nonlinear solver described in Section 2.4. The second uses the
correspondence principle with a FEM reference elastic problem for each propagation step.
Crack propagation is analyzed using the idea of quasi-static crack growth. Crack evolution
is separated in three steps; step 0 with crack size a = a0, step 1 with a = a1 = 1.3 a0 and step 2
with a= a2 = 1.6a0. The total simulation time is 240 seconds and it is divided in 3 time intervals
of 80 seconds each (t0 = 80s, t1 = 160s and t2 = 240s). Four different time frequencies are tried
for comparison. The first one consists of 50 load cyles per crack step, the second is 20 load
cycles, the third is 10 cycles and the fourth one is only 5 cycles. Normally, the time and number
of cycles corresponding to an increment in crack length are computed using a defined criterion.
Here we assume both for simplicity. The main purpose is to see the difference between the two
methodologies with change in crack size.
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Table 7.4: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(MPa) (MPa) (s)
1 74.633 161.705 2e-2
2 108.87 235.88 2e-1
3 213.12 461.77 2
4 231.59 501.78 2e1
5 149.26 323.40 2e2
6 60.013 130.03 2e3
7 15.773 34.174 2e4
8 5.3088 11.502 2e5
9 1.4155 3.0669 2e6
10 0.3041 0.6589 2e7
11 0.3696 0.8008 2e8
G0 = 861.54 and K0 = 1866.67
Non-linear solver
Here, the simulation consists of solving the problem for each time increment using the nonlinear
solver explained in Section 2.4. At each time step the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD)
is measured. To save simulation time, because of the double symmetry of the problem, only the
right top quarter of the problem is modeled. Figure 7.8(b) shows the FEM mesh including the
position of the crack.
The solution process is similar to the static crack simulation, the only difference is that at time
t0, for example, the crack propagates and therefore the crack size changes from a0 to a1 = 1.3 a0.
In the FEM mesh this is accomplished by removing some of the displacement boundary conditions
at the crack front. This is done during the simulation, so all state variables from previous step are
carried out and used at the current crack step.
This simulation can take a significant amount of time to complete. For the case of 50 load
cycles per crack step for example, the time increment is 0.08s and the FEM problem has to be
solved at least 3,000 times. The time increment chosen here subdivides each load cycle in 20
increments, which should be enough to accurately simulate the problem.
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Correspondence Principle with FEM
This method consists of using the correspondence principle with a FEM reference elastic problem.
The FEM reference elastic problem has the same mesh and boundary conditions as the nonlinear
problem, see Figure 7.8(b). The only difference is that the material properties are considered linear
elastic and therefore the instantaneous shear and bulk modulus are used as the elastic material
constants.
The solution process consists of solving three reference elastic problems with their correspond-
ing crack size. Then, using the correspondence principle, the time dependent CMOD is computed
as follows:
δe0,CMOD = 0.0294 cm
δe1,CMOD = 0.0307 cm




3 p ¯¯K(p)+ p ¯¯G(p)
)




where δei,CMOD is the ith propagation step CMOD computed from the FEM reference elastic prob-
lem.
Equation (7.2) is transformed back to the time domain giving the time-dependent CMOD for
the linear viscoelastic material. This transformation can be performed numerically using Equation
(3.35).
The Laplace transform of the load function λ(t) for a sinusoidal load λ(t)= 1
2
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The Prony series functions in Laplace domain are given by,


















where G∞ and K∞ are the long-time equilibrium shear and bulk modulus, respectively.
The time-dependent CMOD for the linear viscoelastic material using both methods is shown
in Figures 7.9-7.12. Also, the deformed configuration for the 3 propagation steps are illustrated in
Figure 7.13.












Figure 7.9: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 50 load
cycles per crack step.
Results are very similar for both methodologies. The only difference found is at the transition
stage from one crack size to another. The reason is that the correspondence principle methodology
does not consider the true history of the problem; it assumes no change in crack size in the past.
This difference is reduced in time, and suggests that the correspondence principle can be used as
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Figure 7.10: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 20 load
cycles per crack step.












Figure 7.11: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 10 load
cycles per crack step.
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Figure 7.12: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 5 load
cycles per crack step.
long as enough time is considered in the simulation.
Not only the values of CMOD are important but also the variation of CMOD (∆CMOD) be-
cause similar crack front parameters may be used in the computation of life prediction (see Section
7.3). For the above example, we consider the case of 50 load cycles per crack propagation step
and compute ∆CMOD at each load cycle. ∆CMOD is the difference between the maximum and
minimum values. Figure 7.14 shows the ∆CMOD for this case.
Results show that the correspondence principle fails to compute the values for ∆CMOD at the
transition from one crack size to another, but the method accurately matches the nonlinear solution
after some time. The differences are of very small magnitude, only in the order of 0.12 percent.
In conclusion, the correspondence principle method can be used to compute a representative
value for ∆CMOD at each crack propagation step if this computation is done after a stabilization
time has passed. This method may not accurately compute the values of CMOD throughout the








Figure 7.13: Deformed configuration of the 2-D mesh, at every crack stage.
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Figure 7.14: The variation of CMOD (∆CMOD). Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 50
load cycles per crack step.
a characteristic crack front parameter (e.g. ∆CMOD, ∆G) can be computed at each propagation
step. ∆G , for example, is used for life prediction using a specific criterion (see Section 7.3).
In case the actual value of CMOD is necessary, it can be computed in the time domain con-

















































































































for t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
(7.6)
This Equation is the exact solution for this problem and it can be evaluated using different
integration methods.
Integration in Time Domain
Equation (7.6) can be integrated using Gauss quadrature. The number of integration points in this
method depends on the complexity of the function to be integrated. In order to use a low number















































with i= 0 from 0< t < t0, i= 1 from t0 < t < t1 and i= 2 from t1 < t < t2. Also, n is the number
of intervals used to reach time t.
If ∆t is very small, as few as 2 integration points can be used to accurately integrate the equa-
tion. Figures 7.15-7.18 show the solution of this problem for each load frequency. This solution is
compared to the nonlinear analysis results.












Figure 7.15: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. Gauss integration for 50 load cycles per
crack step.
Notice that the Gauss solutions are on top of the nonlinear solution, even at the point where
the crack changes in size. This is because now the complete history (change in crack size) of the
problem is considered. The drawback of this method is that for every specific time t all integrals
need to be re-evaluated. This is because of the nature of the convolution integral. Thus, the
computational time increases as the evaluation time t increases.
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Figure 7.16: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. Gauss integration for 20 load cycles per
crack step.












Figure 7.17: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. Gauss integration for 10 load cycles per
crack step.
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Figure 7.18: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. Gauss integration for 5 load cycles per
crack step.
Incremental Evaluation
A more efficient alternative is to use an incremental formulation similar to the one presented in







































where JG0 and J
K
0 are the instantaneous relaxation modulus for the deviatoric and volumetric parts,
respectively. JGm and J
K
m are the regression coefficients, ρm is the relaxation time and M is the
number of terms in the Prony series. The integral part of Equation (7.8) is the viscous portion of
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Observe that 1−e t
′−tk+1
ρm = 1−e−∆tρm +e−∆tρm (1−e t
′−tk
ρm ), and also this equation can be integrated over
a finite increment of time. Therefore, assume that during a small increment ∆t, from tk until tk+1,
































The first and last integrals in this expression can be evaluated directly. The second expression
corresponds to the viscous portion of Am for time t


































The first term corresponds to the history since λ(tk) and Am(t
k) are the values computed at the
previous time step. The second term, on the other hand, is the increment at current time step tk+1
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k+1) − λi−1(tk+1) (7.11)
Note that this recursive Equation (7.10) requires knowledge of solution variables from a previous
time step.






k) is the viscoelastic CMOD from a previous time step and ∆δvCMOD(t
k+1) is com-


























Figures 7.19-7.22 show the solution of this problem by evaluation of Equation (7.6) using this
incremental formulation. The solution is compared to the nonlinear analysis results.
The solutions obtained with this method are not as accurate as the Gauss quadrature results,
but it is a good alternative if computational time is a concern.
All the previous solutions were computed using a temperature of 20o C. Other temperatures
can be considered using William-Landell-Ferry (WLF) shift function as explained in Section 2.4.
Reflective cracking normally appears at cold temperatures. Therefore, let us consider temperatures
of T = 10o,0o and−10o C and repeat the previous example for the case of 20 load cycles per crack
step. Figure 7.23 shows the results of CMOD using the Non-linear analysis. Figures 7.24-7.26
show the results of correspondence principle method compared to the nonlinear analysis for all
temperature cases.
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Figure 7.19: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 50 load
cycles per crack step.












Figure 7.20: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 20 load
cycles per crack step.
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Figure 7.21: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 10 load
cycles per crack step.












Figure 7.22: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 5 load cycles
per crack step.
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Nonlinear sol.  20oC
Nonlinear sol.  10oC
Nonlinear sol.  0oC
Nonlinear sol. -10oC
Figure 7.23: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis for 20 load cycles per crack step at different
temperatures.









Nonlinear sol.  10oC
C.P. sol.  10oC
Figure 7.24: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 20 load
cycles per crack step at 10oC.
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Nonlinear sol.  0oC
C.P. sol.  0oC
Figure 7.25: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 20 load
cycles per crack step at 0oC.









Nonlinear sol.  -10oC
C.P. sol.  -10oC
Figure 7.26: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. correspondence principle for 20 load
cycles per crack step at −10oC.
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Figures 7.27-7.29 show the results of the incremental method compared to the Non-linear anal-
ysis.









Nonlinear sol.  10oC
Incr. form. sol.  10oC
Figure 7.27: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 20 load
cycles per crack step at 10oC.
Results show that the correspondence principle method for quasi-static crack propagation pro-
posed here can be used at low temperatures. In this example, for temperatures lower than 0o C
results show no difference when compared to the nonlinear solver, even though the method does
not consider the true history of the problem. Figure 7.30 shows the difference in percentage be-
tween values computed with the nonlinear solver and the correspondence principle method for the
case with 20 load cycles per crack step. Figure 7.31 shows a similar comparison but with Gauss
integration method. Other alternatives have been studied to evaluate the solution in the time
space. They prove to be more accurate but also more expensive in terms of computational time.
Therefore, it is important to identify the type of solution needed and the level of accuracy in order
to choose the best method.
The interest of this work is to predict fatigue life of a cracked specimen. The criteria used, as it
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Nonlinear sol.  0oC
Incr. form. sol.  0oC
Figure 7.28: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 20 load
cycles per crack step at 0oC.









Nonlinear sol.  -10oC
Incr. form. sol.  -10oC
Figure 7.29: The time-dependent CMOD. Non-linear analysis vs. incremental formulation for 20 load
cycles per crack step at −10oC.
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Nonlinear vs. C.P.  20oC
Nonlinear vs. C.P.  10oC
Nonlinear vs. C.P.  0oC
Nonlinear vs. C.P.  -10oC
Figure 7.30: Difference in percentage between values computed with the nonlinear solver and the corre-
spondence principle method for all temperatures.


















Nonlinear vs. Gauss  20oC
Nonlinear vs. Gauss  10oC
Nonlinear vs. Gauss  0oC
Nonlinear vs. Gauss  -10oC
Figure 7.31: Difference in percentage between values computed with the nonlinear solver and the Gauss
integration method for all temperatures.
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will be seen in the next Section, is based on ∆G . Thus, the correspondence principle with GFEM
and Fourier’s Laplace numerical inversion is sufficient to simulate quasi-static crack propagation
in linear viscoelastic materials. On the condition all assumption made are met (low temperature,
small crack increments and sufficient stabilization time).
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7.3 Criteria for Fatigue Life Prediction and Crack Growth
Direction
A great deal of experimental evidence supports the view that under certain conditions the crack
growth rate can be correlated with the cyclic variation in stress intensity factors [158]. There are
several empirical fatigue crack growth equations and this work focuses on the fatigue of macro-
cracks with cyclic loads of constant amplitude only. Therefore, it is convenient to make use of the







is the fatigue crack growth rate per loading cycle, ∆K = Kmax − Kmin is the stress
intensity factor range during one cycle, and C and m are parameters that depend on the material,
environment, frequency, temperature, stress ratio, etc.
Since this work focuses on viscoelasticity and the crack front parameter chosen to characterize
the fracture behavior is the energy release rate, some modifications are needed. Kuai et al. [93] de-
veloped a model of fatigue crack propagation in asphalt concrete under a repeated Mode I loading
condition on the basis of a generalized J-integral approach. He conducted a series of laboratory fa-
tigue crack propagation tests for three types of asphalt concrete under varying loading magnitude,
frequency, and temperature conditions. The model was verified by comparing the predicted fatigue
lives with experimental data. Other researchers [37, 95] also used a J-integral method instead of
the stress intensity factors in crack propagation problems with large scale yielding.




where ∆J = Jmax − Jmin is the change in J for cyclic loading and A and n are material, environment,
frequency, temperature, and stress ratio parameters to be determined. In this study this modified
law is used with ∆G instead of ∆J. Both represent a change in energy release rate and are equal
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Figure 7.32: Fracture limit curve.
in Mode I conditions, but they are computed differently. As mentioned before, for viscoelastic
materials, the energy release rate G is a more suitable quantity to characterize conditions at the
crack tip compared to stress intensity factors K .
Equation (7.15) take into account Mode I only, and it is is assume that Jmax < JIc is well below
the fracture toughness so that unstable crack growth does not occur. This crack growth law can
not be used in mixed mode behavior, because it would underestimate the risk of fracture. Modes
I, II and III contribute to the fracture energy and thus, they all influence the beginning of unstable
crack growth. Instead, ∆J can be replaced by an equivalent comparative crack energy release rate
∆Geq which considers the mixed-mode effects. This is commonly done also with stress intensity
factors and there are different criteria in the literature to compute ∆Keq, which will be explained
later in this section.
The beginning of unstable crack growth can be described by a fracture limit curve, see Fig-
ure 7.32 for an example with Modes I and II. The fracture toughness GIc is the limiting value
on the GI -axis, and similarly GIIc for Mode II axis. This limit curve can be extended to a limit
surface if Modes I, II, and III are considered. Unfortunately, no much information exists in the
determination of GIIc or GIIIc, experimentally. Braham et al. [18] used a four point shear test of
a double notched beam to measure crack tip sliding displacement (CTSD) and crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD). Both quantities are necessary because this is a mixed-mode test. He com-
puted fracture energy of tree different asphalt mixtures at very low temperatures (below 0oC.) by
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taking the area under the load displacement (CSTD or CTOD) and dividing it by the fracture face
area. It was expected that the mixed-modality ratio (Mode II/Mode I) be large in this test but it
was not the case. The largest ratio obtained was of 2.3. The peak load on this test was found to
be 6 times larger than a peak load for a pure Mode I test. The reasons Braham et al. suggested
are that the shear strength of asphalt concrete greatly exceeds the tensile strength; and that Mode
II shearing failure involves the simultaneous mobilization of a larger failure area (fracture process
zone) than Mode I. As a result, the shear failure involves more work and a much higher peak load
before significant inelastic behavior occurs as compared to Mode I. Finally, he concluded that pure
Mode II fracture properties are extremely difficult to capture and that his research testing work be
viewed as preliminary. Many researchers have reported similar conclusions and that pure Mode
II testing is difficult to perform in a laboratory setting. As a consequence, researchers only use
values for GIc as a limit for all three modes. Figure 7.33 shows a fracture limit surface for all three
modes and GIc as the fracture toughness. This figure was created using Scho¨llmann’s criterion for

























































































Figure 7.33: Fracture limit surface for mixed-mode.
Crack propagation trajectories depend on many factors including: loading conditions, geom-
etry, material behavior, pre-existing micro flaws, etc. In a purely macro-scale analysis, crack
growth direction may be characterized by crack front parameters such as stress intensity factors or
the components of energy release rate. A literature review of mixed mode fatigue crack growth can
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be found in [134]. In the general case crack growth trajectory may be defined by a kinking angle
(θ) and twisting angle (ψ) at the crack tip as illustrated in Figure 7.34. Note that this is merely a
schematic plot and the crack surfaces used in subsequent analyses are always continuous. There
are different manners in which these angles may be computed, depending on selection of criteria.
In the following subsections an overview of some fracture criteria is presented. These criteria






Figure 7.34: Crack growth direction angles.
7.3.1 Nuismer and Hussain Criteria
The criteria of maximum energy release rate by Nuismer [116] and Hussain [72] are based on the
assumption of a short kinked crack. At the tip of the kinked crack the stress intensity factors KˆI ,


















KI sinθ + KII (3 cosθ − 1)
]




















































According to both, Nuismer and Hussain criteria, the crack propagates into the direction of
the maximum energy release rate and unstable crack growth occurs if Geq = GIc. The following

































Finding the maximum of the previous equations gives the direction for crack propagation,










GI (cosθ + 1) −4
√
GI GII sinθ + GII (5 − 3cosθ) + 2GIII
]
Every possible combination of Modes I, II, and III loadings result in different deflection angles.
These variations of deflection angles can be visualized in a barycentric coordinate system, as pre-
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sented in [138, 139, 151]. Figure 7.35 shows the barycentric coordinate system. Consider GI , GII
and GIII as normalized components of energy release rate. Any combination of these values can
be represented by a point in the triangle. The vertices of the triangle are pure Modes I, II and
III. Figure 7.36(a) shows the variation of the deflection angle θ with respect to the components
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Figure 7.35: Barycentric coordinate system for visualization of crack deflection angles.
of energy release rate for Nuismer’s criterion. Similar operations can be carried out for Hussain’s
equations, and a deflection angle surface can be computed as shown in Figure 7.36(b). Nuismer’s
and Hussain’s criteria give similar results. When GI = 0.0, GII = 1.0 and GIII = 0.0, the kinking
angle has its maximum value of θ = 70.5o. An anamalous behavior is observed when Mode II and
Mode III are combined. At pure Mode III the deflection angle is zero and it remains at that value
while combining with low values of Mode II. Suddenly when Mode II increases, the deflection
angle has a jump. This does not seem to be a good representation of the true physical behavior. In






















Figure 7.36: Deflection angle θ.
7.3.2 Zencrack Criterion
The criterion presented here is used in the commercial code Zencrack [184]. This tool is a 3-D
fracture mechanics software that interfaces with other finite element codes. It allows calculation
of fracture parameters such as energy release rate and stress intensity factors. The energy release
rate is calculated using the J-integral method and the relationship with the stress intensity factors

















This criterion also assumes that the crack propagates in the direction of maximum energy release























Figure 7.37: Deflection angle Zencrack criterion.
Note that in this cirterion, if KI = 0, then any combination of Modes II and III gives θ = 0.
Also, a combination of Modes I and II seems to increase the deflection angle similar to previous
explained criteria, but eventually when Mode II becomes dominant the deflection angle drops to
zero.
7.3.3 Shollmann’s Criterion
Shollmann’s criterion [151] for crack propagation is based on the fairly common assumption that
crack growth develops perpendicularly to the direction of a maximum applied principal stress σ′1.
This is an extension of the Erdogan and Sih criterion [52] which includes Mode III effects. The
principal stress is computed on a virtual cylindrical surface around the crack front and along a
region of interest where the crack growth direction is then computed. The stress state on the













Figure 7.38: Virtual cylindrical surface for the definition of the principal stress σ′1.
coordinate system is specific to the local crack configuration in which the z-axis is tangent to the
crack front, the y-axis is normal and the x-axis is bi-normal to the crack plane. σ′1 is defined by the








(σθ−σz)2 + 4τ2θz (7.20)
where σθ, σz and τθz are the components of the stress tensor obtained by the superposition of all
three fracture modes. The stress components are described by the near-front solution in cylindrical

























































This criterion also makes the assumption that σz does not contribute to the kinking angle, and is

















































































































sin(θ) + 4GIII (1−ν)
]
(7.24)







There is no closed-form solution to the above equation. Therefore the deflection angle θ needs
to be determined using a root finder algorithm. Figure 7.39 shows the variation of the deflection
angle θ with respect to the components of energy release rate.
Note that the deflection angle surface exhibits a smooth behavior. For combinations of Modes
I and III the deflection angle is zero, while other combinations involving Mode II yield a non-zero
value with a maximum of 70.5o. Experimental results are in close agreement yielding a maximum
value of 70o for pure Mode II [177].











Figure 7.39: Deflection angle θ (kinking) Scho¨llmann’s criterion.
implementations aimed at fully 3-D crack growth prediction. This criterion has been successfully
implemented in FEM and GFEM research codes [130, 152].
Figure 7.40 shows a comparison of the deflection angle surfaces for the criteria presented
here. It was found that the computation of the deflection angles gives the same result if using
Equation (7.22) with SIFs or Equation (7.24) with ERR components. Furthermore, there is almost
no influence of the value of ν in Equation (7.24) and it can be neglected.
It may be noted that Richard et al. [139] developed an approximate function to simplify the
prediction of the crack growth under Scho¨llmanns criterion. In [139] the equivalent stress intensity










with α1 = 1.155 and α2 = 1.0. Previous equation is a good approximation of Equation (7.22).

























(b) Schollman’s vs. Zencrack
Figure 7.40: Deflection angle comparison.










Similar to the kinking angle (θ), the all possible combinations of Modes I, II and III on the value
of ψ may be captured on a single plot. Figure 7.41 shows the computation of the twisting angle ψ
in the barycentric coordinate system.
7.3.4 Crack Vertex Advancement
In this incremental algorithm for fatigue crack growth in linear elastic materials, the maximum
crack front increment ∆amax is set at the beginning of each crack step. A characteristic variation
of variation of energy release rate ∆Geq is computed as explained in Section 7.2. In a 3-D mixed-
mode crack simulation, ∆Geq may vary along the crack front and therefore, the increments along
the crack front must be scaled accordingly. This is a requirement to allow for (7.15) to remain











Figure 7.41: Deflection angle ψ (twisting) Scho¨llmann’s criterion.
maximum crack increment size, ∆amax, is applied only to the crack front vertex that has maximum
∆Geqmax , i.e., for which ∆Geq = ∆Geqmax . The crack growth increments for the other vertices are
computed using the crack growth rate and the number of cycles of the current step. Thus, for
a given crack front vertex j, we have, The crack growth increments for the other vertices are
computed using the crack growth rate and the number of cycles of the current step. Thus, for a
given crack front vertex j, we have,













where ∆Geq j is the variation of the equivalent crack energy release rate for vertex j.








where Ni and Ni−1 are the number of cycles in the current and previous steps, respectively. This
is possible because crack advances are computed incrementally with a prescribed maximum in-
crement, assumed to be relatively small with respect to the crack length and other characteristic
dimensions of the analysis domain.
The time corresponding to given number of cycles and crack size can be computed by,
ti = Ni ∗ T = Ni ∗ 2 tpeak (7.30)
with T as the period of the cyclic load function. This time must be larger than the time used to
compute a stabilized solution ts in Section 7.2.
As an example of the computation of these two different time quantities, take ∆G from Figure
7.7. Consider the case for a temperature of 20o C. and time period of 12.8 s. The stabilized solution
is found after 12 cycles. The corresponding stabilized time may be computed as follows,
ts = 12 ∗ 12.8= 153.60 seconds= 2.56 minutes.
Assume material properties for the modified Paris law, Equation (7.15), A = 3.0 ∗ 10−4 and n =
1.6296 from the paper [93]. These correspond to an asphalt mixture with 19 mm nominal maxi-
mum aggregate size and a PG64-22 asphalt binder used in a laboratory test. The number of cycles





The time corresponding to this crack propagation is,
t1 = 117 ∗ 12.8= 1498.60 seconds= 24.96 minutes.
Note that the time to find the stabilized solution is less than the propagation time (ts < ti). This
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guaranties that the chosen ∆G is a good representation for the current crack size.
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Chapter 8
Reflective Cracking Simulation and Life
Prediction
Based on the model and criteria for quasi-static crack propagation in fatigue presented in Chapter
7, a computational methodology for automated simulation using GFEM and GFEMg-l has been
completed. This implementation together with all geometrical improvements for the crack surface
representation including crack coalescence (see Chapter 6) allow a more realistic simulation of
reflective cracking (RC) in airfield pavements.
In this Chapter, an accelerated reflective cracking test in progress at the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) test facility is simulated. It consists of a section of overlayed pavement subject
to an accelerated imposed opening and closing of the Portland cement concrete (PCC) joint. The
goal is to accurately predict its fatigue life by simulating the propagation of many small cracks
using all the proposed computational tools and research. Figure 8.1 shows some pictures of the
reflective crack machine provided by the FAA.
Consider a model of a portion of the asphalt layer on the FAA testing machine as seen in
Figure 8.2. The dimensions of this rectangular model domain are t = 10.0, h = 5.0, b = 20 and
the crack has an assumed initial radius of a = 1.0. All dimensions are in inches. The material
properties assumed here are from [32]. This report presents laboratory testing results for cores
extracted from the asphalt layer on the RC machine at the FAA laboratory and shared by the
FAA. Table 8.1 shows the mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material in the form of a
Prony series. Coefficients C1 = 12.75 and C2 = 78.00 for a reference temperature of T0 =−24oC
are used together with the William-Landell-Ferry (WLF) equation as explained in Section 2.4 to
introduce temperature effects. The opening and closing of the PCC joint is modeled by imposing






















Figure 8.2: Schematics of the reflective crack machine. Picture courtesy of the FAA.
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Table 8.1: Mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material (Prony series).
m Gm Km ρm
(ksi) (ksi) (s)
1 72.463 157.00 6.298e-7
2 399.45 865.47 7.679
3 447.50 969.56 63.669
4 533.56 1156.0 1.9782e3
5 183.20 396.94 2.908e4
G0 = 1635.74 and K0 = 3544.11
These are imposed at the bottom of the rectangular domain at each side of the joint. The maximum
opening value is of 2δmax = 15 mils.
8.1 Static Analysis
Consider a reference elastic model with the same mesh and crack surface as in the viscoelastic
model (illustrated in Figure 8.2). The instantaneous Go and Ko are used as the linear elastic
deviatoric and volumetric modulus, respectively. The imposed displacement at the bottom of the
rectangular domain is δ = 7.5 mils at each side of the PCC joint. GFEM shape functions of
degree p= 3 are used for the continuous part of the problem. Furthermore, Heaviside and branch
functions are used as enrichments to represent the discontinuity and singularity created by the
presence of the crack (ref. Section 4.2).
The stress intensity factors extracted are shown in Figure 8.3. As seen in previous similar RC
examples, this is a mode I dominated problem and the maximum value of KI is at θ = 0. This
means that the crack surface would tend to propagate faster in the longitudinal direction (z-dir) of
the asphalt layer than towards the surface.
Let us focus on the region of the crack where the highest value of KI is found, that is at θ = 0.
The viscoelastic time-dependent ERR G(t) is obtained using Equation (3.32) and computing its
inverse Laplace transform. Figure 8.4 shows the normalized viscoelastic energy release rate G for
different frequencies at temperatures of T = −10o,0o and 10o C. The maximum values of ERR
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Figure 8.3: Stress intensity factors for RC reference elastic problem along the crack front.
when tpeak = 150s for each temperature are G
−10oC
max = 122.00, G
0oC
max = 36.16 and G
10oC
max = 5.84.
The variation of ERR (∆G) stabilizes at different times depending on the temperature. At
higher temperatures, lower stabilization times have been found for this material. Observe that after
t = 1500 s, the values of ∆G for all temperatures have stabilized. To assure a correct computation
of a representative ∆G at every crack growth step, the stabilization time ts = 3000 s is adopted.
8.2 Crack Growth Analysis
In this section a quasi-static crack growth simulation of the previous RC model is presented. The
imposed displacement boundary condition δλ(t) is the sinusoidal function λ(t) = |sin( t pi
tpeak
)|, with
tpeak = 150 s. Which is a similar rate used by the FAA in their Full-scale RC test performed in
June, 2012.
At every propagation step, SIFs are computed using a reference elastic model and then a rep-
resentative ∆G is computed considering a stabilization time of ts = 3000 s. Again, temperatures
of T =−10o,0o and 10o C are considered. Figure 8.5 shows the viscoelastic ERR for steps 0,1,2
and 3 evaluated for a period of 3000 s at θ = 0.
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(a) tpeak = 1.5 s.



















(b) tpeak = 15 s.



















(c) tpeak = 150 s.
Figure 8.4: Viscoelastic Energy Release Rate computed at θ = 0.
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Figure 8.5: Viscoelastic Energy Release Rate computed at θ = 0, for different propagation steps.
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The SIFs of the reference elastic problem and the representative ∆G are used to compute the
direction and magnitude of propagation using the crack growth criteria presented in Section 7.3.
Additionally, all techniques presented in Chapter 6 are used. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show the evolution
of the crack surface and the von Mises stress plotted on the deformed configuration, respectively,
for several propagation steps. In order to observe with more clarity the evolution of the crack front,



















Figure 8.6: Surface crack evolution.
In order to make a life prediction, material properties for the modified Paris law (Equation
(7.15)) A and n are needed. These can be obtained by experimentation as done by Kuai et al.[93].
The authors used specimens cut into a disk-shaped compact geometry with loading holes and a
initial notch to perform a fatigue crack propagation test. The set-up of this test is similar to the disk-
shaped compact tension (DC(T)) test developed by Wagner et al. [175, 176]. The main difference
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step 0 step 40 step 60 step 80
step 100 step 105 step 110 step 120
Figure 8.7: Crack propagation: von Mises stress plotted on deformed configuration.
is the loading fixtures which are frictionless and allow 2-directional loading to achieve opening and
closing of the crack at different rates. Researchers at the University of Illinois (Dr. Buttlar research
group) are currently working on a similar test in order to obtain fatigue parameters. Experimental
results can be used to calibrate the computational model proposed in this dissertation. Figure 8.8
shows an example of crack propagation on a DC(T) specimen done with GFEM.
Figure 8.8: Crack propagation on DC(T) specimen: von Mises stress plotted on deformed configuration.
For now, adopt A−10o = 7.0 ∗ 10−5, A0o = 1.7 ∗ 10−4 and A10o = 1.7 ∗ 10−3 for temperatures
−10o C, 0o C and 10o C, respectively. The value for A0o assumed here is based on the propagation
length and number of cycles observed in the the FAA laboratory tests (see Figure 8.9). Using
Equation (7.29) and all the computed information for each crack step, a value for A = A0o is
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Table 8.2: Number of cycles corresponding to crack step.
Step −10o C 0o C 10o C
(cycles) (cycles) (cycles)
0 0 0 0
20 9 24 46
40 29 74 142
60 59 152 290
80 98 251 480
105 164 421 805
106 173 444 849
110 277 710 1359
120 2807 7186 13763
132 10373 26553 50855
chosen so that for a crack length of 13.25 in. a corresponding number of 243 cycles is obtained.
For other temperatures the value of A has been increased (10o C) or decreased (−10o C) by a factor
close to 10 based on similar results found in [93]. Also, take a value of n= 1.5725, from the same
reference, for all cases.
Figure 8.9: Live prediction results provided by the FAA. Temperature 0o C and loading rate 0.1 mil/s.
Table 8.2 shows the number of cycles corresponding to the crack propagation step for all tem-
peratures. Also, Figure 8.10 shows the life prediction. Note that for every temperature, there is a
curve named “South to North” and “Bottom to Top”. The first one corresponds to the horizontal
advancement of the front through the specimen; while the other is the vertical advancement of the
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front. Results are considered at z= a in Figure 8.6.















South to North (-10 C)
Bottom to Surface (-10 C)
South to North (0 C)
Bottom to Surface (0 C)
South to North (10 C)
Bottom to Surface (10 C)
Figure 8.10: Life prediction of the specimen for different temperatures.
8.3 RC Multiple Cracks
Since symmetry BCs are used at the left and right faces of the domain, when the crack surface
reaches the boundary, z = a, it is equivalent to meeting and coalescing with another crack. This
other crack would be a mirror image of the simulated crack. Effectively, in this example, we have
assumed that the asphalt layer on the testing machine has an initial flaw every 2 ∗ b = 40 inches.
Only experimentation would allow us to determine a realistic distribution of initial cracks. Pending
such a determination, we consider different distances between initial flaws and compute the life
corresponding to each assumed distance. Three more cases with initial cracks at every 20,10 and
5 inches are simulated. Figure 8.11 shows the model description for each case.
Figures 8.12-8.14 and 8.15 show the evolution of the crack surfaces and the von Mises stress
plotted on the deformed configuration for all cases. Tables 8.3-8.5 show the number of cycles
corresponding to the crack step for all temperatures. Figure 8.16 shows the life prediction for all




























(c) A crack every 5 inches












Figure 8.12: Surface crack evolution. A crack every 20 inches.
Table 8.3: Number of cycles corresponding to crack step. A crack every 20 inches.
Step −10o C 0o C 10o C
(cycles) (cycles) (cycles)
0 0 0 0
20 8 20 38
40 22 56 107
60 44 112 214
80 77 197 378
81 78 200 384
85 104 267 512
95 589 1509 2889
100 1413 3616 6926












Figure 8.13: Surface crack evolution. A crack every 10 inches.
Table 8.4: Number of cycles corresponding to crack step. A crack every 10 inches.
Step −10o C 0o C 10o C
(cycles) (cycles) (cycles)
0 0 0 0
20 8 20 38
40 24 61 116
46 30 76 145
48 34 86 164
55 123 316 605
60 331 846 1621
65 764 1957 3747
80 4851 12419 23784












Figure 8.14: Surface crack evolution. A crack every 5 inches.
Table 8.5: Number of cycles corresponding to crack step. A crack every 5 inches.
Step −10o C 0o C 10o C
(cycles) (cycles) (cycles)
0 0 0 0
10 3 8 15
15 5 13 26
23 9 24 46
24 10 26 50
30 33 84 160
35 104 266 509
40 267 683 1308
55 2224 5692 10904
66 5534 14165 27131
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step 0 step 40 step 60
step 79 step 80 step 90 step 108
step 20
(a) A crack every 20 inches
step 0 step 35 step 45
step 46 step 55 step 81 step 84
step 25
(b) A crack every 10 inches
step 0 step 20 step 22
step 23 step 32 step 52 step 67
step 10
(c) A crack every 5 inches
Figure 8.15: Crack propagation: von Mises stress plotted on deformed configuration.
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South to North (-10 C)
Bottom to Surface (-10 C)
South to North (0 C)
Bottom to Surface (0 C)
South to North (10 C)
Bottom to Surface (10 C)
(a) A crack every 20 inches
















South to North (-10 C)
Bottom to Surface (-10 C)
South to North (0 C)
Bottom to Surface (0 C)
South to North (10 C)
Bottom to Surface (10 C)
(b) A crack every 10 inches
















South to North (-10 C)
Bottom to Surface (-10 C)
South to North (0 C)
Bottom to Surface (0 C)
South to North (10 C)
Bottom to Surface (10 C)
(c) A crack every 5 inches
Figure 8.16: Life prediction of the specimen at different temperatures.
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8.4 RC Larger Domain
In this section a larger portion of the FAA testing machine is simulated. Figure 8.17 shows de-
tails of model. The dimensions of this rectangular domain are t = 384, h = 5.0, b = 20, and the












Figure 8.17: Schematics of the Reflective crack machine. Picture courtesy of the FAA.
and boundary conditions assumed here are the same as in previous section. Table 8.1 shows the
mathematical representation of the viscoelastic material in the form of a Prony series. The im-
posed displacements at the bottom of the rectangular domain are δ = 7.5 mils at each side of the
PCC joint. GFEM shape functions of degree p = 3, Heaviside and branch functions are used as
enrichments, as done in previous section. The SIFs of the reference elastic problem for step 0 are
shown in Figure 8.18. These are compared to the SIFs obtained at the beginning of this Chapter.
A quasi-static crack growth simulation, as done before, is performed here. The imposed dis-
placement boundary condition δλ(t) is the sinusoidal function with tpeak = 150 s. At every prop-
agation step, SIFs are computed using a reference elastic model and then a representative ∆G is
computed considering a stabilization time of ts = 3000 s. Again, temperatures of T = −10o,0o
and 10o C are considered.
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Figure 8.18: Stress intensity factors for RC reference elastic problem along the crack front (step 0).
Figures 8.19 and 8.20 show the evolution of the crack surface and the von Mises stress plotted
on the deformed configuration, respectively, for several propagation steps. Table 8.6 shows the
number of cycles corresponding to the crack step for all temperatures. The same constants
assumed earlier, A and n, for the modified Paris law are used in this problem. Figure 8.21 shows
the life prediction for all temperatures, compared to the results obtained at the beginning of this
Chapter. The words “small” and “large” referrer to the size of the simulated domain.
Observe that life prediction curves “Bottom to Surface” of the larger domain are different than
the curves corresponding to the small domain. This is because the value of dimension t in the
small domain is only 10 in. and the movement of the underlaying PCC far from the position of the
reflective crack is neglected. It appears that the size of dimension t has a direct influence on the
vertical propagation towards the surface. On the other hand, this influence far from the reflective












Figure 8.19: Surface crack evolution.
Table 8.6: Number of cycles corresponding to crack step. A crack every 40 inches (large simulation do-
main).
Step −10o C 0o C 10o C
(cycles) (cycles) (cycles)
0 0 0 0
30 16 41 79
60 54 139 267
80 88 224 429
100 143 367 703
114 172 441 845
115 174 445 853
130 362 927 1776
150 1238 3169 6071
168 2169 5552 10638
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step 0 step 84 step 102
step 108 step 117 step 135 step 168
step 60
Figure 8.20: Crack propagation: von Mises stress plotted on deformed configuration.















South to North (-10 C, small)
Bottom to Surface (-10 C, small)
South to North (0 C, small)
Bottom to Surface (0 C, small)
South to North (10 C, small)
Bottom to Surface (10 C, small)
South to North (-10 C, large)
Bottom to Surface (-10 C, large)
South to North (0 C, large)
Bottom to Surface (0 C, large)
South to North (10 C, large)
Bottom to Surface (10 C, large)




Placing an asphalt concrete (AC) overlay on top of an existing deteriorated Portland Cement Con-
crete (PCC) is a very attractive option for the rehabilitation of airfield pavements, because the
initial cost is low and the placement process is fast. However, the factor that controls the lifes-
pan of overlays is often reflective cracking caused by stress concentrations in the vicinity of joints
and cracks in the underlying pavement. Reflective cracking can reduce the life expectancy of the
overlay because it leads to roughness, and moisture infiltration.
Reflective cracking is a three dimensional problem involving multiple spatial scales of interest.
Thus, the analysis of this class of problem using available finite element methods leads to high
computational costs in terms of CPU time and memory requirements.
The Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM) is a promising technique to overcome the
shortcomings of the standard FEM in 3-D crack growth simulations. In this method, singularities
and discontinuities in the solution are represented using selected enrichment functions. Geometri-
cal descriptions of crack surfaces, which do not fit the FE mesh, provide the necessary information
to select the proper location and type of enrichment functions to be used. The GFEMg-l involves
the use of numerically computed global-local enrichment functions to efficiently solve multi-scale
problems such as reflective cracking. These two methods enable the analysis of reflective cracking
in a 3-D setting while requiring significantly less user intervention in model preparation. Further-
more, the global-local enrichment functions allow users to solve this class of problems, efficiently,
especially if multiple cracks are present.
The accuracy of the solution obtained with the GFEMg-l is comparable with that attained by
Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) with the GFEM, even though the GFEMg-l does not require
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refinement of the global mesh. This enables, for example, the use of coarse meshes to represent
large airfield pavement models with many slabs. The initial global problem in the GFEMg-l only
needs to be solved once and the same global coarse mesh can be subsequently used for any crack
configuration. This brings substantial computational savings to problems with many reflective
cracks and to crack propagation simulations [131].
As seen in Section 5.4, the size of the local domain may significantly affect the solution of the
standard global-local approach (GL-FEM). The larger the local problem, the better the accuracy
of computed SIFs. The SIFs computed with the GFEMg-l on the other hand, are far less sensitive
to the size of the local domain. The GFEMg-l was able to obtain very accurate results using a
relatively small local domain as enrichment. The same size local domain in the GL-FEM proved to
be far less accurate. The number of nodes enriched with global-local enrichments has an influence
on the accuracy of the SIFs, especially if the initial global problem is approximated with linear
shape functions. A suggestion for a future improvement is to develop a systematic approach for
selecting the optimal size of the enrichment zone.
In Chapter 6, improvements to the capabilities of fully 3-D crack propagation within the GFEM
have been presented. The techniques initially put forth in [130] are assessed in scenarios which
pose difficulty in their ability to sufficiently represent a crack surface throughout the course of a
lengthy crack propagation. In particular, reflective cracking proves to have a large discrepancy
between effective energy release rate in different regions of its crack front, and associated dis-
crepancy in the magnitude of the crack front increments. In these scenarios, the FOM techniques
proposed in [130] do not perform satisfactorily.
The numerical examples in Chapter 6 show that in addition to the ability to simulate lengthy
crack propagation, the approach also has the ability to handle crack front interactions with the
domain boundary, as well as coalescence of multiple crack surfaces. The use of MLSM to redis-
tribute crack front vertices after a propagation step allows the propagation of highly non-convex
crack fronts, such as those arising in coalescence simulations, without interpenetration of the crack
front edges. The use of a highly graded mesh [128] in crack front regions alleviates the issues as-
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sociated with enrichment strategies for multiple cracks in close proximity arising from the use of
a quasi-uniform mesh. In summary, the computational improvements to the explicit crack surface
representation presented in this work are able to provide accurate results for large crack propaga-
tion analyses with multiple cracks as seen in the case of reflective cracking in Chapter 8. Crack
surface features as well as crack front shape are able to be maintained throughout the entire simula-
tion without the use of unnecessarily large numbers of small facets to represent the crack surface.
The resulting methodology is less computationally demanding while actually producing higher
quality crack surfaces when a large number of crack propagation steps are analyzed.
In this study a time-dependent energy release rate (ERR) G(t) has been taken as a crack front
parameter to accurately describe the fracture behavior. It is computed along 3-D crack fronts by
applying the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle to the associated GFEM elastic solu-
tion. The inversion from the Laplace domain to the physical domain is done numerically using the
Fourier series method. Other methods were also studied, but Fourier series method proved to be
the most robust. In contrast with other methods, the associated numerical problem is only solved
once and is enough to compute the viscous solution in time. This significantly reduces the simu-
lation time compared to any incremental formulation of viscoelastic fractured media. A detailed
formulation has been presented in Chapter 3. Through this work many verification examples have
been explored in order to validate the prosed methodology for static and propagating cracks.
The main contribution of this work is to provide a methodology to simulate and predict fatigue
life of airfield pavements subject to reflective cracking. If low temperature, small crack increments
and sufficient stabilization time are considered, the proposed methodology is able to simulate
quasi-static crack propagation in linear viscoelastic materials. Any available propagation criteria
can be adapted to this model. The current criteria used is a modification of the Paris Law based on
the variation of ERR. Material constants are necessary for this criteria and can be obtained through
experimentation.
Life prediction results presented in Chapter 8 are influenced by the material constants assumed
by the author and therefore can not be taken as definitive. Researchers at the University of Illinois
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(Dr. Buttlar research group) are working on an experimental set-up to obtain such constants. Even
though this simulation does not give definitive quantitative results, it does show the capability
of the method to solve different scenarios for reflective cracking. Propagation paths applicable
to a single reflective crack and to multiple reflective cracks are seen for the first time. They are
governed solely by the characteristic crack front parameter which in turn depends on the linear
viscoelastic material properties, load, frequency and temperature. A realistic distribution of initial
flaws is necessary for a correct life prediction, because it has a great influence in the pavement life.
Figure 8.16 shows that the shortest life corresponds to the case where the most frequent spacing
between initial cracks is considered.
The final result of all the work presented in this dissertation, is a very robust and accurate
method for fully 3-D reflective cracking propagation simulations within the GFEM context. As
such, it provides support for the development of mechanistic based design procedures for airfield
overlays that incorporate reflective cracking as a failure mode.
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Appendix A
Extraction of Stress Intensity Factors
In three-dimensional linear elastic fracture analysis, the stress state at the crack front is fully char-
acterized by the Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) KI, KII, and KIII. They are basic parameters used,
for example, to describe the fatigue crack growth behavior and assess the fatigue life of structural
components.
Several extraction techniques have been proposed in the literature including: the displacement
correlation method [28], the virtual crack extension method [29], the crack closure integral method
[73], the J-integral method [137, 140] and its generalization the M-integral [91]. A review of
methods for calculating energy release rates can be found in [98]. Most methods methods where
developed with the FEM in mind and as such their implementation relies on a finite element mesh
with rings of elements around the crack front. This type of implementation is in general not suitable
for the GFEM since the generalized finite element mesh does not fit the crack front.
Babusˇka et al. [11, 169] proposed the Contour Integral Method (CIM) and the Cutoff Function
Method (CFM) as super-convergent techniques for the extraction of stress intensity factors in the
context of the p-version of the finite element method. The CIM has its origins in the works of
Stern et al. [160]. This method and the CFM are based on the computation of functionals from
a numerical solution and the so-called extraction functions. They are said to be super-convergent
since the computed quantities converge to their exact values at least as fast as the strain energy.
The CIM and the CFM can be used to extract Mode I, II and III SIFs from mixed mode problems,
in contrast with the J-integral method and some methods based on it. A rigorous decomposition
of the J-integral for 3-D mixed-mode problems is presented in [140]. A formulation of the CIM
suitable for 2-D problems with loaded cracks is presented in [127]. Implementations of the CIM
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and CFM tailored for meshfree methods and the GFEM are presented in [126]. A formulation of
the CFM for 3-D problems was presented by Andersson et al. [6] in the context of the p-version
of the FEM.
In this appendix, a three-dimensional formulation of the CIM and CFM for the extraction of
Modes I, II, and III SIFs is presented. The case of crack faces loaded by prescribed tractions is also
considered. This type of boundary condition appears, for example, in the simulation of hydraulic
fracturing. Several material-dependent constants used in the CFM and CIM formulations are, also
presented here.
The remainder of this appendix proceeds as follows: Section A.1 presents integral identities
that form, together with the so-called extraction functions, the theoretical basis of the Contour
Integral Method (CIM). The formulation of the CIM for cracks with tractions applied to their
faces is presented in Section A.2, while the formulation of CFM is presented in Section A.3.
The use of the Moving Least Squares Method (MLSM) [96] to provide a continuous and smooth
approximation of SIFs extracted point-wise along a 3-D crack front is shortly discussed in Section
A.4. Numerical examples including 3-D mixed-mode fatigue crack growth simulations, and the
case of a pressurized crack, are presented in Section A.5.
A.1 Problem Description
Consider a cracked three dimensional elastic domain Ω as illustrated in Fig. A.1. A local Cartesian
coordinate system (x1,x2,x3) is defined at each point along the crack front Γc and oriented as




































Figure A.1: a) Cracked three dimensional domain Ω. b) Cutting plane view. c) Crack front coordinated
systems, and neighborhood Ωs around the crack front.

















with Di jkl being the tensor of elastic constants for a homogeneous isotropic material with Young’s
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν.









i j are the stress tensor components computed from the displacement field u. The compo-
nents of the outward normal vector to the boundary ∂Ω are denoted by n j.









Consider a hollow cylindrical sub-domain Ωs with axis in the coordinate direction x3, length
tz, internal radius ρ1 and external radius ρ2 as illustrated in Fig. A.1. The boundary of Ωs is given
by ∂Ωs = Γ1∪Γ2∪Γ3∪Γ4∪Γ5∪Γ6.












i vi dΓ (A.1)
with ε
(v)
i j as the strain components computed from the virtual displacement field v. Equation (A.1)
holds for any virtual displacement field v with an associated finite strain energy in Ωs.
Any type of boundary conditions on the boundary ∂Ωs can be considered. Herein we assume
that the crack faces, Γ3 and Γ4, are either stress free or loaded by prescribed tractions. We also
assume that body forces are zero.





























i vi dΓ (A.2)
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i vi dΓ (A.3)










i vi dΓ (A.4)
The integral Equations (A.4) and (A.3) are used in Sections A.2 and A.3 to derive the contour
integral and the cutoff function methods, respectively.










Herein, bar quantities, “ ¯ ”, are defined in terms of local cylindrical coordinates. If the internal
radius, ρ1, of the sub-domain Ωs is sufficiently small and assuming that the extraction domain is
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completely inside the material in a state of plane strain, the displacement field in the interior of























































































where KI , KII and KIII are SIFs corresponding to Modes I, II and III; G is the shear modulus and
κ is the Kolosov’s constant. Hereafter, T¯
(u¯)
(r,θ,z) defines the traction vector computed from the
displacement field u¯(r,θ,z).
The so-called extraction functions are defined using the expressions of the asymptotic expan-
sion of the elasticity solution near the crack front and using the negative of the eigenvalues as-
sociated with each mode. A detailed procedure to define these functions is found in [168]. For
Modes I, II and III and based on the displacement field presented in Eq. (A.5) [168], the extraction




































































































where B−I , B−II and B−III are constants defined later. Eqs. (A.6),(A.7) and (A.8) are used in the
following sections and are very important in the definition of extraction methods. These functions








denote the traction vectors computed from v¯−I , v¯−II and
v¯−III, respectively. It is not difficult to verify that these tractions are zero on the crack faces, i.e.,
on Γ3 and Γ4.
A.2 The Contour Integral Method
In this section, the Contour Integral Method (CIM) for cracks with tractions applied to their faces
is derived using the integral identity (A.4).
The boundary ∂Ωs of the 3-D cylindrical extraction domain is given by ∂Ωs = Γ1∪Γ2∪Γ3∪
Γ4 ∪Γ5 ∪Γ6, as illustrated in Fig. A.1. In the CIM, the extraction domain Ωs degenerates to a
planar slice ΩLs of Ωs, as illustrated in Fig. A.2.







ΓL4 , respectively. The surface integrals of T
(v)
k uk and T
(u)




















Figure A.2: Extraction domain ΩLs and local coordinated system used in the CIM.
traction vectors on these surfaces have the same magnitude and opposite directions. Thus, the CIM








































(r,θ) are zero on the crack faces. Let v¯ = v¯−I. then it











































































































































































































































Although Eqs. (A.15)-(A.17) are exact, neither the solution u nor the corresponding traction
T (u) are known. Any approximation method can be used to obtain a numerical solution; in this





dent of meshes used to compute GFEM solutions. Thus, it may cross element boundaries where
the tractions T (u) have jumps if the GFEM is not accurate. The quadrature rules used in the evalua-
tion of the above integrals must take this into account. Details about the numerical implementation
of the CIM in 2-D can be found in [126].
One of the advantages of the CIM is the flexibility in choosing the size for the contour ΓL2 . It
does not have to be close to the crack front. In fact, it should be chosen outside the first layer
of elements at the crack front. This is important because numerical solution close to the crack
front are in general of lesser quality. This freedom of choosing the size of the external radius
ρ2 is demonstrated in the numerical examples presented in Section A.5. On the other hand, the
curvature of the crack surface within the extraction domain should be small since the extraction
functions from Eqs. (A.6),(A.7) and (A.8) are for planar crack surfaces.
A.3 The Cutoff Function Method
















is used to derive the Cutoff Function Method for 3-D cracks. In this method, the extraction func-
tions are built from the product of those used in the CIM, Eqns. (A.6), (A.7) and (A.8), and a
smooth function–The cutoff function [6]
φ¯(r,z) = φ¯r(r)φ¯z(z)
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Function φ¯r(r) is 1 near the crack front and zero, together with its first derivative, for r > ρ2 and
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Figure A.3: Function φ¯r(r) used in the definition of the cutoff function.
Function φ¯z(z) is zero, together with its first derivative on the sub-domain boundaries Γ5 and
Γ6. It is defined as follows [6]
φ¯z(z) = φˆz[s(z)]
where
φˆz(s) = (1− s2)2
with s computed as follows,
s=
2 z − z1 − z2
t
where t = z2−z1 is the thickness of the cylindrical extraction domain and z1,z2 are the z-coordinates
of boundaries Γ5 and Γ6, respectively. A plot of this function is shown in Fig. A.4.
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Figure A.4: Function φˆz(s) used in the definition of the cutoff function.
The extraction functions used in the CFM are given by [168]
w¯−I(r,θ,z) = v¯−I(r,θ) φ¯r(r) φ¯z(z) (A.18)
w¯−II(r,θ,z) = v¯−II(r,θ) φ¯r(r) φ¯z(z) (A.19)
w¯−III(r,θ,z) = v¯−III(r,θ) φ¯r(r) φ¯z(z) (A.20)
The extraction functions w¯−I , w¯−II and w¯−III do not satisfy the equilibrium equations. In
addition, the tractions corresponding to these functions are not zero on the crack faces. However,
Identity (A.3) still holds for these functions. Let us consider first the boundary integrals from the
left hand side of Eq. (A.3).







, respectively. On Γ1, φ¯(ρ1,z) = φ¯r(ρ1)φ¯z(z) = φ¯z(z) and dφ¯/dr(ρ1,z) = 0. Using this, it
can be shown that on Γ1,
T¯
(w¯−I)|Γ1 = φ¯z(z)T¯ (v¯
−I)|Γ1
T¯
(w¯−II)|Γ1 = φ¯z(z)T¯ (v¯
−II)|Γ1
T¯
(w¯−III)|Γ1 = φ¯z(z)T¯ (v¯
−III)|Γ1
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On Γ2, φ¯r(ρ2) = 0 and dφ¯/dr(ρ2,z) = 0. In addition, on Γ5, φ¯z(1) = 0 and dφ¯z/dz(1) = 0; also on
Γ6, φ¯z(−1) = 0; and dφ¯z/dz(−1) = 0. Therefore, it can be shown that
T¯ (w¯
−I)|Γ2 = T¯ (w¯





−I)|Γ5∪6 = T¯ (w¯
−II)|Γ5∪6 = T¯ (w¯
−III)|Γ5∪6 = 0
From Eq. (A.3) and the above, using local Cartesian coordinates instead for polar coordinates,







































































k uk dΓ (A.27)
































k uk dΓ (A.29)
The idea of using the extraction functions (A.18), (A.19) and (A.20), instead of (A.6), (A.7) and
(A.8), is to get rid of the integrals on Γ2 that appear in the expressions for the contour integral
method (Cf Eqs. (A.15), (A.16) and (A.17)). As a consequence, the expressions for KI , KII and
KIII given above do not contain terms related to the derivative of the solution u.
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A.4 Smoothing of 3-D SIFs
Errors in Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) extracted along the crack front lead to perturbations in the
predicted crack front geometry. Such perturbations, hereafter referred to as noise, can accumulate
throughout a crack growth simulation resulting in an inaccurate approximation of the crack surface
shape. The stress intensity factor for each mode in a 3-D analysis is a continuous and smooth
function defined along the crack front. However, SIFs are typically extracted at discrete points
along the crack front, namely at crack front vertices. These values are extracted independently at
each vertex and may show some noise in their values. The intensity of the noise depends on the
amount of mesh refinement along the front, enrichment functions adopted and the quality of the
crack front representation. Numerical noise is common in problems with a dominant mode. The
extracted SIFs for the other modes usually oscillate around zero and introduce perturbations in the
predicted crack front geometry.
Noise in SIFs can be dealt with by extracting the SIFs functions directly instead of their discrete
values as proposed in [122]. An alternative approach to control the noise of extracted SIFs is using
the Moving Least Squares Method (MLSM) method similar to the one presented in Section 6.3.
Similarly as done in Section 6.3, consider a MLSM approximation of a SIF function defined
along the crack front K(s) : Γc → ℜ. Let it be a continuous function that represents the stress
intensity factor of Mode I, II or III along a crack front Γc. The stress intensity factor values
KL ≡ K(sL), L = 1, ...,N, are assumed to be known at crack front vertices sL ∈ Γc, where N is the
number of vertices on the crack front and s is a parametric coordinate along the crack front.
With a similar derivation as the one presented in Section 6.3, a local and global approximations
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with a weight functions,WL, L= 1, ldots,N, and the basis, {Pk}nk=1, of the MLSM approximation.
This approach provides a continuous and smooth approximation of SIF functions for each
fracture mode. It allows the evaluation of SIFs at any point along the crack front, including front
vertices where the extraction is difficult. This is the case, for example, at the intersection between
a crack front and a 3-D domain boundary.
A.5 Numerical Examples
A.5.1 Plate with Inclined Crack
Static Crack Analysis: This example consists of a rectangular plate with a through the thickness
inclined crack. The geometry of the domain and boundary conditions for the problem are illus-
trated in Fig. A.5. The plate dimensions are b= 2.0, h= 2.0, t = 0.25 and crack size is 2a= 0.5.
Linear elastic material properties are assumed with Youngs modulus E = 200,000 and Poissons
ratio = 0.30. The crack surface has an inclination α = pi/4 rad with respect to the lower edge of
the plate. Boundary conditions consist of tractions of magnitude σ = 1.0 applied at the top and
bottom edges of the plate. Stress intensity factors for all modes are extracted using the Contour
Integral Method.
In order to study the convergence of SIFs values, the problem is solved four times using GFEM
shape functions of degree p= 1,2,3,4. Furthermore, Heaviside and branch functions are used as
enrichments to represent the discontinuity and singularity created by the presence of the crack.
The same mesh is used in all cases. The smallest edge of elements along the crack front, lmin, is in
the range 0.0039 < lmin < 0.0078.







Figure A.5: Problem description for the case of stress-free crack surface.
radius r = ρ = 0.019 and GFEM shape functions of degree p = 1,2,3,4. The figure also shows
MLSM approximations for all cases. The horizontal axis in the plot corresponds to the crack front
position. to t = 0.25. Notice that there are no extracted values at crack front ends since it is difficult
to guarantee that the extraction contour ΓL2 shown in Fig. A.2 is inside the solution domain when
extracting at crack front ends. The MLSM is used to obtain an approximation at these points.
Another benefit of using the MLSM is to smooth out oscillatory values extracted from low order
GFEM approximation, like the case p = 1 shown in the figure. Hereafter, all SIF plots are based
on MLSM approximations. These approximations are also used in the computation of crack front
propagation parameters as described later.
Figure A.7 shows the SIFs (after MLSM) for Modes I and II for all cases. Fast convergence
can be observed. The extracted values for p= 2,3,4 are almost identical.
To investigate the robustness of the CIM method, the case with polynomial order p = 3 is
solved again with different extraction radius r. Figure A.8 shows the SIFs results along the crack
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Raw KI, P = 4
MLSM KI, P = 1
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MLSM KI, P = 3
MLSM KI, P = 4
Figure A.6: Extracted KI values at crack vertices and MLSM approximation for different polynomial order
of GFEM shape functions.
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Figure A.7: Stress intensity factors along the crack front for different polynomial order of GFEM shape
functions.
Because of the symmetry of the problem, only the upper crack front SIFs are presented. Extracted
SIFs values using the CIM show a low dependence on r values (less than 2%).
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(b) KII
Figure A.8: Stress intensity factors extracted using the CIM method. Variation of radius of extraction
domain r.
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Fatigue Crack Propagation: The propagation of the crack shown in Fig. A.5 is considered in
this section. The plate is subjected to a cyclic tensile load of maximum and minimum magnitudes
σmax = 1.0 and σmin = 0.0, respectively, along the direction shown in Fig. A.5. The simulation
consists of propagating the crack surface until it reaches the boundary of the domain. At every
propagation step, extraction of SIFs is performed with the CIM and used for the prediction of the
direction of crack front propagation using Shollmann’s criterion [151]. In this problem, Modes I
and II are present and therefore a non-planar propagation is expected. Figure A.9 shows the crack
surface evolution while Fig. A.10 shows contour plots of von Mises stress. Figure A.11 shows
the SIFs values for the initial and final crack propagation steps. The plots show that while KI
increases, KII decreases until it becomes nearly zero.
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Initial crack surface, step 0
step 6 step 12
step 22 step 32
Figure A.9: Evolution of the through-the-thickness crack surface.
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Initial crack surface, step 0
step 12
step 22 step 32
step 6
Figure A.10: Contour plot of von Mises stress and deformed configuration at several crack propagation
steps.
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Figure A.11: Stress intensity factors for initial and final crack steps.
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A.5.2 Pressurized Crack
Static Crack Analysis: In this section, the previous example is again considered but with a change
in boundary conditions. No tractions are applied on the exterior faces of the plate. Instead, a
pressure of magnitude p = 0.5 is applied on the crack faces. The GFEM mesh and boundary





pressure on crack faces
α 
Figure A.12: Problem description for the case of pressure on crack faces.
A SIF convergence study similar to the one in previous section is performed for this problem.
The same mesh and enrichments as in the previous example are adopted. Figure A.13 shows
the Mode I and II SIFs extracted with the CIM for different polynomial orders of GFEM shape
functions. Figure A.14 shows the values of KI extracted at the center of the crack front for the
discretizations with p = 1,2,3,4. The values of KI from the previous example are also shown in
the figure. A fast and nearly monotonic convergence is observed in both problems.
A robustness study for the CIM extraction method is again performed. Figure A.15 shows the
SIFs for different values of extraction radius r. Only Mode I SIF is plotted; SIFs for Modes II
and III are omitted because they are zero. As observed in the previous example, the SIF values
extracted using the CIM show a very low dependence on the size of the extraction radius r (less
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Figure A.13: Stress intensity factors extracted along the crack front with the CIM for different polynomial
orders of GFEM shape functions.
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Pressure on crack faces
Figure A.14: Convergence of KI at the center of the crack front for the discretizations with p = 1,2,3,4.
The values of KI from the previous example are also shown in the figure.
than 2%).
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Figure A.15: Stress intensity factor KI extracted using the CIM method; Variation of radius of extraction
domain r.
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Fatigue Crack Propagation: The crack faces are subjected to a uniform cyclic pressure load
of maximum and minimum magnitudes σmax = 0.5 and σmin = 0.0, respectively, As done in the
previous example, the crack propagation is carried out until the surface has reached the boundary
of the domain. At every propagation step, extraction of SIFs is performed with the CIM and used
for the prediction of the direction of crack front propagation using Shollmann’s criterion [151].
Figures A.16 and A.17 show the crack surface evolution and contour plots of von Mises stress.
Different propagation paths are observed in these two last examples, due to the different bound-
ary condition considered. The previous example starts as a mixed mode problem and the crack
front quickly turns and grows toward a plane perpendicular to the applied tractions. At the end
of the simulation it becomes a pure Mode I problem. On the other hand, this example is a Mode
I problem from the start, because the pressure applied on the crack faces is perpendicular to the
plane of the crack. Therefore the crack surface grows on the same plane the entire simulation.
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Initial crack surface, step 0
step 10 step 20
step 30 step 45
Figure A.16: Evolution of pressurized crack surface.
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Initial crack surface, step 0
step 20
step 30 step 45
step 10
Figure A.17: Contour plot of von Mises stress for the case of crack with pressure on crack faces.
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A.5.3 Inclined Elliptical Crack
Static Crack Analysis: This problem is presented in Section 4.3.3 and repeated here to show
details of the extraction of SIFs. Consider an elliptical crack surface inserted into an elastic cube.
The crack surface has an inclination of 30◦ with respect to the horizontal axis. The ratio between









Details are shown in Fig. A.18.
The linear elastic material properties are taken as Young Modulus E = 1.0 and Poisson’s ration
v= 0.25. The cube is loaded by tractions of magnitude σ = 1.0 and normal to the top and bottom












Figure A.18: Geometrical details of elliptical crack problem.
The SIFs for Modes I, II, and III are extracted using the CFM and CIM methods presented
in previous sections. The Generalized Finite Element Method with second order polynomial en-
richments is adopted. Additionally, Heaviside and branch functions are used as enrichments to
represent the discontinuity and singularity created by the presence of the crack. Details about
GFEM enrichments for 3-D fracture problems can be found in Section 4.2.1 Automatic local mesh
refinement is performed such that the ratio between the smallest edge of elements along the crack
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Figure A.19: Details of local refinement along the crack front. The ratio between the smallest edge




For the CFM method, two radii of extraction (r1 = ρ1 and r2 = ρ2) are specified. r1 defines
the inner radius of the extraction domain. It should be within the K-dominant region of the elastic
solution but should be large enough such that it is outside of the first layer of elements at the crack
front. r2 defines the outer radius of the extraction domain and it can be much larger than r1 as
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long as the crack surface is nearly planar within the extraction domain. It should also avoid the
influence of other portions of a 3-D crack front within the extraction domain. Similar care must
be taken when dealing with multiple interacting cracks. Figures A.20(a)-A.20(c) show the stress
intensity factors extracted using the CFM for different values of r1 while keeping r2 constant.
Figures A.21(a) - A.21(c) show SIFs extracted with the CFM for a constant r1 and different values
of r2. The extracted values are compared to with the analytical solution for an infinite domain
[170]. SIFs are normalized using Equation (4.38).
For the CIM method only one radius of extraction (r) is needed. As mentioned before, r can
be large. Here, we choose it large enough such that it is outside the first layer of elements at the
crack front. Figures A.22(a)-A.22(c) show the stress intensity factors extracted using the CIM for
different values of r.
Excellent accuracy is observed for SIFs extracted with both the CIM and CFM. The methods
show low sensitivity to the size of extraction radius provided some basic guidelines are observed.
The inner radius used in the CFM, r1, should be small enough such that the interior surface of
the extraction domain, Γ1, is in the K-dominant region of the elasticity solution. The outer radius,
r2, and the extraction radius used in the CIM may be much larger than r1. However, the crack
surface should be nearly planar within the extraction domain. Radius r2 should be such that it
avoids the influence of other portions of a 3-D crack front within the extraction domain. There is
no constraint in the shape of the crack front. As with any extraction method in 3-D, performing
the computations for several sizes of the extraction domain provides information on how the SIFs
converge as the domain change.
The implementation and computational cost of the CIM is much simpler than the CFM since
it involves 1-D integrals instead of the 3-D integrals required by the CFM. Based on this, the
numerical results presented, and the requirement of selecting a single parameter for the extraction
domain definition, we recommend the use of the CIM over the CFM. We have also shown that the
CIM can handle without difficulties the case of crack faces loaded by prescribed tractions.
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Figure A.20: Stress intensity factors extracted using the CFM method. Variation of inner radius of extrac-
tion domain r1. In all cases, r1 is taken larger than the smallest edge of elements along the crack front, lmin,
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Figure A.21: Stress intensity factors extracted using the CFM method. Variation of outer radius of extrac-
tion domain r2. In all cases, r1 = 0.176 is adopted.
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of 3-D SIF functions for each fracture mode. It can be used with any method that extracts SIFs
point-wise along the crack front, instead of the SIF function directly as proposed in [122]. Its
computational cost is low and our experience with this approach has shown that it is quite robust.
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Figure A.22: Stress intensity factors extracted using the CIM method. Variation of radius of extraction
domain r. In all cases, r is taken larger than the smallest edge of elements along the crack front, lmin.
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